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Symbolism, some of it dating
A modification of the shield
Other symbols to be used on
back a thousand years to the
from the coat.of arms of the
the occasion of Mrs. Stroups' infirst university inaugural
Scottish family of Murray. the
auguration are as traditional as
ceremony, will be prominent in
shieldemblem was adopted as
the inaugural ceremony itself,
the formal installation of Dr.
the crest while Dr. John W. Carr
which originated during the,rise
Kala M. Stroup as the seventh
was president on May 9, 1924-,
of the University of Bologna.
president of Murray State
near the end of the first year of
The flag, medallion and mace
University on Saturday, April ,classes on the campus.
represent generally the power
. 28. '
•
and authority of the office of
Almost overnight it became a
Reflecting_ one of the earliest
president during the Investiture
focal point for the development
.
traditiohs on the campus will be
ceremony.
of school spirit. All the early
The university's official flag
the use of the school crest - a
structures on the campus bear
shield, insignia circumscribing
has an old gold background
some form of the basic design.
three stars - on the university
emblazoned with a royal blue
Preservation of the shield inflag and the presidential
shield in royal blue. The head of
signia was further assured when
medallion.
the staff represents the head of
the school yearbook was named
Another symbol that will be
the Thoroughbred, a symbol of
"'The Shield." The inaugural
evident is the mace. signifying
the school's athletic teams.
volume in 1925 described the
order and authority, which will
Originally used in warfare
three stars in the crest as signi- during the time of the Crusades,
be carried at the head of the , lying hope, endeavor and
academic procession.
achievement.
. flags now are used by institu-
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tions for processions and
decroaetive purposes at convocations, commencements and
other formal gatherings, with
the school standard subordinate
to the national and state
banners.
-- When the medallion is placed
around Mrs. Stroup's neck by
Richard Fryrnire of Madisonville, chairman of the Murray
State board of regents, it will
signify the formal installation of
her as the first woman president

in the state system of higher
education in Kentucky. She
assumed the duties _of the
presidency on.July 1, 1983.
The silver-finished medallion
is three inches in diameter. Sup-

. .

.

.

Imes given
.
new post

.
th sta
te

-

,

mahogany with agllt handle, the
35-inch staff has an octagonal
head -topped with a torch-flame
shape. A polished brass band
around the top of the head is inscribed with- the name of the
university.
.
Designed by the Deparment of
Industrial Education and
Technology at Murray State, the,
_mace is prominently displayed
The mace will be carried at
I • in the president's office at the
the front of the academic pro- - university when it is
not in use.
cession by Dr. Karl Hussung,
In the Middle Ages, a mace
professor of chemistry and the
was a heavy. armor-breaking
1971 Alumni Association
club with a metal head, carried
Distinguished Professor of the
to protect the king. As the-years
Year, who has held that title
passed, it became increasingly
longer than any other active
decoractive and evolved into
faculty member..
symbol of office. _
Made of hand -carved
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Collins softens
•
._ .
•
previous attitudes
•
•%,

.
•

ported by a blue and gold ribbon,
it is to be worn by the president
over her gown for all official
academic ceremonies.
A personal memento for the
president, the medallion bears
her name and the date of her inauguartion on the side opposite
the shield insignia. Its histroy as
a sy_ mbolofauthority _dates back .
to biblical days.
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hibits the prosecution of anyone
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) for doing something he .may be
Gov.- Martha Layne Collins on
.
'
..
authorized to, even if the action
Friday softened . her attitude
l'ek
i
•
Aikb. ,
now_
is
covered
by
the
somehwat
definition
of
toward
•
the
'
.
la
another business.
departed Legislature and said
.
•
•,
she is "a little disappointed"
,
.
.
.
•.
.
.
about what was accomplished
during the-General Assembly. •
0
.
_
State Agriculture Conimis- Government.
_
A few.weeks ago, immediately
.""ilit
:
'
.
.•
sioner DaKid E. Boswell has anImes has served as both Cornafter
announcing
she
was
.
flounced the appointment of missioner of the Deparment for
withdrawing her proposal for a
State Sen. Greg Higdon, D.
Kenneth Imes, Murray, as Natural Resources in the
$324 million tax and education -Fancy Farm, has beerT ap-,
f
•
.
P.
director of the Agriculture
Natural , Resources and En- package, Mrs. Collins had harsh pointed to a .committee of the
.
.
•
Department's Division of Shows virornental Protection Cabinet
_ words for lawmakers, especially National Conference of State
.
•
and Fairs.
and as Deputy Secretary of the
•
House members, and accused Legislatures for 1984-85. _
"I am Extrememly pleased to Cabinet.
,
'
them of being more interested in • Higdon will serve on the
.
‘41
*1
0
0
have a peson of Kenneth Imes'
As Deputy Secretary, he was
•
politics than good government.
agriculture, food policy and •
.
.
_
capabilities join my staff. With
•
responsible for administering an
...;,, c.•.:- _
:..WC-i.re: ga-lome good pieces nutrition committee of the.
----'
his strong background in
annual budget of $42 million and
of legislation," Mrs. Collins said State Federal Assembly.
•
agriculture and administration, 1,300 employees in three departduring an impromptu news conThe appointment was made by
ct k
.. '-'
.
-..._ _ .
• he will be a definite asset to the
.. l• •
ments, two offices and 11
. . ference held after she threw a Senate President Pro Tern Joe
.,,
_
" - •
r
department," Boswell said.
divisions.
. .
few shovels of dirt on a dogwood Prather. D-Vine Grove.
.
Imes, who was once named
:
The, tihri,,Si012 of .46hOws and
,
, •_
.
tree planted on the grounds of
-__. .,.
The NCSL provides a- forum
__ .
_
. _
.__
.)the Calloway County FFA's Fairs provides assistance to .
the Executive Mansion in honor for lawmakers from all 50 states •
- .
•'
'
Outstanding Young farmer, still local _fairs, sponsors various
N..
of Arbor Day.
, to meet and discuss issues faced
,
‘c
'
operates_ a 146-acre farm near district, state and national
r_s__ Collins said _t_h_e_ hy.. state legislatures. • Its. -na--'1
Mitt-ray. Re raises corn, soy- livestock shows and offers both
. '
Legislature did tackle some tional office is in _Denver.
.•
beans, beef cattle and dark-fired
..
adults and youths training in .
education issues, but not as
Higdon is vice chairman of the
_
tobacco. --go-ad livestock - breeding,
f -• '
'.
• many as it could have had her Kentucky Senale s Agriculture
..
.
Imes, 37, began his service in
manangement and handling
tax
package
.
been
approved.
and Natural Re-tources
.
.
‘
ti.,
.
government as state represen,,
practices.
"Let's say that we approached Committee.
._
• .
•
.
tative . from the Fifth House
"The Shows and•fairs Division
,.:,1 ?
some things that we needed to,"
.
•
District, serving from 1972-1979, has been very instrumental in .
Mrs. Collins said. "I'm 9 little
. He was a member of the House
promoting Kentucky's livestock
disappointed we didn't ac,4
.
,.
.
.
..
_
•
Kenneth
Inies
•
Labor and industry Committee, industry. It must continue -this .
_
'complish What I had attempted
'
Q.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard,
,_-_7_-___
'
--chairman of the House State
very important role even in a
to accomplish."
•
First
District
Congressman
.__. ..
._
.
Government-Committee and co.
baekground,
•
That's
-be
of
will
so
-tropon
budgets..
monwealth '
time
tight
,' - Commissioner - - -Since- triP Legisialureleft-the frOm Mayfield, has received the
.
..,...
chairman of the Interim Joint
.
• Capitol-last week, there has endorsement of the United Mine
why Kenneth- Imes, with his tant to the department and to Boswell laid. "Again, I'm very
Co m m i t t e e o n S ta t e
livestock
farming
to
throughout
have hini aboard."
strong fiscal and
the Corn- happy
been widespread speculation Workers for the upcoming
.
,
. ,
that Mrs,. Collins might call a Democratic primary election.
•
..
.
-..„.
- special session to deal with her
The endorsement was an
.
proposals.
nounced by Charlie Head,-"eorn.
.
The governor said she has not pac coordinator for the UMW. '
•
t
ruled that out but. "At this point Hubbard is being opposed by .,
,in time; I don't have a special Charles K. Hatohett of Benton. '
..session in mind."
The U1VrW, along with the Na.
.
.
On the matter of legislation, tional Coal Association, have
•
Mrs. Collins said she has mad-e also e-ndorsed Sen. Walter .
.
.
no decision on the veto of several "Dee" Huddleston for the
. ,.
•
-"
potentially
controversial
bills Senate primary. Huddleston's
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla
for pilot Dick Scobee and mis. blems in any of those areas."
It is near that altitude - but
• _
p a s s e d b y t h e G e n e r a 1 nomination is being opposed by
(API - Challenger stalked .a.
,
sion specialists ;Peorge'NelSon,
11,500 miles distant - that the
However, he said, a problem
..••
Assembly.
- •
former Gov. John Y. Brown, Jr.
sun-study satellite through the
.
,
Solar Maximum Satellite is v."obwith Mission Control computers
James van Hoften and Terry
••
Mrs.
Collins
„said
the
ad.
trackless
heavens
Friday, flying
.
Wing along, like a slowing top,
in Houston caused "intermittent
Hart.
ministration was taking a -hard
higher than ever before to make
..
'
be
its guidance
tracking that began right at litAt liftoff, Challenger rose off
look at-Senate Bill 46, which was
an in-space repair of an obser•
mechanism quit more than
toff and continued right through
its pad in a cloud of smoke and,
originally designed to establish
vatory too important and too ex•
the launch phase."
• trailing fire, knifed almost • three years ago. The chase, over
, ...
licensing procedures for
pensive to lose.
Two Sections- 28 Pages •
828,000 miles, will end Sunday
Information Was available
straight up-ward through
geologists.
•
Classifieds.
'' •
• 10, 11
•
when Challenger catches up in
from other sources, Coen said,
brilliant blue skies to an orbit
. The first satellite rescue mls"
An amendment was attached
sion began, only 57 oneComics
10
history's longest service call.
and there was nothing to disturb
290 miles above Earth.
'
.
'in the House, however, that pro-'thousandths of- a second late,
Crosswords .
....
- 9
•
the flight.
i.
•
.
.
Dear
with a liftoff as pretty as any of
Abby
4
•
The shuttle's boosters were
•
-•
Fins
&
Feathers
the
10
preceded
that
it.
I
;. ,
,
being recovered from the Atlan'
.,- • .
-.
.
,0
3 I, i
•
'
,
. 1,
' '"
.
Horoscopes
"You looked great going up
4. 9
.
tic about 150 miles offshore. The
' ';`•
i
) ;
''
.
.•
Murray Today
I
the hill," said Mission Control.
4, 5
*m*k..ttlf4 .
,
,
ship's huge external tank, which
•
.
t -"ce ,
*
i: i
04
, . k. ,. .
.Perspective
"The view from here is as
-3
,. .
held 540,000 gallons of fuel to
..t •• . , , rt
.
•
• ---,•...).let-_1 •_-:, !.'t, ..
'.e. 4. ,
„ ••1, ,.,.
Shop Talk
-6 spectacular As ever," replied
.
„,-, , k„. :.•
-t. .
,
•
*
..
power the flight, fell as planned
•
7,I?
...:
.
•%. , 'Ad.
,..1 ;
•
•
Sports .
, commander Robert Crippen, the
8
- ._ _ _
•
into the Pacific, 125 miles from
-.
.•(' .'• N..
•
. .
TV
first astronaut to make three
Week
16
pages
•
;,ire
1
,
the main island of
ail and it
-'
r il • 0C
,
.le
flights.
,0 ):, • • .
;.,
,,f4
• was photographed
ing down
.
/
-----,--.
•
Flight Director Gary Coen
- the first time
A
at's been
• said,"The orbiter and the count-,- achieved..
t'.''
t f..."'
down went by the clock today;
.11
Crippen was the only veteran
'd _if
Saturday: Today calls for in_•
•,s1114
-,
• ..
,•
.
.
there were absolutely no pro.
on the flight. It was the first time
•
.
.
creasing cloudiness. Highs in
IV - .41111p
,
.
__ .
the upper 60s_ East winds
-.--)
around 10 mph. Saturday night
' .
.
.
.
.
.
._
,
will be cloudy with a 60 percent
Bypass
•
•
,
' 41,,
chance of showers. Mild with
a, Y '<ft
,'
,...
.
,
1
)
'
:
'
'
'
'
lows
----, • 1
around
50-.
It will cost motorists 50 cents
Showers likely
or to Mayfield, there. will be no
- . '
_
.
, ,,
,
...
,
•
,
.
Sunday. Highs in the low to mid
'1'
to use the U.S. 641 bypass about
direct access to the bypass from
-,-- /
^*"..-A
-•
60s.
' to be constructed around Benthe parkway or vice versa,
.
,
.
1
.
A, .
The extended forecast for •
.
i
.s
ton, according to state highway
Puryear said. Motorists will
%i.e.,
._ ; •
Monday through Wednesday
• ,
officials.
y
'
have to go through a parkway
- ' '
calls for rain likely Monday and
4.,
:,
.
The $3 million. two-lane
-/
toll gate on Ky. 348 about a mile
I
ending
Tuesday.
,
,
--.
bypass Will run from south _of
. ,,
from the bypass intersection. ,c‘''
.
Benton .to the Purchase
Officials considered moving
••• •
•
• _
..
_•
_ . , Parkway. Construction' is - the toll both from 348 to the.
.
MISS
scheduled
bypass,
to
begin
within
to
reduce
a
few
the
charg
.
eu;
,•
..
YOUR PAPER!
.
'
•
weeks.
.
. 20 cents, but decided the lack of
SUbscribers . who hove not
' ,-- - . - - - • .
'
After the failure of Gov. Cola full interchange made that
'
_ .
.
received, their home-delivered
-_
•
tins' tax increase, effdrts to cut
impracticable. .. _, ,. ,,- .._
._
.
,
...
1
costs on the bypass resulted in
copy of 11.• Merry/ Wiper & Moss
DO
-NATION-MADE- -1••••Figio• Killington, center. interim director of .the Callowaj County .
Marsall County Judge.
.
_ _ . .-----1
t_____.
_
* '
its tieing redueed from a'plarin- Chapter of the American Red Cross. accept-s.711 &nation of $.10 for the current fund drhe of the . 4.7.-5V. 530 p.rti.' Mondoij-Fridoy or
EXecutive Mike Miller said the . ... '
_
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ed four lanes. to two, and being
chapter from the Kappa'pepartnrient of the NIurray Ai onian's Club. Freda Steeh , left. and Martha
cost-cutting will also cut down
p.m.Soturdais
3:30
‘ by
ore urged
'
.
. . '
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Only half an interchange with
Andrus. right, co-chairmen of the department, made the preftentation.•This money was from pro:
use of the bypass -He doesn't exto toll 753-1116 between .5:34
_......
the parkway. said, district
certif. of the annual kappa Tour of Homes.
the bypass will hurt
Rect.
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engineer John • PtiPtjtear. For
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business in downtown Benton at
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Staff
photo
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Hazel's Schnautz is named
Tree Farmer of the Year'
of forestry in the Natural
Schnautz als0 received a chainEdward Sehna,utz, Hazel, was
saw from McCulloch "Resources and Enviromental
named Kentu
--cky's Tree Farmer
Corporation.- Protection•Cabinet, Schnitutz .is'
of the Year-by the Keritticky
an outstanding example for
Schautes tree farm was first
Forest Industries Associatfon at
certified in 1976. He has
other Kentucky forestland
their recent annual meeting in
owners-Us follow.
established 1. 3/4 miles of forest
Schnautz was
- Hamm - said that 'Kentucky
honored for the outstanding-- roadsand 2in nities of trails to needs many more forestland
provide easy access to all points
work he has done in managing
on the propety. Starting in 1975 owners to take an active role in
his 162-acre tree farm in
managing their forest properhe made small yearly harvests
Calloway County. He was
of timber. This material is sawn
selected from nine , state-wide
ties, Such individuals can do
district oominations. St•tmautz
on a small one-man sawmill.
much toward meeting our future
was hoininated by "Albert " The lumber is then sold locally.
demands for foreit products.
Schmidt,service forester. DiviAll the tops., slabs, and edgings
sion of forestry, Mayfield, who
are cut into-firewoodT-Heuses • The baste-aimof-theiree farm
has been assisting Schnautz with
part of this material to heat his system is to place forestland
under management practices
technical forestry advice.
home and sells the rest on the
that will bring continuing
local market.
benefits to the Owner and proSchnautz is interested in
A plaque designating him
duce more and better forest prowildlife and has planted several
"Tree.Farmer—
of the Year" was
__ ' and -services for
ducts
the •
Wildlife food plots In addition td
presented to Schnautz by Robert
American people. To qualify for
W. Schaefer, Chairmen of the- setting out 500 autumn olive
the award-the owner must have
shitiba. Wildlife gilder-its and
Kentucky-Vree Farm Commitdemonstrated his desire and
faculty from Murray State
tee, on behalf -of Kentucky
ability not, only to manage his
Forest Industries Association, • University visit the area as one
_woodland buttoprotert his trees
•
'lite state spensorand
from fire, insects, distases, and
According to Donald A.
it'orest Institute, the national
destructive grazing.
Hamm, director of the division
sponsor of the tree farm system.
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-Mr. and Mrs. Edward Schnautz receive citation from Governor Martha Layne Collitis

_

Annual Chamber dinner is scheduled
The annual dinner for the
Murray-Calloway County
Chapber of Commerce has been
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. April 30
in the Curris Center at Which "time the announcement of the
1983 Citizen of the Year will be
made.
The theme of the annual occasion will revolve around the National Museum of the BoyScouts
of , America which is being
relocated to the campus of-Murray State University.
InformatiorrWill be presentea
concerning the current status of
the Scout museum.
The keynote speaker for the
-evening will be Ser-ritary of
Tourism Wendall Combs who

MURRA1 1114- II REPRESENTED IN STATE COMPETITON
Kelly Steel deft) and David Daughaday are representing
Murray High School In the 15th annual Kentucky Driver Excellence competiton in Louisville this weekend. The event, spon_Sored by Kentucky .AMVETS and Dodge, is for selected drivers'
. ecitiC:ation students throughout the state.

will discuss the impact of
tourism on local economies and
what tourism means to
Kentucky?
. Citizen of the Year nominations will be accepted at the
Commerce Centre begithiing
Monday but Steve Zea, executive vice president of the
Chamber of Commerce, explains that the format for
nominations and 'selection has
been changed since last.year's
aillaucd-dinner.

The members of the Chamber
of Commerce Board of Directors
voted last October to change the
format, Zea says.
Under the new guidelines, on-

ly members of the Chamber of
Commerce may submit.po_minations. Nominations. must be in
writing and must provide
background information On the
nomTnee along with an explanation of why that nominee should
be chosen as Citizen of the Year
for 1983.
Nomination forms are
aVa.ilable at the Commerce
_centre.
'All nominations must be turned in to the Cotrunerce Centre by
47-30 pm. MondaY, April 23.
Zea also reports there will beno balloting among Chamber of
Commerce members this year.
A committee of several individuals from the community,

•'

Anyone who has previously
won the Citizen of the Year
award canabt be considered for
-the award again, Zea says.
The new selection process,
which is very similar to the one
used to select to the Murray
State University Outstanding
Alumnus, is expected to
eliminate the chances of a "run
off situation," Zea says.
Reservation and ticket
mation for the -annual dinner
will be announced later.

Century Club provides
`bond' for Auburn Wells

•.0

-

•

who are not necessarily
members of the Chamber of
Commerce, will review the written nomination terms and select
the Citizen of the Year.

est% ie‘s has false alarm

'Auburn Wells feels a special bond to Murray State University, a bond that has kept -Mtn Active in university affairs since
hi-s graduation from _there in_ 1929.I seriously doubt that I would have attended a college if an
institutioh of higher lea.rning had not been established inwest
Kentucky," he explains. "So I am deeply indebted to Murray
StafeKniversity for having changed by life such-that I could
make a greater contribution to the young people of this state."
And his Contributions have come is several different forms
over the years. He has coached, taught and served as principal
in-pal:the schools and was professor of political scienee at-MSU
for 25 years, retiring in 1972.
But his contributions to youth and support of MSU didn't stop
there, but rather has taken the form of contributions to the
Alumni Association-sponsored scholarship fund known-as the
Century Club.
• Members of the "club'-; are
those individuals who contribute
$100 or more to the scholarship program.
:-:-In-Appreviation-of-wtiat _the-stateAntoughthe-university-,
has done for me, I assume the responsibility, above and_ beyond
the legal tax level, of contributing to the university'and its
students." Wells said.
The general scholarship program originated by the Alumni
Association is designed to help deserving students °Ma-Wan
education'at MSU, accordifik-to Donna kierndon, director of
Alumni Affairs.
All incoming freshmen are eligible to apply for the
scholarship.
Reviewing the record of MSU graduates, Well observe that
"Murray State tfhivetsity graduates permeate all levels of life
and activity in itsa.cea_of.innnenee - Athich_is nationwide but
with special emphasis in west Kentucky. It has been involved
in the training of docthrs. lawyers. teachers, government officials..farmers. artists, buSinessmen and specialists of various__
kinds. The present student population will fill these positions in
111
the future.
"If we -want to raise the quality of our society We will help
the students of today lib even surpass tWcurrent achievements
in these areas of work and service," he adds.
While attending what was then Murray State Teachers-College. Wells played four years of baseball and football and three
years of basketball. He explained that- during-his first-year.
1924, there was no basketball program at the school.,
He was a member of the 1925-26 football squad that led Murray State through an undefeated season and held the opponents
to a combined total of only nine points the entire year.
He carries fond memories of the late Carlisle Cutchin, who.
coached all three sports and served as the school's athletic
director. He offers his contributions to the MSU athfetic program through the Cutchin Scholarship fund
Wells' intense involvement in sports coupled with his dedication to-his school-work.earned him the-title...1421e
Around Student in College" during his junior. year and he
graduated with.distinction Lequivalent to magma cum ladei.
Wells hopes that his contril ttids;--ruid the contributions of
others concerned With the future of MSU will help other
students in the future have a college career as full and memorable-as his was 60 years ago.

•-•

Four trucks and nine men
.from the Murray Fire Department answered a false alarm at
the Westview Nursing Home this
morning at approximately 5:-35Accordhig to a spokesman for
the department, the alarni at the'
home obviously went off by
mistake.

Nape suspect cam ieted
A Marshall- County man.
31-year-old Buel Seott, Jr., of
_Wadeshoro Road, has been convicted by a Marshall Circuit
Court jury for the rape of a
14-year-old girl last Dec. 24.
The- jury convened some two
hours before rendering a punish-meat at 2(1 year-simprlsonment,
Scott is "scheduled to receive
formal sentencing in Benton on
May 4, by Judge James M.
Lassiter.
Spam

8

BRASS ENSEMBLE - Aside from performing th- e works of Master brass composers, the Chicago
Brass Quintet offers a number of pieces the entire family Can enjoy. Formed In 1962 the group has been
delighting audiences across thination; The members of the Chicago•lirass Quintet are among-the most
sought after performers in the Chicage area
inliddition to the quintet are members of Chicago's
most prominant musical organizations. The Quintet will perform in the last Murray Civic Music
Association: concert-of the season oq Monday, April 9. at- R p.m. in Lovett Auditorium,- Murray State
University. This concert is funded in part by the Kentucky Arts Council with funds in part from the Na •
tional Endowment fiir the Arts.
•.
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Leadership Murray heads `back to school this week
consisting of Rose, Jeffrey,
boards.
, It was "back to school" for the
Food Service Director Glinda
Jerry Ainley, Jean* Hurt, Allen
.Rose was moderator of a
Jeffrey and her MHS staff.
Leadership Murray class this
Moilit--and - Cindy -Dea-ver.-- - Lunch was
-hosted by'MSU in the
week-as it continued Its cum: " - panel consisting-of-CiadY-1-lern7
"Educational Issues for the
don, Sheila Shaw and Hugh Noffmunity study in the area of
Stables, the university students'
future of Murray and Calloway
singer, discussing "Financing
education. .
lounge in the Curtis Center. The
County" was the.. focus of this
Our Schools."
Chairpersons for the day were
day was drawn- tp a close by a
panel discussion.
•
CC ..Lowry.,. Jack.-Rose and
-Curriculum Planning- and--inLeadership Murray Titipfla"-: reception-et -COMB hosted by
Robert Glin Jeffrey. Main areas
struction was the topic of a panel
wereAransported on "Education . Calloway Food Service Director
otstudy and-dismission were the
discussion moderatedhy Booth-.
Juliana- AdaMs and her CCMS
Day" on al Calloway -County
administration of -school
This panel was composed of Jim
gaf.
f
Schiaol bus to Murray High
systems, financing schools'and
The pupils of Leadership MurLawson, Doralyti Lanier, Nancy
School, Murray State University
program and curriculum
ray will complete their nineLovett and, Bobby Malone.
and back to Calloway Middle
planning.
month session in May with the
designated
Lowry
was
School.
'Featured speakers of the dayobservance
of "Media Day"and
panel
•
of
moderator Of a
the class Was 'treated to
Were Dr. Taylor Hollin,
graduation.
teachers, parents- and educators
breakfast
at
MHS,
Prepared
by
associate superintendent of
public instruction with the state
department of education,..-and
Dr:-Iiiikt Stroup, president of Murray State UniVersity.
•
.
Hollin's address was' focused
on "Education in Kentucky" _
with Stroup discussing "Higher
Education and Murray State's
Role in the CoMmunity, State
and Nation.'"
"Administration of School
Systems" was the subject of a
'1d bJeUreyOther members of the panel
_LEADERSHIP MURRAY GOES TO SCHOOL -='-'11h(, 1983-84 Leadership Murray class observed
were Jim Booth, who discussed
."Educathin Day" earlier this week. As part of the study session, class members boarded a Calloway
MSU's administration, and Don
Henry and Ferrell Millar ad- - -County School bus and were transported to Murray-High School. Murray State University and Calloway
dressing the historical and cur- • 'County Middle School. The group participated inseveral panel discussions centered around education
In Kentucky.,
•
rent perspectives of school

•
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phorie number set

-BEDMINSTER, N.J. (AP)
A special telephone service
again will give those on Earth a
chance to listen in on the five
astronauts aboard the space
shuttle Challenger, American
Telephone & Telegraph Co.
says.
For Dial-A:Shuttle AT&T
charges 50 cents for the first
minute and 35 cents per additional minute for calls to a
special 900 number.
In the United States, the
number is 900-410-6272.
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National Lab
Week is marked
National Medical Laboratory Week; April 8-14,
1984, reminds us that when our friends and
relatives go into the hospital "for tests," the
speed and accuracy of those rests i.s.iatir_mainconcern. We want to be sure that those tests are
being performed by highly-trained, skilled professionals to confirm the diagnosis of the attending physician.
Here's your chance to see for yourself!
During the week of April 8-14, we urge you to
visit Murray-Calloway County Hospital's clinical
laboratories - talk with the staff, take the time
to watch them demonstrate various Lest proCe.duresand perhaps view a slide presentation or
a Videotape program about clinical
laboraories...and enjoy a cup of hot coffee while
you're at it.
They are having- Open - Haute at the -local
hospital's lab all of next week. Don't miss it! You'
are going to come away with a good feeling about
your laboratory professinals. They really know
-howhelp bring the-diagflOSTS-IMbfocus.

looking back
-.
. .0 Ten years ago •
Pvt. Vincent Costello, son -of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Costello, has been assigned to Fort
--Hood, Texas, after completing basic training at
FOrt Knox.
A drive to aid -tornado disaster victims in
BratIdelbiaFe is being sponsored by.the Murray
Ledger & Times, and Radio Stations WNBSWAAW. An u-haul truck has been donated by 641
Shell to take the items to the area.
Mr. and Mrs. Muir Suiter will observe their
50th wedding anniversary on April 19. .
- Twenty years ago
PFC Ronald Gene Parkis, son of Dorothy and
Leon Farris, has been stationed with the Army in
Augusberg. Germany.'
Danny Lampkins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Lampkins. Jr., is serving with the Army at Fort
Dix, N.J.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Montgomery, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dugger, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hal Spann, a boy to Mr.
and Mis. L.T. Cottrell and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
/ Graves Ferguson.
. • Thirty years ago
• Army PFC Kenneth C. Hurt -is serving with'
Company B of 37th Infantry Pivision2s_.148th.
Regiment at Camp Polk, La.
Dr. Hugh MeElrath of'Murray was elected as a
delegate- to American Dental Association
Meeting by the Kentucky Dental Association at
its meeting in Louisville.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
_ include,a boy. to-Mr..-and-Mra.• -Newton Milani,-a.boy to Mr. and Mrs. William Beane and a girlio.
-Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomas McKendree.
Forty years ago
.
Calloway Circuit Court will open April 10 with••
a very light docket, according to Otis Lovins:Cir- .
cuit Court Clerk. Presiding will be Judge Ira 13-. f
Smith with John T. King as commonwealth
Elliott Wear, R.A. Johnston. 011ie Barnett,
Clyde Jones, Dr. J.J. Dorman, the Rev. A.J.
Russell, Keith Kelley,Oscar Skaggs E.W. Riley'
and Leonard Vaughn I.Vere-Initiated into the Murray Lions Club at a_ meeting at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Carlos Roberts has been appointed-as---amember of the Calloway County Board of Education to fill the vacancy created by the resignation
of Tom Wells.
_
Births reported this week include a boy to Sgt.
and Mrs..Fulton Farriter and a boy to Mr. and,
' Mrs. Gus Yarbrough.
Fifty years ago
W.S. Swann of Murray and B.L. Trevathan of
Benton were named as members of the Board of
Regents of Murray State College bys Kentucky
Gov. Ruby Laffoon, They succeed-Mrs. William
H. Mason of Murray and S.J..Snook-of Paducah.
Another rabid dog was killed March 31 near
Murray State College after it had bitten two college girl students who now are taking the
,Pasteur treatment.
Births reported this week include twins, a girl
and boy, to Mr. and Mrs. Bert Outland, and'
twins, a girl and boy_io-Mr. and Mrs.'-"Pearsbn
Lovett.
. Marriages announced this week include Ola B.
Johnson to Foreman H. Graham on April T. --The weekly average for the sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Market is listed at $6.36
per hundred weight.
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southern seen

by tarry mcgehee
•

Those who don't get around much anymore
a.

Florida has made the care of the
aging into its major industry.
I want to suggest that other
southern states go and do likewise.
Perhaps not so much for profit as
for the sake of service to others.
A few decades ago, the young
people who lived on farms moved
to towns. They left behind their ,
parents, who usually _sold the
farms when retirement time ciune.
Those young people in towns
have themsleves aged in the meanwhile- -They are- left - -with- -their
family homes. for' their own
children have left them and the
small towns -for employment in
large cites.
As the result, most of the small
towns of the South have become
retirement towns, heavily
populated by widows who have
outlived their husbands.
The primary community activites for widoiNs in small
southern towns are of three types:.
church activites, Senior Citizen
Club activities, and personal- activites organiied by the widows
themselves (bridge or canasta
clubs, bake sales, craft cubs, efc.).

It would not be a bad idea for
smallsouthern- tdwns to give some
very serious attention to being
"Model towns" for the retired and
widowed. That means that a town
ought to give some task force attention to services that retired people,
especially widOwi. need. They
need more than Senior Citizen
Clubaand more than-nursing.tKnne--access.
Widows can live long and productive lives in their latter years. _
Their serviee td staciety and their,
health and happineSs can be
enhanced by a caring Community.
Here are a few ideas on how a
-community ca/rhe of better Service
to its senior citizens. You may have
more and better ideas of your own.
to share with business and government officials in your town.
,Look first at the essentials of.life
- food, clothing, Medicine, and
setter.
•
Many widows,,can no longer drive
cars. They are marooned in small
towns when the drug stores and
groceries move out of tife ile-Ordential areas to the distant surburbs. A
good chain grocery that has a drug

store in it or next to it can be
a
tremenddus asset-ifIt Offers phonein service and home delivery-. Ailthat is required is a staff of two or
three people - perhaps older peo-,
ple themselves who want to work
after retirement.
• One person could take-groceryorders icy phone. Another could
sack the orders. Another would
deliver;them. If medicine is part of
the order, the grocery's drug
center could send those_aking-wiiti
the-groceries.'Phone-In order's and
home deliveries could be financed
by a -five percent add-on charge
and limited to senior citizens and _
-the handicapped.
,Similarly, some younger senior
citizens with cars cbuld organize
local senior citizen taxi services to
provide transportation services to
the elderly who don't drive, with
regularly scheduled times for
groceries, beauty parlors, and
other predthatde trips.
Another community service
would ,be 'a _phone •service__Itrith_
fellow.senior citizens signing up to
call one another once a week, or
more often if requested, to check

on health or provids conversation.,
Senior citizens are more likely to
want to talk about their grandchildren than their chilren. A couple of senior citizens in a town
could volunteer to gather Silly Old
Grandparents news about grandchildren and chilren for the local
_ne.w_spa per --dolumns-. Many
newspaers have whole pages
devoted to children. Similar pages
designed for senior citizens would
be read_ with-interest.--just-a,K-the.old rural community news columns
from rural correspondents once
were. Not only could the latest
_family achievements be shared,
'biit §
- uch a page once a week could
list senior citizen 'calendars or
cover senior citizen activites and
trips.
Finances are % particular problem for senior citizens. Help with
tax forms cOuld--te provided by
retired accountants. Banks could
design their- service with senior
citizens in mind,
services for thoseitnable-to come in
the offices on their own.
'Household repairs are a major
nuisance to retired people. So
many things around the house do
not require help from professional
companies - touch-up painting,
stuck -cabinets, leaky faucets.
Retired citizens still able toputter
around houses could organize a
eentral-service-tcr-do-MMOriliTIM-repairs for widows at reasonable
prices.
The spirit is willing among
retired people to help themselves,
and often the flesh is not as weak as
Society believes. What is needed in
small towns is some way to get
enough semi-active retirees
together to brainstorm ideas they
can turn into services for people no
longer able to care completely for
themselves but who are still a long
way
the nursing homes.
Providing the services within the
-.social security and pension incomes of the elderly is a project
that can turn -any small sOuthern'
town into-a model-town for retired
---peeple7thcr-organtz
.
_ another.
There is a saying _attributail_
_•
Briddha in TheDhammapada:"He
• who always greets and constantly
reveres the aged, four things will
increase in him: life, beauty, happiness. power."

•

,I984 Coyle,

*Fe alma.°czifyili
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letters to the editor

Duties of publicity chairman are appreciated
To the Editor:
This, past year I have been
privileged to serve as the Publicity
Chairman for the Murray Woman's
Club. .
It has been a fairly simple task:
to gather information about the
dates and times of meetings, who
would take care of the flowers or,
the punch, and put it in the paper;
then, to rewrite the when, where
and who of the meeting and have it
run in the paper again after it was
all over.
Of course, that inforatlon is
necessary to the continued operation of the Club. However, it does
not and cannot convey in any real
sense the value of the Murray
Woman's Club to the, members of
the community.
My job as Publicity Chairnon is
almost over and I decided I should
write the real facts about the Club,.
and let the community know there

is a lot more to us than punch and
flowers. •
"
A woman who is active in the
Murray Woman's Club promotes
growth - within herself, others,
and the community in general'.
Regardless of -i:tur age Or interest, there is a Department of the
Murray Woman's Club where you
can feel at home .among other
women who share your interests,'
problems and isiys of life. There is
a nepartment for the yonng, the
old, and the middle-aged, the
music-minded or green-thumbed,
creative or intellectual.
The capacity for personal grOwth
Is only limited by your willingness
to get involved, your willingness to
share, and your desire 'to learn
Our -personal interest may vary
from iardening to music to world
traveli-but-we all shama common
goal - in making this a better
place to live.

Our member,sytovide their time. school Systems. They'have providimaginations and hard-earned
ed thousands Of dollars annually to
dollars to morecharities each year
loCal high school students to enThan I could ever list in this letter.
courage their continued education.
Thousands of, dollars are raised to
They, have -spent hundreds of
support locak,_ slate and national
hours volunteering at MCCH. They
fund drives to find a cure for
have supported local fund - needs
cancer, or provide shelter for unsuch as the Community.Theatre.
wanted altimais or permit'---my--:---Humane Society, Mental
Health.
children to watch Sesame Street
Need Line. Hospice, and many
every day on KET.
others.
These are good interests, but
Some projects -are big. some
they go even deeper and broader - small. But -all.of them have
helped
,than that.- Wei are somtnitted to
fo make the quality of life just a litmaking Murray, -Kentucky the
tic bit better here in Murray.
best.
'
I am extremely proud to be aMurray Woman's Club members' member of this fine organization,
cared enough about education of
and appreciate the opportunity to
our youth , that they undertook - have served-at its Publicity Chairsubstantial debtto build and staff a
man this year. I wiSh all our
kindergarten at a local elementary
members could get so involved so
schOol.
that they could be made aware the
They went into debt again to purmagnitude of this Club's efforts.
chase equipment to test the hearSincerely,
ing of all school age children in our
Vicki R. Jones

Residents need watchful eye for boat titles'
To The Editor:
As the boating seaon is near. I
would -offer Some advice to prospective boat buyers. Before you
buy a used boat have the age of the
motor vitrified by a authorized
dealer. They can do this by checking the serial number.
The Ky goat Licensing Div. says
switching of_motors before selling
Is a problem. Say for example you
buy a boat and motor with a 1973 title. The boat may well have had the
Motor swiched for an older motor,

say a 1964. A 20 year old boat motor
has little value on the market. And
you have rhore chance of being
stranded out in the middle of the
lake. with,rt storm approaching.
I am sayirig ,that Ky. Boat'&
Motor tiles. altough a Ky. state
dcownent can not be relied on. And
the small claim court offers no
relief.
In a case in the Benton court, I
read from item 2of the judges decision, even if the Defendent itfterttiontillyinisrepresented the year of

model of thelhotor the judgement
out the age of motor or you might
would still be in ,
find yourself and family stranded
the •defendent's
_favoras the purchase price was not
out on the lake with a twenty year
proved excessive. And the Plantiff
old-imotor. You-could be in the posisuffered damage.
tion of the man who was caught up
With this view of the court you
the proverable creek witholit a
could say it is alright to-intentional- _ paddle.
lymisrepresent mdse., and yes roH • With all the publicity on TV.
-back miles on cars if the selling
radio and papers concerning car
price was not to high. There seems
titles, some should be shifted to
to be a double standard concerning
boat titles.
,•
. .
boat titles and car titles; but both-T.J. Smith
are state -documents.
Rt. I
So if you buy a used boat check
Murray, Ky.

Writer thanks resident for expressing fellings

operate this little box that has so In- To The Editor:
,_-----terstepted
Thanks tO Kirbx Jennings for so
the hospital and finally ha3ing a
ably expressing my sentiments in
day to try to'enjoy my TV again, I
Wednesday's Ledger. Having surfind I can't. The Lord has given me
vived a two weeks drag-away.. so
a good "forgetter:* and Its In good
that clan of mlne could put one over
use. They all tell me what to do and
on me, it house full of guests to
then it's forgotten.

It is certainly do pleasure whern_
Eightisi''..airr not supposed to be
;
.,your..--eyee --are -bad, numbers --too "fill
Th'Thti"plásureiV've
small to read, mash everything on
had out day.
trying toget your program and by
Thanks again Kirby.
Then it's gone -- with your goad old
Re-mote Control istittg there
Mary L. Foy
useless. 7- 512 Broad
Oh, Well, guess the 4'Aching
Murray, Ky.
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Cooper-Roberts wedding planned

kir next year
NEW YORK (AP)
The "Dynasty" triangle
of John Forsythe. Linda
Evans and Joan Collins
-will be there, so plans
for a repeat of the
• 4...
-1!Night of 100 Starir" ek.11
fravaganza are moving
-rightalong-.-as-soon-as
the organizer signs up 97
more luminaries.
But Broadway
showman Alexander
Cohen has plenty of time
to complete the cast of
FUNDRAISER - The Murray-Calloway County dayceettes recently held
• "Night of_100 Slars IL" .a fundraiser for
the Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross. A
The-43-que1-4o the 1982 Celebrity Baby Picture
Contest, bottom photo, and a Bake Sale, top photo,
- event, which brought
were held at Wal-Mart. The group expressed appreciation tothe 26 Murray
together more than 200 celebrities who helped them
with the project by providing them a baby picof the biggest names in
ture for the fundraiser. The pictures of Margaret Trevathan and Joe
show business, isn't beBelcher raised the most funds and were selected as the cutest babies. Each
ing held for 10 months.
will receive a Sunday brunch, compliments of Dakota Feed and Grain. PicCohen said that the
tured in the top photo at the bake sale are,from left. Tammy Rogers, Bonny
next celebrity gathering
Armstrong, Teresa Woods and Karen Belcher, Jayceettes.
willbe taped on F_eb. 17.
• 1985, at Radio City
%PPP"-1116.11i;pmft
Music Hall, and will be
televised later that spring as a three-hour
e42pecial on ABC.
The first •'Night of 100
6
Stars," which was
televised in March 1982,
-14*
was dedicated for the Actors Fund pf America
and raised more than
$650.000.

-

Miirray Ledger si Times

Jo Burkren. editor
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Mr. and _Mrs. Joe
Cooper of La Center announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter.
Rhonda, to Mark
Roberts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Ray Roberts
of Murray.
'The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Hobert • Morehead' of
Kevil and of Mrs. Vivian
Cooper of La Center.
Miss Cooper received
her degree in special
education in 1983 from
Murray State
University.
.The groom-eleet-is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Harmon Ross and
of Mr. and Mrs.
Tilghman Barrow, all of
Murray.
Mr. Roberts is a
senior majoring in industrial education and
technology at _ Murray
• State University.
The. wedding will be
solemnized on Friday.
May 18, at 7 p.m. at the
First Baptist Church,
La Center.
A reception will follow
the ceremony:
All_friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.•

Rhonda coOpui .
fiancee.orllark Robcrts

.

SPRING BREAK

MATINEES
DAILY

Mrs. Hart speaker, Magazine Club

ATHRU SUN., APR. 15
1:10. 3.241. 7.10. 9:05
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By MELLIE
HORTIN
Mrs. George S. Hart,
"born between Stella
and Kirksey.'" reviewed
''A Memory Trip to Inphysicians, three health dian' Territory and
departments and five Back," for Magazine
-dentists in the three Club members.
counties provide health
The meeting was-on
services to children.
Thursday afternoon,
The Murray -and March 22, in the home of
Mayfield City Schools' Miss Hazel Tarry.
Food Services provide- • Mrs. Hart was five
nutritious breakfasts years of age and brother
and -lunches -for the Harry was eight months
children.
when their parents, Mr.
A proposal for.expan- and Mrs: Oury Lee
sion of 20 children in Broach, and Uncle John
each county, a total OfiNr-Cole--(her al-Other's
additional children for brother) and their eight
1984-85, has been sub- children left their
mitted. .According to Calloway homes for a
this grant, if approved, prospective new home
will add eight new in the western country.
The Indian Territory
employees and bring an
-additional $123,692 into had been opened to frettiers and people were
the area.
flocking there much as
Anyone interested in they did to the Gold
promoting the- goals. of- Rush-in Caifornia. the Friends of,
The two families sold
Headstaet Association is
urged to contact ohe of
the officers listed above.

Friends of Ileadstart meet

What on
Insntution,
c),Tt

The Friends of Headstart Board, TomHeadstart A4sociation, my Waldrop; Marshall
a group whose purpose County .Representatiye
1 30. 7:05 OSL1
is to support, and pro- to Headstart Board, Joe
See,11 'falai% Spaced
mote the Murray.: Hamlin.
Adventure'
THE11
Calloway County,
Other board members
Graves ,County and Include Mark Blankenrts
Marsha' 11 Cou'llty ship, Poplin, Bill Pasco
r *-GM
Headstart Programs, and Judy Whitten.
1
10 ONLI
met on March 30
Ma. Whitten, director
KEN tVA141,
Dennis Poplin, presi- of Headstart Program,
eHERYL LADD
„gent, presided. New of- reported that the MurPURPLE
!Jeers elected for the ray Board of Education
HEARTS
current year are as currently serves 160
-follows:
.children in a threecentral cant*, 753-3314
President-Elect and county area, Calloway.
Calloway County Graves and Marshall, in
Representative to two centers.
Headstart Board,'Ruth
"The opera,ting
1 10. 3 25. 7 10. 9:10
Daughaday; secretary, budget for % 1983-84 is
The Music is
Brenda Estes;
$310,877 which is being
On His Side.
Ex -officio board spent in, the threemember, Rick Lam- county area to improve
pkin ; - Board Parent the lives of children-and
Representatives, _Patsyas well as.the
1.30. 3,20. 1,05. 0:04)
Hutcherson and Debt local_ economy,” WhitRICH
Bohannon;
•
SPRiNC4iELD
ten added.
Graves County
The program employ8
fe HARD TO
Representative' to 26 staff members. Three
HOU)1K

CINE 1 & 2

UA

CHERI 3

meals served, centers, and taken to homes

URTHEcREEK
1:35, 3:06 OSIV

'

Waste soisteosts sad
CND'Al W.open olollimt

t•

iiimmimgmmmlIP

Menus for the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of
April 2 to.6 have been •
teleased by Tripp Thurnra-n-,
Murray-Calloway Coun•
ty Senior Citizen!,
Meals are served
Monday through Friday
at Hazel and Douglak
Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at..
Ellis Center. Meals also

914

are sent to homes each steak, green peas,
week day.
cheesy potatoes, hot
Menus are as follows: roll, butter, orange,
Monday - meat loaf. milk, coffee or tea.
turnip greens, scalloped
Thursday - barbecue
By Abigail-Van Buren
potatoes, hot roll; but- pork, creamy cole slaw,
cot- tri tater4,-oombread,
fee'or tea.
butter, banana, milk,
Tuesday - fried. coffee or tea. .
chicken, lima beans", . Friday - sausage
creamy carrot and cab- casserole, fried rice,
DEAR ABBY: Our 18-year-old son got married without
bale slaw, hot roll, but- spring salad, biscuitr ear,otrinWioti. He dide't have. jo_b gad_ neither did the
ter, apple cobbler, ap- butter, sugar cookie, ap- girl he married:-SEe's 19
They lay around our house for a couple of weeks, eating,
pie, milk, coffee or tea. plesauce, milk, coffee or
listening to music and watching television. Neither one of
Wednesday - swiss tea.
them went out to look for work.

Sluggish Couple Needs
To Shift Out of Park

The Hair Hut is offering a special on Sty16 Cuts and Perms. We want
to thank everyone for their patronage and welcome Jane Friday and
Wanda.Williams to our staff. Wanda will start her apprenticeship in
June.
--,We've recently remodeled and enlarged to better accommodate our
customers and are now able to take our customers withbut an
appointment.
Come in now to get that new summer cut or style!
)
Shampoo and Cut - Only $5.00 Name Brand Perms - Only $20.00

E HAIR H
TH
753-5695
UT
603 So. 4th

/

Junior and Misses
Liquidation Sale
Starts Thursday
April 5th at 10 A.M.

Register for
huge rabbit
to be given
away Easter.
e,1a5

Murray's Newest Hair Fashion Shop
II

•

Noyes
.
Closed Monday,— . Tues., Wed.,- Fri. 9-5

•

Sat. 9-Noon
For Directions Or lido
CaU 753-5895

O3- South 4th:Near
Murray Drive In Theatre..
•

_
DEAR ABBY:'You told a reader that in America one
summons a waiter by first catching his eye, then raising
his hand with one finger pointing heavenward, and if
necessary calling,"Waiter."
Abby, please specify which finger. I used the wrong
finger once and got a lap full of lasagna-hot!
CHARLIE SCHWAFtTZ

uldation ..d

Jere°

Swimwear
by Deweese
Sea
Fashion

PCk

Lee

•
4
,
04
'

DEAR ABBY: As.a young man just starting out in my
„,profession, I now receive many telephone_calls and letters
from others in my profession whom Lhave neiet met_
Because these people are total strange?s. I always address
them as Mr., Miss or Mrs.-using their surnames.
I am astonished that they call me "Daniel" immediately.
Some even go so far as to call me "Dan" or-"Danny."•1
think I deserve more respect and I deeply resent this
uncalled-for familiarity. I don't know how to confront
these presumptuous strangers and demand to be called
"Mister" without sounding offensive, so I say nothing.
All my friends and associates to whom I've mentioned
this tell me I'd be foolish to even mention it because that's
the way people are nowadays. They say that to demand
that business acquaintances call me "Mister" would put a
strain on our professional relationship.
What do you think?
WITHHOLD MY SURNAME

3',„?

DEAR WITHHOLD: I agree with your friends and
associates. There is no Way you can demand to be
called "Mister" without coming across as arrogant,
pretentious and'self-important.
•
.Most young professionals just starting out would
be grateful to be Called anything, as long as they're
called,
-

•

Party Wear
Everrything Must Gol

.

on

'Unite Jeff's Shopping tenth

10

Hwy. 641 South
Next Door To National Boauty Supply
AM Soles Final
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(Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple, "do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's booklet. Send.$1 plus along,
self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
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DEAR CHARLIE: The indeli finger.

1(01e.t

THE HAIR HUT Margie W'aldrup,
Owner

DEAR MOTHER: If you continue to give them
bread and board, they will not be motivated to earn
their own. Sometimes we have to be cruel to be
kind. Let them paddle their own canoe.

and very

Just in Time for Easter...

V

My husband finally told them they would have to get
because they were getting on our nerves, so our son
went down and joined the Marines. Ile was ordered to go
to boot camp, so I asked him where his wife was going to
stay and he said,"With you; Ma."
I couldn't kick her out and she couldn't go to her own
mother's because they had kicked her out for marrying
our son. We put up- with her for three weeks, then our son
was sent back from-the Marines. They said he wasn't
Marine material, whatever that means.
Now, we have the two of -them lying around eating,
listening to music and watching television all day. My
husband is fed up and so am I. What should we do? I-hate
to be cruel.
BALTIMORE MOTHER

De iv

)

Come on in for
Special Rates
and ask for Jane

another unforgettable umn. ''Obiervations,''
experience Christmas which appears weekly _
morning. When she in the Murray Ledger &
awoke an unexpected, Times.
beautiful doll %Kith long
Mi,ss Frances Brown,
curly -hair lay sleeping president, presided over
beside her. The doll was tne,--the business
displayed for club meeting at which time
members as one of Mrs. minutes crI past
Hart's tangible meetings were read by
menaories. •
Mrs. Inez "Claxton,
The two families secretary.
Mrs. Hart related
'many firsts in her young returned to Calloway
In a setting of yellow
life on the train and the following February daffodils on the table, '
without
homesteading
after arrival in the
In the territory 'that -Mrs. John . C. Winter
strange territorybecame Oklahoma_ two gave a devotion with the
She- witnessed her years
God and _Nature theme.
later.
first electric lights and a
The speaker was in- She read 'the English
Christmas treeLate dif- 4Poduccd by
Mrs. Harry poet William 'Wordferent foods at U. Whayne,
poem, "I
program sworth's
Thanksgiving and chairman.
Wandered Lonely as a
Christmas; pealed apSince that youthful Cloud." Her conclusion
ples and oranges in fanadventure, Mrs:". Hart included quotes from'
cy swirls for entertainhas travelled around the the hymn of praise,
ment; saw her first world.
"For the Beauty of the
river and had numerous
.
•
She has been a promi- Earth."
other experiences nent
•
civic, school and
Miss Tarry and her
foreign to a r•Ural five- church
leader- locally --- sister, Mrs. Stanford
year-old in 1905.
and statewide, One of Andrus., served a
The-nttre- girt in ----'-her latest to
unity tiesse ri
zrstrange land had contriVutions is her col-_ ur,nernberg.--- ---------:.r__j

out

Menus of Elderly Nutfition Program listed;

7:00. 9,55•3•0 MATINEE

their CallOway farms
and Tiossessions other
than what could be
transported by train such as feather beds,
quilts and clothing'.
Friends'drove them to
Mayfield in wagons
where they boarded a
train for -the town of
Haskell.

.
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DATEBOQK
Joshua Brent Wood born
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Lee Wood, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn., are the parents of a son; Joshua
Brent, weighing nine pounds eight ounces, born
on Tuesday, March 20, at Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. The mother is the former
Tammy Renee Boyd. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bonnie Boyd of Puryear,Tenn.,and the late
Mrs. Robbie Wood of Paris. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Nettie Parrish of Paris..

Art show starts Monday

Free checks at Hazel

The 1984 Student Art Show will be on exhibition
in the Main level of the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University, starting Monday, April 9, and continuing through May 2. A reception and awards
presentation will be from 7 to 9,p.ih. on Friday,
April 13.
Admission Is free 'and the public is invited to
attend. The show, a professionally juried competition held annually at MSU, is organized and
sponsored by the Organization of Murray Art
Students. A total of 118 pieces were selected for
this year's show, and over $2,000 in cash prizes
were awarded.

Free blood pressure checks will be given for
senior citizens at the Hazel Community Center
on Wednesday. April 11. The center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch to be served at
noon.

Murray AA UW will meet
The Murray Branch of the American Association of University Women will meet Tuesday,
april 10, at 7 p.m. in the home of Sally DuFord.
Mark Blankenship, local attorney, will be guest
speaker for the subject, "Women and Legal
Issues." All members are urged to attend.

Moseley named for honor

Sigmas will meet Monday

Don Alan Moseley., son of Dr. and Mrs. Owen
Bernard Moseley, 1623 Loch Lomond Dr., Murray, has been placed on the honor roll at David
Lipsconib College, -Nashville, Tenn., for
academic achievement during the recently completed winter quarter. He scored an average between 3.5 and 3.99 on a four point scale for the
quarter. The college offers five years of liberal
arts instruction and is affiliated with the Churches of Christ.

The Sigma --Department -of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Monday. April 9, at 7
p.m. at the club house. Jerry Roberts, guest
speaker, will talk on the subiect, "Decision Making:" Hostesses will be Vicky Holton, Sue Spann.
Elizabeth Pasco, Karen Duncan and Debbie
Keller.

•

Miinsters plan meeting

The Murray-Calloway County Ministerial
Association will meet Wednesday. April 11, -at
1:30 p.m. in the private dining room of the
cafeteria of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The guest speaker will be Evan F. Reeves, executive director of Christians in Penology, according to a spokesman for the group who invites all
,,ministers to attend.

Lodge will meet tonight
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet tonight (Saturday) at 7
p.m. at
the lodge hall. Work will be in the Fellow
Craft
Degree. Ricky Harris, master of the lodge,
invite all Master Masons to attend.
a

Saturday, April 7

Sunday, April 8
fishing tournament at
Kenlake State Park.

The Single Connection
will meet at 12:30 p.m.
at BelAir Shopping
Center to go for a Bicycle Ride Meet. For information call 753-1701
or 435-4298.
Murray -Calloway
County Camera Club
will meet at 1 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library to leave for a
field trip to LBL.

Monday, April 9

Events in Land Between the Lakes will incl u d e Quilting
Chicago Brass.Quintet
Demonstration from 1 to will present a concert at
2 p.m. at Empire Farm 8 p.m. in Lovett
and Morel Hunt from 2 Auditorium, Murray
to 4 p.m. at Woodlands State University. This is
Nature Center.
sponsored by Murray
Civic Music
Annual Missionary Association.
Day Program will be at
3 p.m., at Chestnut
Revelation Seminar
Grove A.M.E. Church at will be at 7;30 p.m. at
Hazel.
Holiday Inn.

Victoria Mason will
present a free student
piano recital at 2 p.m. in
Third night of a Recital Hall Annex,
Festival of _ One-Act. -Fine Arts Center, MurPlays will be at 8 p.m. at ray State University.
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
A going away tea in
University.
honor of Dr7and Mrs.
Jerrell White and three
Symposium "On -sons will be from 2 to 4
Single Parent Con- p.m. in the Fellowship
cerns" will be at 9 a.m. Hall of -the Memorial
at First Christian Baptist Church. The
Church.
public is invited to
attend.
Events in Land BetMonday, April 9
ween the Lakes will inSuburban
clude Boys Farm
Workshop from 1:30 to 4 Homemakers Club will
p.m.at The meet at 7 p.m. in home
Homeplace-1850; Spring of Rosanna Miller.
Crappie Fishing at 2
Dorothy Moore Circle
p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; of First Presbyterian
Residential Solar Water Church Women will
Heaters from 2 to 3 p.m. meet at 7:15 p.m. with
Anna Miller..
at Empire Farm.

••••..

A full referee course
,for persons interested in
certifying as USS'F' soccer referees will be at
Calvert City. For InforIllation call 759-1337,

those who previously_
had made reservations
because the list was
lost.

Jackson Purchase
Audubon Society will
meet at 7 p.m. at Broadway United Methodist
Church, Paducah. For
information call

Alcohotics
Anonymous and
Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
in western portion of
-Livestock and Exposition Center.

A 1 c-oholie ts
Anonymous and 4.1Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at
First Christian Church,
Benton. For informaton
call - 753-0061. 762-3399,
Country Beat will play
for the dance frorp 8 753-7764, 753-5094 or.
p.m. to midnight at 753-7663. ,
'—
Murray Moose Lodge.
Reservations for
Temple Hill Lodge ladies day luncheon on
No. -276 Free and A-C- „Wednesday at Murray
cepted Masons will Country Club should be..
made with Nancy
meet at 7 p.m. at lodge
Haverstock or Edith
hall.
Garrison. This inCludes

Mattie Belle Hays Circle of First United
:14ethodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30
a.m. at church.
----Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
is scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at club house.
Murray -Calloway
County Chorus is
scheduled to meet at
7:30 p.m. in choir room
of -.First United
Methodist Church.

•
•
-

Alcoholics
Anonymous will have a
closed meeting at 4 p.m'
in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition Center. For infor-

ina.Uon•-

762-3399, 753-7764,
753-5094 or 753-7663.
---- Blood River Sas§
Masters will have a

4

--.

-

•-

1)chm Dawn Lids
mid 1?(fliald Kcith Rai- tolX, nim-ricd

Four newborns listed We

•.

Baby Girl Walston, 401 South 10th St., Martin, Tenn.; Miss
parents, Karen and Jeff, James Franklin Lisa- E. Lax, 1322 E.
Rt. 2, Calvert City;
Williams. Fern Terrace Wood St., Paris, Tenn.;
Baby Boy Johnson, Lodge;
Robert B. Jeffrey,
parents, Tonia and
Mrs. Nellie F. Mer- Box 2024, University
Tuesday -April 10
William. Rt. 5, Benton.
rell. 1504 Henry; Mrs.. Station; Miss litcki E.
DuFord.
bismissals were as Vickie Ann Tatum and Bogard, 222 Riviera Ct.;
follows:
baby giri,•Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs.. Kathy' A. Bailey-;—
Board of • MurrayLonzie A. McGregor, • Stanley R. Tucker, Rt. Rt. 2;
Calloway County ComRt. 8, Benton; Corbit
2; •
Mrs. Rena E.
munity Theatre will
Farless, 1311 Vine St..;
Miss Kimberly A. Solomon, 509 Vine. St.;
meet at 7 p.m. in
Beauton W. Fitts, 706 Greene, 1503 -Cardinal Mrs. Deborah J. Royal,
Playhouse in the Park.
Meadow Lane;
Dr.; Mrs. Juanita R. Kirksey: Jesse C.
Roy Earl Salentine, McDaniel, Rt. :2; Mrs. Maupin, 1602 Ryan
Group I of CWF of
Rt. 3; Danny M. Rogers. Mary Lou Vicli'ers Rt. 1, Ave.:
--First Christian Church
Farmington;
-Earl F. Tisdal.
will meet at 10 a.m. at
Gaityr C. Farris, Rt. 4; Westview; Albert W.
home of Sharon Wells.
Robert L. Cunningham, Powers, 408 Carrol St..
---Rt. 5; Mrs. Wanda S. Paris, Tenn.; Euel -PritFrances Drake.
M.urray Star Chapter
Spindleman, Rt. 1, chett, Dexter:
FOR SUNDAY,APRIL8,1964
•
No. 433 Order of the
What kind of day will tomor- principles, but be tolerant of Hardin;
_
Walter J. Karnes, Rt.
Eastern Star will meet row be? To find out what
the others who have
Mrs. Ruth C. David- 1, Kirksey; Walter P.
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge stars say, read the forecast viewpoints.
Live and leViliclvsrg son, 207 W. Peach $4., Bates. Rt. 7. Mayfield.
hall:
given for your birth sign.
SAGITTARIUS
_if
( Nov.22 to Dec. 211 3E'
ARIES
You may overextend
• Hattie Lee Galloway- (Mar.21 to_Apr. 19) lire4
WMU Group of Westside
Problems at home require yourself financially. Sit down,
Baptist Church will your attention. If you don't at- pause, and think before mak- I N D E-REND'ENCE
Do- c -trine and.
-bbliis, other ing -decisions.- -Don't- waste
meet at '7 p.rn
at'-te-nd 10 responsi
family - members register resources.
Mo. (AP) — Delegates . Covenants," a book of
church.
CAPRICORN
complaints.
to the world conference staterne-nts church
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19) V
TAURUS
of the Reorganized Mor- members accept as the
Young Baptist Women (Apr.
Little
things
crop up to spoil
20to May 20) 64
i,
mon Church have voted "mind and will of God."
of Westside Baptist
Others could drain you men- relationship harmony. Your
The vote brings the
Church will meet at 7 tally. Stay away from those patience is needed. Be silent to accept women into
p.m. in home of Teresa who tire you, though it's.all and the storm clouds pass the priesthood under the 230,000-member church
terms of an "inspired in line with the majority
right to help out a spouse or quickly.
AQUARIUS
document."
close tie.
of mainline Protestant
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
A large majority of bodies that ordain
Circles of First United GEMINI
9
' You may pursue a couple of the 2,800 voting ts women. However, the
Methodist Church. (May 21 to June 20) 41
Though same financial im- false leads before you realize delegates Thursday move further heightens
Women will meet as provement can be expected, that Opportunity etisti in
decided to accept as the diferences between
follows: Alice Waters at your extravagan...e can get out -._terms of the status-quo.
.
church law the written the reorganized church
church, Bessie Tucker of hand. A friend may be
(Feb. 19 to Mar.201 XQ' revelation presented by and its counterpart —
with Mrs. H.G. Dunn troublesome:
Trying something -new for Wallace B. Smith. presi- the Church of Jesus
and Maryleona Frost CANCER
fun today may be a disappoint- dent And prophet of the Christ
(June21toJ
uly
22)
of Latter-day
with Mrs. Don RobinToday's aggravations call ment. In this case, the same Reorganized Church of Saints, which does not
son, all at 9:30 a.m.;
for you to spend some time at old routine will prove satisfy- Jesus Christ of Latter ordain women and'has
Faith Doran with Mrs. a favorite haunt where
you *.
Day Saints.
been a vigorous oppoRobert Weston at 2 p.m. ,can relax and feel secure.
YDU
The document will nent of the Equal Rights
BORN
TODAY
have
a
LEO'
gocsQlxisiness head.
become ,part of "The Amendment.
Groups of First .Bap- (July 23to Aug.22) 4/24:4
You
overlook
may
tist Church Women will
meet as follows: I with something right in front of
Elvie Billington at 9 you.Escapist tendencies need
to be curtailed. Work brings
a.m.; Rebecca Whit- peace of mind.
taker with Thelma VIRGO •
Parker at 2 p.m.
(Aug.23toSept.22)
You may need to cut down
A 1 c oh.olics on social activities. Avoid
Anonymous will meet at frivolous types. Don't spread
8 p.m. in western por- yourself too thin; be selective.
of
LIBRA
tion of Livestock and iSept.
wort.n)
Kentucky Dam
Exposition Center.
You need to distinguish
U.S. Hwy.62. Exit 27 on 1-24
—
between genuine opportunity
Murray Christian and fly-by-night schemes toGilbertsville, KY 42044
Women's Club will have day. Be conservative.
a prayer coffee at 9:30 SCORPIO
per night.
621278
1510
1
De2r)1)
$195
a.m, at home of Mrs. (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
based
on
double
ChiChi Stinnett.
occupanc
You:re right to stick by your
y

Your Individual Horoscope

Alonnon change rule

inscFs

Board of MurrayCalloway County Need
Line is scheduled to
meet at noon at
Pagliai's.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 am, to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.

Tuesday, April 10
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library:
• Northside Baptist
Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Kathy Mohler.
Murray Lions Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the 'Murray Woman's
Club House.
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Murray TOPS (take
off pounds' sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
Murray Branch of
AAUW will meet at 7
p.m. at home of Sally

,S2uniircblitstmJ
• THE SENSIBLE SOLUTION
We offer three doily flights each way
between Murray and Nashville and money:eying joint forts with the major airlines.
Most of these joint fares ors priced only
$10.00 higher than the fore from Noshvilk!
We will work to find thi best airline
connections and lowest fares for each
passenger that we serve.
Let-es save you time antriboney on your next airline trip. Coil us at 489-2199 or soe
your travel agent.
Seabird Airlines - tlike sensible Mb:motive to
driving.

JUST ENGAGED?
NEW PARENT?
MOVED?
My visit's a friendly way to get answers to
where-to-find questions about ourlown and
,available goods and Services. Locil storesare anxious to help too and have gifts foryoU
when.you visit them.

•

Kathryn Outland
Hostess 753-3079
Ingebortilint Asst. 492-$341-

"ifrtiome

Ft-

Weekend Mini-Vacation
at the

Includes:

• Two nights in deluxe accommodations
Check in Friday or Saturday after 11 -00 a.m.
Check out 4:00 p.m.
• Welcome fruit basket
• Breakfast for two delivered to your room or served in
(kir Cobbler's Restaurant
• Morning coffee and newspaper 'delivered to your
room on request

WELCOME WAGON
HAS USEFUL
GIFTS_AND
HELPFUL
INFORMATION
FOR YOU...
ALL FREE!

Sunday, April8
Mr.-and Mrs. Albert
Lynn Key will be
honored at a reception
in celebration of 60th
wedding anniversary
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Ellis
Center. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.

Mr. and Mrs. James
W. Eads
Benton announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Debra Dawn. to Ronald
'Keith Ray, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ronald W. Ray
of Mayfield.
Miss Eads is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J.O. Eads and
of John S. Sapp.
She is a G.E.D.
graduate and has attended school for three
years at Murray State
University. She now is
employed by Dr. Jerry
C. Sells D.M.D., PSC in
Benton.
Mr. Ray is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph W. Ray and of
Mrs. Shirley Greenfield
Hurt and the late Luther
H. Greenfield, all of
Murray.
The groom-elect,_ a
graduate of Mayfield
High School, is selfemployed.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
May 4, at 6:30 p.m. -at
the Seventh and College
Street Church of Christ,
Mayfield.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Wednesday, April 4, was 92
adults and seven in
nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Boyd,
parents, Rosemary and
Donny, Rt. 4;•
Baby Boy Clemson,
parents, Cindy and
Christopher, 814 Broad
Ext.

Community events listed
Paris Chapter of
Aglow will meet at 9
a.m. at Avalon
Restaurant, Paris,
Tenn.

May wedding planned at Mayfield

Group will meet Tuesday
Group I of the Christian Women's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church will meet Tuesday,
April 10, at 10 a.m. in the home of Sharon Wells.
Presenting the program will be Neva. Grey
Allbritten, retired vice president of the Bank of
Murray. Officers are Blanche Titsworth, chairman; Libby Hart, vice- chairman; . Ella Mae
Quertermous, secretary-treasurer.

LLIM,1-.11 4 -11111L!‘. sill! HD tl".• UltIl. '. 1914. P %GE

•

• "Two for One" dinner in our cozy Cobbler's Restaurant. Try our all tou can eat Seafood Buffet every
Friday.
Children under '19 welcome at no additional charge
occupying the same room with parents.
Tax and gratuities not included.
Offer expires April 30, 1984 and is based on availability.
Advance reservations required.
To book tall:(502)382-4278.
FREE HBO.
.
HEATED INDOOR POOL.
BEAUTIFUL:LAKES AREA,
LOADS OF SOUTHERN
•
.
'
OPTIONAL...For $8.00 additional per person you can
Goff all day at the popular Par 3 Golf Coiorse located on
• our properly.
This sp.c2a a rot appiicable in conjunction ii44111 otter special

•
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Mrray Ledger'Sc Times
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Opryland adds `Screamin Delta Demon' ride
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
- Opryland, Nashville's
musical showpark, will
combine the milestone
of breaking the 25
miltion mark in total Attendance with the excitement of opening a
$3.7 million family thrill,
ride - the Screamin'
Delta Demon - during
the 1984 season.
The Screamin' Delta
Demon is a Swissdesigned ride that is
akin to
bobsled run.
However, the route is
not a tunnel of ice, but
an elevated, serpentine
chute that w-in-ds
through a marshy, treefilled ravine.
Opryland's version Of
the ride is one of the
first three to_be built in
the world.
Opryland begins the
1984 season with
weekend operation on
March 31. Daily opera-

tion is from May
25-Sept. 3 (highlighted
initially by a celebration
of gospel music, the
Opryland Gospel
Jubilee, May 25-27.) The
park's autumn weekend
schedule will be from
-Sept. 7.-Nov. 4. -The
Screamin' Delta Demon
will open in June.
During the summer,
the 25 millionth guest to
vitit "the home of
American music" is expected to,come through
the turnstiles. Opryland
opened in 1972 as the
first element of
Opryland USA, an
entertainment complex
that now also contains
the Grand Ole Opry, the
Opryland Hotel and the
facilities of The
Nashville Network. The
park's 1983. season was
the third season in a row
and the sixth in the
park's history for
single-season attendance to exceed two
million.
_
The mainstay of
Opryland's entertainment attraction, of
course, is music - virtually all fdrms of
American music.

"Opryland is about
American music, and
our shows reach out and
touch the basics of being
Americans," _said
George Mallonee, director of three of
Opry-land's largest

large-cast shows was
revamped over the
winter while the park's
entertainment department searched through
3044
441
.
9s from Los

A
his to Boston for
the 350 performers who

will appear in them and
several other shows at
the park. (Besides 'the
large -cast shows,
smaller productions
feature bluegrass,
gospel, contemporary
country and 502-vintage
rock 'n' roll.)
An example of a show
update is a new medley
in "Country Music
U.S.A." that honors the
top Country Music
Association award winners from 1983. The
Na.dine _Pace. Rt. 1-Abno. recently won 52 $100
medley features the
music of Alabama,
gift certificates in the Kroger Cost Cutter Bingo
Willie Nelson, Lee
game. Loral ,Kroger manager Edd Ambridge
presented Pace the certificates, good for $100
Greenwood, Janie
orth of groceries a week for one year.
Fricke and John
‘
Anderson.
Opryland guests often
expect to see stars of
CMA award caliber,•
which The Nashville
Network (TNN)permits
through "Nashville
Now," a live 90-minute
variety show aired on
the coast-to-coast cable
Fisher-Price an- chise and brand identity
entertaining and educatelevision
network
.nounced today that it with Spinnaker, which is
tional and will help
every
weeknight.
computer
the
has entered into a licen- know inchildren learn
During the Opryland
sing agreement with - industry as a leader in
language. math and
season,
park guests can _
quality,
, Spinnaker Software of high .
fatnil---_rnemory skills, for exbe in the-itildio -audience
Cambridge; Mass., to oriented, educational ample. Eight titles, sold
while the show is promarket ,a line of computer software prounder the name of
duced. ProdUction is in,'
children's educational ducts. "Licensing our Fisher-Price Learning
the TNN Gaslight
software under the name with a company Software, will be inStudio, and performers
Fisher-Price. brand such as Spinnaker Aroduced to the market
who have appeared in
the
enter
_
name.
at the Consumer Elec. - alloys us to
recent months range
'growing com- tronics Show in June_
rapidly
Spinnaker,-a leading
from Barbara Manctrell,
publisher of educational puter software market and will be availe.ble to
Conway Twitty and
quali- consumers through
high
with
quickly
software for the home.
Loretta Lynn to Robert
children._
mass merchandisers in
has sales of approxiate- ty products for
Duvall, Della Reese and
beteffort
joint
is
a
It
July.
ly $10 million last year.
Lily Tomlin.
companies
Local Fisher-Price ween two
Another way for
similar
have
which
The
be
software
will
plant Manager 'Frank
Opryland
guests to see
___Urbancic says tile new values and which are offered for such systems
major entertainers is at
their In- as Commodore 64, Atari
-leaders
in
Agreement-will -not afthe mid-summer Opry
fect operations at the dustries7-said Erin and ColecoVision, as
Star Concerts. This coneduca- well as other popular
manager
of
Gee,
Murray facility.cert series, produced
tional software for personal computers.
'AWARD PRESENTED
Monday through ThursAn Award of Merit
The partnership joins .F • e r-Price.
designed
and is
lor
Home. and Auto
FisherzPrite_ and its
nftware is children-agea three--to— has been presented to Murray
- -and -its employees for helping Amvets Post 45
strong consumer fran- designed to be both twelve years.
Auxiliary in obtaining gifts for the Christmas
party for special children' of Calloway County
and Henry County, Tenn. Present for the presenWASHINGTON (AP)
tation were, from left, Jackie Lee, Donna
- Single taxpayers who
Rayburn, Pat Scott and Lis Bazzell.
are looking for the
quickest way to settle
accciunts with the Internal Revenue Service
may qualify to use the
One of the newest, ants, mosquitoes, undetectable insecticide
Form 1040EZ
one-page
weapons--developed ln - -spiders-, ticks, mites, that will last as,long as
WASHINGTON' (AP) Touch Tone phones.
this year. The IRS says
the continual war cockroaches, earwigs, the film itself, usally 3
The calls involve a it's as simple as a tax
- The Internal Revenue
hornets, silverfish, and to 5 years. It can be addagainst bugs and in
Service offers long-distance charge if form will ever be. is being introduced na- has undergone all re- ed to any exterior paint
assistance in a variety you live outside the local
tionwide and in this area quired tests by the Enof ways as you struggle dialing area where the
and
after
or
apstain.
through Black's viromental Protection
tapes originate.
with your tax return.
Agency. When used as plied, will kill insects
Decorating Center.
exhas
agency
Telephone number and
.The
hour
_3_
to
within
14
The "weapon" or pro- directed. it _ff-safe -forpanded its Tele-Tax subjects covered on the
after coming in contact
duct is called CPF. a people and pets. _
system, a series of 140 tapes are printed in the
Some $81,461,000 in
What make-S---CPF uni- with the treated
recently discoverd paint
tape recordings offering back of the instructions
agricultural and rural
additive that kills flies, que is that it is an surface.
advice on numerous that accompany your loans were handled by
problems. The recor- tax forms.
the Jackson Purchase
dings are available durIf Tele-Tax doesn't Production Credit
ing business hours for answer all your quesAssociation during 1983,
taxpayers who have .*tions, you may call the
according to year-end
rotary dial telephones; agency's toll-free "hot figures released by
Charles Magness, presi24-hour-a-day service is line" and talk to a real
offered those with rive IRS 'person.
dent of the PCA.The total represented
a 16 percent decrease
from last years.figures
and includes totals from
all the PCA's branch offices, located in
Mayfield, BardweII,

Fish'er-Price entering into
educational software line

"Music is 'a basic
human expression, an'd
we celebrate that at
Opryland. You can see it
in the blues of 'Sing,
Tennessee!,' the
patriotism nf.L Hear
America Singing,' the
tradition and pathos of
'Country Music U.S.A.'
and the genteel nature
of 'For Me and My
Gal,"' Mallonee
explained.
The shows he cited which are performed in
theaters that can accommodate from 1,100
to 3,000 guests - focus
on the songs and history
of Tennessee, American
popular music
(including Broadway
and movie music,) the
Mainstream of country
music and the turn-or
the-century music of the
Gay 90s and George M.
Cohan.
Each of those four

day from mid-June to sound studio.
THe singer who
mid -August, features
stars of the Grand Ole records a song puts his
Opry in performance at- voice track down on
the 4,400-seat Grand Ole studio-quality master
audio tracks selected
Opry House.
•
An additional music from a repertoire of
element new to about 50 songs. When his
Opryland -In 1984 ls"a "session- is over, he
recording studio where has a stereo cassette of
guests can see whether the song he recorded
they can sing "Coal while in Music City
Miner's Daughter" as U.S.A.
Information about
well as Loretta Lynn or
"The Great Speckled " planning a' visit to
Bird" the way R-o ---0PrYland is available by
Acuff does. There are writing the Opryland Innine recording bodths in formation Center at 2802
the studio, and the ex- Opryland Er,rive,
perience is similar to Nashville, Tenn. 37214;
working in a Music Row phone 615-889-6611.

IRS offers assistance

Mal
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_CARDINAL VISIT - Former St. Louis Cardinal
baseball standout Joe Cunningham, left, discuss- ed the upcoming 19M season on .M.S.11' Radio's
"Red Bird Breakfast" Wednesday morning.
Cunninghain took some time .to chat with Cardinal fan Laurie Jo Parker and Sammy Parker,
general manager of WsJP. Special guests at the
breakfast were members of the MS.11' All Sports
Club and representatives from Murray State
athletics. Cunningham's playing career began in
1954 and he was named to the St. Louis Hall of
Fame in 1968. He now works in the ('ardinal's
front office in public relations and ticket sales.
During the breakfast meeting he told stories and
ineidents relating to his carrer and sirned
autographs. l'I'SJP entries all Cardinal baseball
games.

Attach the mailing taxable income is under
lable, fill in no more $50.000 arid composed
than 10 figures, sign entirely of wages, tips
your name and the date and no more than WO of
and you're through. But interest.
you qualify only if
But don't let the
you're single, you don't
claim exemptions 'for simplicity lure you to _
being blind oi over 65, the 1040EZ if you could
you claim no 'save money by filing a
dependents, and your different form.

Clinton, Hickman, Kevil
and Murray. Membership in the PCA currently stands at- 1780, down
percent from last
year.
"A decrease. in net
farm earnings due to
severe weather and
economic conditions has
greatly, affected the
farmer and in turn affected their credit
cooperative," Magness
said. The Jackson Purchase PCA continues to'
have a strong financial

structure with a net
worth of over 13 million.
The average rate of in,
terest charged by PCA
in 1983 was 12.25 percent
down over one and onehalf percent from 1982.
The Jackson Purchase Production Credit
Association serves the
short- and intermediateterm needs of eligible
farmers and rural
residents in an eight
county area. The PCA is
totally farmer owned
and member controlled.

/
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Bank of Murray

- Why not give your financial future a little more sectility...and
a lot more money? Open your
Individual Retirement Account
now and save on taxes as you
save for your retirement years.

Yciu'll find the rates on State Auto Homeowners
Insurance attractive, and the coverage broad in
scope.
•
What's more, you may be eligible for discounts
4 that can reduce your rates even more. You can
save money if your home is under eleven years
old. .or if you have an approved smoke detector, Or other home protection equipment. Save
still more by changing your deductible. Give us a call You'll find we'relnends yoncan

offer our
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Congratulations
Fisher-Price and Spinnaker Software
Nadine Pace

Opryland

WS-JP Radio.;
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PCA officers report loan totals

For Home insurance
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New EZ may be best for singles

Black's Decorating Center offers
new weapon in war against hugs
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fins & feathers
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fishing line
by jerry maupin

e

I have -another good but nothing very
large.
fish story for you.
They -decided to move
Sometime last suirl- and it"Was Greg's job to
me r. Greg Grogan. pull the anchor, but
as
Chuck and Scooter he began to lift it toward
Paschall went ftshlng the boat, he
could feel
below Baritley Dam for something
tugging .on
catfish.
the line that felt like a
They anchored their fish.
boat near the swift
Greg yelled for A
water and used stan- dipnet, explaining that
dard catfish bait to there was a fish
on the
catch several nice fish, anchorline.

Well, Chuck and
Scooter had a good
laugh until the fish surfaced and then they
scrambled for the net!
,They landed a catfish
which weighed A pounds
but nobody could
believe it!
•
Greg then continued
to bring in the anchor
line which really began
to jump and jerk as if

another fish was on it,it
was, a whopping 40
pounder!
It seems that the two
fish had become hooked
by snaggers and were
caught with the same
piece of monofilament,
which then became entangled around the
anchorline.
Neat huh? Greg has
the pictures to prove it,

you betcha!
Now for a little rundown on what is happening this week with
crappie.
• They seem to be moving into the shallow bays
and coves as the water
continues 'to hang
around the 359 foot
elevation and the high
50's temperature wise.

Dot Mahan has been
catching some good
ones on minnows,
casting from the bank.
I'm sure sornt can be
found shallow but most
of the population will be
near some deeper
water.
Eight to '
ten feet deep
with treetops or st mps
should hold se eral
crappie from w rmer
- --

-weather to arrive.
What we really need is
sunshine and things will
start happening all over
the lake.
A lot of folks are still
using jigs with
ultralight tackle and
thig is really A lot of fun
as well as productive.
Many are casting the
shoreline in much the
same way you would for

bass.
Your retrieve should
be slower, allowing the
jig to sink to the desired
level and, working over
and through the brush.
I don't have a recent
talley on the tagged fish
Caught but there are
still many left and
Waiting for you!
Make of weekend of it.
Happy Fishing!

Know the many fishing rules for different lakes
Since Kentucky's
basic fishing regulations aren't difficult,
most avid anglers pretty well know them by
heart. But, watch out,
because there are exceptions to the rules on
certain lakes.
These exceptions to
statewide size and creel
limits originated with
the need for specific
management for certain
problems. While a stateregulation may work
adequately for 99 percent of the conrmonwealth's fishing
waters, a particular
body of water may need
special treatment.
Regulating size and
creel limits is one of...the
mosrlikiWerful tools
fisheries biologists have
to manipulate fish
populations. Researchers with the Kentucky
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources expect that more and
more of these exceptions will crop up in the
future as-biologists identifyspecifIcTrObrenii at
different lakes or

streams.
In some cases, the exception allows a more
liberal harvest than the
statewide rule. At Lake
Malone and at Shanty
Hollow Lake, for example, the size limit on
black bass has been
removed completely.
And at Grayson Lake in
eastern Kentucky., the
daily creel Vmits on
crappie have been
removed.
In these cases, the
problem is tog many
fish. At Malone and
Shanty Hollow, large
populations of bass
under the usual 12-inch
size limit were making
serious inroads On their
food supplies and not
growing rapidly, so the
size limit on bass was
removed at these lakes.
And Grayson Lake is
-plagued by an oercrowded population of
small, stunted crappie_
Elmer Davis Lake, in
north-central Kentucky,
had too many small
bass and almost none
over 12 inches long, so a
different approach is be-

ing tried here — a "slot ectly identify these conlimit"'rule which Allows fusing species, the daily
anglers tb keep fish limit was placed at 20
under 12 inches and over (with a possession limit
16 inches long, but of 401 for white bass and
stipulates that Any bass hybrids in combinatOn
in the 12— to 16—inch — but only 5 fish in the
"slot" must be returned daily creel can be over
to the water.
15 inches.
At Herrington Lake
Four lakes have inand its Dix River head- creasd size limits for
waters, a problem of, black bass. At Grayson
identification led to a Lake, a 1 5 -inch
new regulation. For the minimum • slzt Irnit
past few years hybrid should lead to larger
striped bags have been bass and More predastocked a,t Herrinton. tion on the overWhen small, these lish, populated crappie
which are crosses bet- there.' At Kentucky's
ween white bass and newest lake,
rockfish (salt:water Taylorsville, a 15-inch
striped bass), resemble bass limit will,
white bass so closely biologists hope, • help
that even .trained prevent the
.'
,boom and
biologists sometimes bust" cycle that often
have trouble occurs at newly imdistinguishing the two.
pounded lakes.
Normally, there's a
Finally, a "14-1" size
15-inch size. limit and a limit on black bass in
5-fish daily limit of now in effect on KEnrockfish and hybrids — tucky and Barkley
quite a bit different lakes. Under this
from the daily limot of system, the basic size
60(With no size limit) on limit is 14 -inches, but
white bass. To relieve each angler may keep
anglers.....54 the respon- one bass per day under
sibility of having to cor- 14 inches. In other

from Kentucky or
Barkley.
For determining legal
length, measre fish
from the end of the
lower jaw to the longest
tail fin. Undersize fish
must be releasd immediately and in the
best possible condition.

GOOD CATCH — Keith Ray, Ricky Crouch and
Fred Gardner show the 180 crappie the three
caught while fishing in Kentucky Lake.
Murray Bait photo
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BASS FISHING — The Murray Bass Club held a
"guest buddy" tournament out of Wildcat Creek
on Saturday, March 31. Winners in the tourney
were: First Place — Dub Polly; Second Place —
Jimmy Harrell; Third Place — George Hodge-;
and Big Bass — Jamie Morganti

Boyer s
Tree Service
753-033

Arms, Ammo, Archery, Fishing, Hunting,
Marine and Camping Supplies

Pontoo

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
97,9 Mon..Sit.
1.6 Sun.
Hw .641 S.

8

Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery
.0 Seasoned Firewood.
*hilly Insured
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Largest Selection

Cedric, of Fishing Tackle &
Jo, Eric Boating Supplies In
This Area.
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DON NIcClURE

GRAYSON McCLURI

)
)

1'2 Miles From Murray On 94E.1)

Telephone 502-753-6116

01

,

Center Ridge Area
Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
go 6 miles on Hwy 732.
Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A.M.-6
P.M. Sundays 1 P.M.-6 P.M.
Mon., Tue., Wed. and all other
hours to order call 436-583I
Rex and Ann Donelson Owners.

a:Odifse

•-sio

Open
4 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake '
)
I

•

10 Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish

.0

.0

The Best Dressed Fishing Jig In Town
80 Different Colors
Available At

O appy Holiday Travel,Inc,

0

Si

Southern Pro Lures

Si,

0'
O
0
O

DONELSON
In FISH MARKET

Rt. 1 Hordin(502)474-2245 or 474-2211,Vit. 171
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Guide Service, Covered 40
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.
In

- Poo
A

01

01

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

r
.
.
641

01

%.

01

Kenlake Marina

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

lk.E.E.VEEEC.E.111EVLIE'E.E.

12th

The entellend. go berrorehere yaw con
may relea Ge Jietertg

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

410 N.4th
753-8346— 7534779

We Install Automotive Gloss.0
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shy!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses. 753.4563 512 S.

l)ncleJeff's
3porting
Goods'

On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

*Bass Hawk Boats,
Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service

words, if you come back
to the dock with a limit
of 1-0 bass, nine of them
have to be 14 inches long
or longer and the 10th
one may be any size.
And if you only keep one
bass on a day's outing,
that fish can be of A.ny
length if it was caught

SpOrXS

Specialists

753-0703 '
.
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41 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business"

Ph,
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is.2440,

We Carry Live Bait
And Black Powder

808 ChestnUt St.
!rip
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1
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Your 11-Flaul lloadquarters

Ii
IF

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

+
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-Wk
-KKI4Nk
-XXXXXXVVV4.51,

GARY
DARN ELL
MARINE
Rt. 3 .
Murray
753-3734

aZ,L112M
Uniquely Qualified :81 Dedicated To The Os.;idoorsmen
Of Kr.--Li..lrfsince. 196
T
illeible4/111,
441 B.124PeG4114her

DOu‘le AA Service
We carry Johnson Outboards

*HARK'S jOIBOT.E:TPOLSRAROT.ARAKOELIHYDRAMORIS., .
•PROCRArt •ASfROGLASS ePARTI-KRA FT PONTOONS 6DURA-CRAFT. Call Bob Keast 901-584-7880 CAMDEN, TN.
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Tigers split twinbill with Henry
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor Murray High
delivered an 8-3 blow to
the record of visiting
Henry County (Tenn.)
Friday, but the nightcap
of the ba.seball
doubleheader saw the.
Tennesseans rally in extra innings and leave
with a 74 victory.
Mark West and Rusty
Wright combined, for a
five hitter in the opener
and West struckout
seven in his first _appearance for the initial
win of the afternoon. The Tigers capitaliked
on nine Henry County
errors to score in all but
one of their six at-bats.
The Patriots were held
to only three runs in the

second inning with their
most potent hit of the
aftel=
noon being an Rfil
double by Joey
Atchison. •
All three of Murray's
hits were singles.
The undefeated Tiger
season -didn't last very
long, however, as it was
Murray's turn for errors
in the second game.
The Tigers peppered
Patrick Tharpe for 11
hits. but 11 runners **ere
left stranded in the
nightcap. Five. MHS.
miscues also worked
against the hosts at Ty
Holland Stadium.
Murray scored twice
in the first inning and
added solo runs in each
of the fourth and sixth
frames, but the Patriots

did all their scoring in
big lumps.
,
gehind 4.1 with one
out the Tigers' third
win appeared secure.
Then Rob Harrison
doubled and Andy Patterson homered to bring
him around and cut the
lead to one. 4-3.. Later
Tharpe singled in Mike
Cooper. the tying run,
but Tharpe was pieked
off at second to end the
play and the inning for
the Patriots.
Cooper had gone to second on a bad throw - a
potential doubleplay
spoiled by a throwing
error - and the Patriots
took advantage of - the
.momentum swing.
After Tharpe got Jeff
Downey to ground out

and David Seaford and
Dennis Thurmond both
struckout, the Patriots
built on their success in
the seventh inning by
scoring three more
times in the eighth. Two
Murray errors kept the
Henry Countians on -the
move in the final frame.
Murray put two
baserunners on in the
last half of the eighth
but couldn't do anything
with them.
MHS Coach • Cary
Miller summed up the
nightcap in three words.
"too many errors."
The Tigers. 2-1.
received good pitching
from the Grogan
brothers - Mitch, who
started, and Rick, the
last -reliever - with

Cary Miller, Jr., in
between.
Hitting-wise, the
Tigers had three-hit
nights from three
players in the second
game - seniors Mark
Boggess and Wade
Mazurka and freshman
Mark West: Boggess
had a triple in the first
inning and Mazurka.
contributed a double for
the only Tiger extrabase hits of the day.
Today Murray hosts
Trigg County in a
doubleheader beginning
at 1 p.m.
Monday the Tigers
travel to Owensboro for
the Spring Break Invitational Tournament
where they'll face
Pleasure Ridge

Laker,lead slips away in last inning
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
For six and one-third
innings Friday afternoon, the Lakers of
Calloway County enjoyed a shutout pitching
performance by jurilor
Brad Skinner.
Then, as all good
things must come to an
•

Pipes &
Accessories
15 Blends of
Pipe Tobacco
The Smoke Shoppe
614 S. 48h St.
Milkieray, Fain Ins. Bldg.

end, the glass slipper
slipped and the victory
celebration turned into
a pumpkin.
Heath scored three
runs in the top'of the
seventh inning,, then did
a shutout aet of its own
to down host Calloway,
3-2.
The contest! originally scheduled at Heath,
was rescheduled at the
old city park in Murray
late Friday morning
because Heath's field
was too wet.
The Lakers took a 2-0
first-inning advantage
of the relocation, but the

Pirates s,tole the show in
the finale.
Three times Skinner
loaded the bases in the
last four innings. Twice
he retired the side
without harm. The third
time he came close, but
the Pirates Scored their
first time when he walked a run in.,
After picking off the
runner at first and making the score 2-1 with
two outs. Skinner loaded
the bases again and
walked in . two - more
runs.
CCHS Coach Jack
Pack finally sent in Sam

'On Sale Thru Sat., April 14

Taylor in relief and the
lefty fanned the eventual winning pitcher,
Lamont Fox, to get Out
of the jam.
The Lakers had one
final glimmer of hope
when Chuck Adams
walked, after the
previous two batters
made outs, then he stole
second and reached
third on a wild pitch.
With. the tying run on
third, Fox fanned John
Mark Potts to end the
game.
Fox got the win after
relieving Matt Reams
and Skinner, despite

BOWLING AWARDS_
- Winners of this xeal•'s
Murray Women's Bowl.
ing Association Tiurnament honors included
(top photo, from left)
first place team, Public
Ice Service - Betty
Parrish, Peggy Bebber,*
Pat Hensel ro-d-e,Ethelene McCallon, not
pictured, Watidta
Brown; (right photo)
doubles winners, Nancy
Tabors and Karen
Dowdy.

A

ttr

SE

Ti

11

n(

striking out seven and
scattering six hits, was
pinned with the loss his first.
Calloway scored both
its runs in the first inning off a steal and an error and a wild pitch.
Pack said Skinner
"pitched a heckuva
garde," but the Pirates
took advantage of him
when he started Allowing tatigue in the last',
inning.

Cl

BOWLING AWARDS
- The other winners of
the Murray Women's
Bowling Association
Tournament honors' included (left photo)
singles winners, Lois
• Smith._ All 'irTents .
Scratch winner ..and
-* Glenda Elkins, All
------EVents-Handicap Winner; (below, from left)
singles_winners - Kaye
Redd, Sondra Rice. Lois
Smith, Glenda Elkins,
Nancy Buchanan, and
Peggy Bebber.
Photos by Hal Rice

1 2 3 4 5 6 PR H E
Heath
0 0 0 0 0 0 3'3 8 1
Calloway Co
2 0 0 0 0 0 Ce24 2
WP • Fox (1-0) LP'Skinner (0-1)
Records • both teams 1-1
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Open Daily- 9-9; Sun. 12-6
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Our 2.97. MacGregor' polyester baseball cop
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•.•,

Sold in Our SPOning
Goods 13eni
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Our 1.50. Knit polyester/ nylon mesh baseball cap
$1
Our 6.97. Baseball shirt of
polyester/cotton
4.97
poly5.97

Our 3.97. Polyester v-leg or
3-stripe shorts
Ea.2.97

AUTO
LAUNDRY

Our 12.97. CoactreTtports.
pockets. polyester
-9.97

WI

Closed
Sunday

Open Mon. thru Thurs.
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

•••

gtate-rolled
up its 17th tennis victory
against just three
defeats Friday, handily
disposing of Morehead,
. 8-1.

Our 2.47. Tube Socks Pr. 1.67
Our 2.97. 24 Socks. Pr. 1.97

w

Singles
No 1. Bobby Montgomery. d Martin LOCke. 6-1. 6-1, 2,
-Barry Thothas cr Bred Kwanga.6-37
3.6. 6-1: 3. Steve Massed d Paul
Hope. 6-3, 6-1, 1, Jens Bergrahm'd
Terms Kameadellis. 6-4. 6-3. 5. John
Brunner d. Jan Grout. 6-3. 6.3. 6.
Johan Tanum d Marty.n Crouch, 6-2,
-4-2
Doubles: No 1, Mongtomery and
Thomas d.. Locke and KWanga. 6-4.
1-6. 7-5. No. 2. MasZad and (.:undersoh loin to Hope and Kameadetlis.
6-3. 6-2, No 3. Brunner arid Tanum
d Grout and -Crboth6riC6-4

Our S.W. Batting Glove, 1.47

Cot anower 20 at
Milwaukee
Maior League Baseball
Seattle (Langston 0-01. n •
AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Friday's Games
Friday's Games
•
Detroit 3 Chicago 2 •
Philadelphia S. Cincinnati 4
Texas 7. N.'. York
Montreal S. Atlanta*5
Cleveland 2. Kansas City II
New York S. Houston 1
Minnesota 9. Baltimore 4
•••
Toronto It, _California 5
San Diego 3, Chicago 2
Pittsburgh 3. Los Angeles 1
Seattle 6. Milweukee 3
Si Louis 2. San Francisco 0
.Oakland 3. Boston I
Saturday's Games
Saturday's Games
_
Baltimore Flanagan 12-4 , at Min
Phdittlelphia Koosman 11,73 at
rinflIttlifii ,Pastore 9.121
,
nesota • Butcher 6-61
.
13-12, at t!..08
Pittsburgh • Tudor
Detroit • Morris 20-13 •_ at Chi,ago
Angeles I Pena 12-9(
'Bannister 16-101
St Louis Wok 3,61 a San Fran.
New York (Fontenot 8-2 • at Texas
•
•
risco J Robinson 0-01
•
*Darwin 8.13 I
Montreal Palmern-0i at Atlanta
Boston:( Hurst 12-12, at Oakland
Falcone 9-41, • n •
, Warren 5.31
Cleveland (Sutcliffe It-i1, at Kan
at Huston
New York • Goodin
sas City i Erickson 0-1 ih,
Knepper 6-13). n
Toronto (Stieb P7-121 at California
Chicago (Trout 10-14 at San Diego
,Brown 2-31. in,
(Whitson 5-7 in

*

Pro Football
Ea

97c

•

United States Football League
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic
W L T Pct, Pc
New Jersey
5
1
0
833 154
Philadelphia
5
1
0 - .833 139
Pittsburgh
2 1 0
333
99
Washington
0 6 0
000
en
Southern
Birmingham
5
1
0
833 169
New Orleans
5
1
0
633 150
Tampa Bay
I 3 0
500 131
333 IWO
Jacksonville
2 4 0
2
4
Memphis
0
333 id
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central
Michigan
6 0 0 l.006 186
Oklahoma
4
2 0 .667 99
• • 3-1 0 .eoe tor
Houston

347

'Ow 11.97. - Aluminum BornOur 39.97. 13" MacGregor"
bait softball bat. fe. cc/
Our 17.97. Aluminum sdftboll Wilson* all-leather
bat. 01a:bright colors. Ea. 14.97 softball gloves. Ea. 29.97 \.
Our 7.97. Wooden bat 5.97
Our 29.97. Mag Plus top-groin
4-oz • Glove conditioner. 974 cowhide 13 ball glove.. 19.97

..
Our 21.97, Kmart XG900
Glove _13.97

•

Our 3.97. Dudley' Harwo011t
Or Worth softballs
Ea. 3.47

1
5
5.
1
Pacific
rfi:river
5
t
Arizona
3 3
2 4
4.os Ang.k.s
Oakland
0 0-Saturday's Games
San Antonio at Chi‘ago
..Michigan at Oklahoma
Birmingham at Jacksonville
Oakland at Tampa Bay
Sunday's Games
Pittsburgh at New Orleans
Memphis at New Jersey
Philadelphia at Arizona
thonday's Games
Loa Angelo* at Denver
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Kentucky News In Brief
FORT CAMPBELL,Ky.(API - The first step in
determining if Fort Campbell will become the
home of a new 10.000-troop U.S. Army division
taken_Aprat.V.an-Army spokesman -said.The new division will be the 17th division in.the %
Capt. Mike Lawrence of .the Fort Campbell
public affairs office said an environmental impact statement must first be done on each post
being considered.
The first step of that process, a public hearing,
will be conducted arAtistin Peay State University lp--elVICSvllIe. Tenn., April 17.
The Army Ccirpssof Engineers in Mobile,- Ala. ,
is coordinating the project.
ff Fort Campbell is-selected, it will nfean onethird more troops and their families at the Kentucky base.

James Dixon, 25, of Volga, Johnson County,
was acquitted on three charges of complicity,
but was convicted on one count of receiving
propertrand-reconmien' det1-07ffraitlfftimsentence of five yeah 41-prison:
Dixon and _Durham escaped from Northpoint
Detention Center 'in Danville. last July. They
were arriong five people originally charged in
connection with events at Trimble's house on
Aug. 15.
•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

3 War god •
,
4 Retreat
Auser tu Pre% ion Peizle
Mast
5 Ache
5 Soft food
6 Yearly. abbr
8 Donated
7 Summit
12 Biblical weed 8 Fragments
13 Southern
of rock
blackbird
9 Opera by
14 Disturbance
Verdi
15 Dillseecl
10 Empty
16 -Hostelry 11 Girl's name
17 Mine
19 Earth
entrance
_gqildess
lft Relinquish _- 21 Bad
20 A stale
23 Lingers
22 Again -ptertit—Erir-Lirritt-of—'
23 Flutter
•
Bulgarian
24Run.easily_ . currency 27 Dexterity
25 Native
32 Group of
remarks
31 Before
metal
three
42 Below
Quaver
- 26 Write
.` 35 Wears away 43 Great Lake
27,-Detached
36 Father or
44 Scene of first
3.31 Resivere
Portion
mother
Miracle
36 Shut up
28 Anger
38 Note of scale 45 Former Pus37 Outfits
29 f•fealsure Of ' 39 Son of Noah
Sian rule.
38.Symbol tor
*ellen
40 Greek letter 48 Tibetan
tantalum
30 St*
41 Witty
gazelle
39 Hot desert
1 2 3 4
5 6 /
6 9 1011
wind
42 Lead
i
12
13
14
46 Cot*
47 The self
15
16
17
49 Periods of
18
20 1
time
50 Diminutive
suffix
• 51 At present

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) - The state
Transportation Cabinet has agreed to help pay
the cost of installing and illuminating lights on
the John A. Roebling suspension bridge connecting Covington and Cincinnati, officials said.
Actording to a_ prepared• re)ea co from the
KENTUCKY TEACHER GETS NATIONAL TITLE - State Superintend
cabinet, the state will donate $10,000 to the coment of Public Instruction
Alice McDonald,lrigh() announces that Kentucky Teacher of the sear
mittee.planning_the lighting-and will also pay the
Sherleen Sisney has been named
national Teacher of the Year for 1984.
utility costs of the project once underway..
The Covington-Cincinnati bridge committee
,has already raised about $120,000 of its $200,000
goal to install the lights on the brige, built in 1877.
Gov. Martha Layne Collins has been invited to
throw the switch to light'the bridge, which is expected to take place - at a ceremony in
"Sherleen Sinsey, . will travel with Sisney
"The best part of the Department of Educa- September.
_
.__. - ,* _ •
Kentucky's Teacher of to Washington Where
The structure was operated as a private tollhonor is to be truly able tion. Teachers in all
the Year,. has been she will be honored by
to demonstrate the ex- grades, Kindergarten bridge until 1955 when the state purchased it. The
selected as the national President Reagan with
cellence we have in Ken- through 12, are eligible Transporialion Cabinet renamed the bridge
Teacher of the Year for a special reception at
after its designer in 1983.
tucky -schools," Sisney for the recognition.
1984," Superintendent the White House.
The structure, built at a cost of $1.8 million, is
said. "We do have some
Alice McDonald anThe Washington visit problems, but we have a Statute protested
listed on the National Register of Historic Places
__
nounced today at a news begins a year of carry- lot
and is generally considered to be a model for the
of strengths," she
conference in the ing the'school system's
MADISON, Wis.(AP) Brooklyn Bridge in-New York City.
added.
_
_ banner and helping to
Capitol. •
The-National TeaMer• — -An -athetit-group;- the
"This if the first time bring recognition to a
of the Year Award pro- Freedom From _ CATLETTSBURG,--Ky. /kP - A Boyd County Kentucki has won the state that is not given a
recommended a_40-yeaf-sentence--sorRoger:-• —12-0n111-0t- !
gram is sponsored by Religious Foundation,
IIIIIIII
I
ell33
honor in the program's lot of credit for its the
Columbus
Encyclopedia has sent a protest to Dale Durham, convicted of robbing and terroriz34
ships
33-year. history, and we Students or personnel, Britannica
companies, Florida officials, in- ing the family of Prestonsburg Mayor James
53 Church
are very proud of Sisney said.
MI37
service
the Council of Chief sisting that they remove Trimble.
'•
Sherleen," McDonald
54
Sunbutn
"Good teaching goes 'State School OfficersiL an underwater, 9-foot
The jury, which returned its verdict Thursday,
55 Rip
said. "This national on every day in the
and Good Housekeeping Statue of Jesus in John convicted the 27-year-old. Trigg County defen46
47 11111
49 .
DOWN
recognition underscores classrooms across Ken1 Heavenly
150
magazine. Each of the Pennekamp Coral Reef dant on three counts of robbery and one count
St
52
what I have been saying tucky," McDonald,said:
body
50 states is asked to sub- State Park at Key each of wanton endangerment and receiving
2 Sheet of
'53
all along - that Ken- "That is 'why it is such
54
55
mit an outstanding
glass
tucky's teachers are an honor that Kent
teacher to the program
among the best, tucky's Teacher of the
committee.
• brightest and hardest Year will be represenIn Kentucky, the state
working in the nation.
ting all of the staterallne program is sponsored
Next week McDonald teachers nationally.
by the Kentucky

,
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We've Got It And We've Got It Good!

Open Doily 9 9
Sunday 1 2 6

Your Individual Horoscope FOR=

Drake

Frames
MONDAY, APRIL 9,1984

What kind of day will tomor- SAGITI'ARRJS '
0 amusements.
sori
row be? To find out what the (Nov.22to Dec.21) •4
YOU BORN TODAY have a
stars say, read the forecast
Do further investigation natural interest in public sergiven for your birth sign.
about investments. You may vice and may be drawn to the
_
receive a travel invitation. political arena. You dislike
ARIES
Step out for delightful times taking orders and belong on
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
top or in business for yourself.
Do those things you have to after dark.
It is important that you like
do around home base. Then, CAPRICORN
your work or you won't apply
be sure to go out for the even- ( Dec.22to Jan. 19) V
Things go pretty much your yourself. You have much
ing. Romance awaits you with
way in relationship matters; creative ability and can sueopen arias.
but you have-to take the
-eeedin-aeting,-writing, music;
TAURUS—
H
itiative. Home matters pro- poetry and painting. Though
Apr.20 to May 20)
you have a good mind, at
Partners work well together sper too.
times you can be stubborn.
as a team. That there's no . AQUARIUS
You, may be 'drawn to
(Jan.
Feb.
20
to
18)
place like home may be your
You'll make important businesses allied to the arts.
feeling this evening. Enjoy
career strides today. After s
domesticity.
hard day on the job, you'll
GEMINI
want to relax with your
(May21toJune20)
You'll make important favorite companion.
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
headway on the job, though PISCES We ton remove Mumps up
perhaps not as much as you'd (Feb.19 to Mar.20)
to 74 below the grooved.
like. You sparkle among • Both work and play afford
435 4343 or 435 4319.
satisfactions
7you
now.
Some
frieni
nds to ght.
_
We Now Haul Pit Grovel
entertain
co-workers.
Others
CANCER
(June 21toJuly 22) 00 enjoy hobbies and cultural
Initiative works for you in
romance and charm for you on
the job. There may be some
expenses today that just can't
be avoided.
as A Price You Can Live With.
LEO
J24iQ•
(July 23 to Aug.221
A partner may not go along
with you regarding some
changes at home. Evening
favors. cultural pursuits or
creative activity.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 toSept.
re
‘
A.
You're very busy early in
the day. Later, you'll find
things more relaxing. Get int-portanCphone calls out of the
way.
LIBRA
PRICES SLASI'
(Sept.23toOct.22)
There may be some haggl. ing about money, but overall
career prospects pick up.
Either entertain others or go
out for the evening
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 toNov.21)
3 Miles South
Late evening brings important career developments.
on Hwy. 641
Make plans for a get-together
MURRAY, KY. 502-753-1372
that has business overtones.
Romance is also likely.

We Honor

SUNDAY THRU

Regular Prices May Vary

TUESDAY

Due To Local Competit,on

'Vloste•CO,c1

SUNDAY
THRU—
TUESDAY

"rotzt

Canon

Includes Canon, U.S.A.. Inc..
1-year Limited Warranty/
Registration Card
•Fully Programmed AE
•ProgtoMmed Flash AE

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC

TRUCKS-TRAILERSBUSES,INC.

)U

OFF
rs
Prices

wet

'Strawberry SurickIV

Save 13.11 Set
r Reg.49.58

Sale
Price

Our Reg. 12.97

8

Standard
Size

Reliable Timex'
Quartz Watches

Lightweight Canon' 20-pc. Expressions
T50 35mm Camera Dinnerware Sets

20x26" Quallofil*
Sleep Pillow

IC.D4exkiout.of hour, minute; second, day, month.

SIP, auto-film loading,
built-in power wjnder.

Dacron' 113 polyester fill
Polyester/cotton ticking.

dinner, salad plates; soup
; cups, saucers. Save.

•Du Pont Reg TM

8

1IrSale Price
Pkg. of 3 Creme Eggs
Mk-chocolate covered.

1.17Bag
Foil-wrapped Chocolate
Solid egps or rabbits.

We've Moved
Due to the widening of 12th Street, we are
moving.
L.J. Hendon Air Conditioning, Refrigeration
& Heating, formerly located at 110 South 12th
Street in the Rowland Refrigeration Inc. building,
is moving to the East wing of the Purchase Equipment building, Highway 94 East.
Twenty-eight years Service experience in Air
Conditioning, Refrigeration and Heating —
Commercial and Home units — Auto and Truck
Air Conditioning a speciality, in the Field Service on Farm Equipment.

•

Ps.

11.11$4..1 A

•

Our Reg.
2.48 Box
Hefty Tall Kitchen Bags
Box of 30,2-ply, 13-gal.

Alter Rebate
PettOtti lornited to mit, I PVUlattori

23.97

le
Pcri
Home Video Carhidges
Frogger Smurr Rescue"
Mori' GaS000n'w 14 97

Your business appreciated!
New Cintolners_Wekome!
P.O. Box 1034, Murray, KY 42071
L.J. Hsindon

Nlf-1,\R
22.97

f=

99.99Sale
140 Napkins
le-oz. Cups
Wrap I "Poty4111"
Package of 18. 1-ply, 13x121/6". 12"x290'roll
12-oz.• fill.
,
--,-411Aer• •

24 hr. Service
753-9225 —7533658
t7:7-

1.88

rout Net Cost

•or

,

.•

•

•••••

_

•

a

•
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2
Notice
JUDY Williams Tax
Service Call for appointment anytime 4362524 of* 43&5496 '7

2

Notice
WIGGINS FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 North
We now- have
Oriental Rugs
4x8. 8x9, 9x12
Check:with us at
753-4566

Blank
Tapes
On Sale
Memorex
T-120
for $895
Each

Todd's Tire
Service

'
All over paint job star
Ong at $299 95 Cars
Trucks. Vans, Farm
Trucks

DUNNAWAY'S
BODY SHOP
21 12' Coldwater
Road
753 8730

SUNNY

Acres Nursery
now has tornatoes.
peppers and bedding
plants
Open 9-5.
Mon -Sat 753-3619 901
North Johnn.y
, Robertson Rd
Train To Drive
TRACTORS TRAILERS
Call the leader
MTA SCHOOL
• 502-554-0733
or 502-589-6123.

has moved to
• new location:
801 South 4th
Old Overbey
Honda Building
to serve you better. New and used
tires at discount
prices.
753-2527

Wek
Ii

SPRING BREAK

MATINEES

TAXES

filed'Short
Forms $7.50 for federal
and state. Itemized
$15.00.- No
offering in
home service for shutins. Call -Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489.2440 for
, appointment

3

Card

•

SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE will prepare
your returns your place
or mine. Or pickup and .
deliver Phone 436-5574.
•
"Treat Yourself To
Something Special
.
"

Home Lingerie
_ Parties
by representative
of UndercoverWear
502-527-3460

of Thanks

CARD OF
TWA \KS
The tarry-fly ot
;Margaret
Rose
Miller would like to
express
their
thanks for the many
acts of kindness &
sympathy extended
during her illness

THRU SUN., APRIL 15

SEAtfS '2.00

e

Dixieland
Center 753-7670

SAT., APRIL 7
I.
MelimalaONO mil
tell001001001

,

Sales & Reritel

Time For Spring
Cleaning, Let Us Do
Your Windows At
Low Rates. Call For
Free Estimate After
5:00 p.m. 759-1989

DAILY

Notice

2

6

James Hassel
Miller and
family.
Help

ruLL

Wanted

Time Sales
Cteek. Apply in -person
Sammons Bakery.
Chestnut St. on"Mon. or
Tues.
LADY -for part time job
working in retail sale
store. Send, resume to
P.O. Box 1040G.
Murray.
PART-Time general
office work Send resume to P.O 1040D.
Murray..
TAANTSMISSOONT - man
wanted for Paris, Tn.
Must be A-1. 901-644-1156.

THESE PEOPLE 60T A
NEW D06 SEE, AND
THEY COULDN'T DECIDE
WHAT TO NAME HER...

6. Help Wanted
NATIONAL Marketing
Firm seeking man-.
agernentand_ sales
Ry.-- an d'.• Te nn . Excellent
career pbtential Parttime jobs available
P.O. Box 630, Mueray.
K,y_. 42071.
NEED A Job' This is
Icr real I guarantee to
send you 60 addresses
and telephone numbers
of working Alaskan
companies. Information
is based on 5 yrs
personal experience
working in Alaska. Information cost. $10
Alaska Addr4sses, P.O.
Box 7. Clinton, Ky.
42031
NEED babysitter to
keep 2 month old in
their home starting end
of August. Must live in
Murray and have references. 753-9718 or
762-2666.
•
9. Situation Wanted
31 YEAR _old mother of
2 wants to keep babies
or small children in her
home. 3 years experience. Has references. 759-1692.
WANTtodo
housecleaning. - Have
references. 753-2433.
WILL babysit in my
e home days or evenings
759-9832.

10. Business Opportunity
INVENTIONS, ideas,
new products ..vantecV
Industry presentation/national exposition. i-800-528-6050.'
X831.
1 1 . Instruction

1

2.Insurance

13

For'Sale or Trade

14. Want to Buy
ALUM. cans. 100 lbs. or
more, .24 cents. We pick
up._ Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 438' 2658.
LIKE to buy, 200 gal
Boom_ trailer spray in
good condition. 435-4155.

50 YOU KNOW WHAT
THEY CALLED HER?

7E1

15. Articles for Sale

16. Home Furnishings

24.

USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.
WALI.LITER
Oak timber Call 753-0338

15 .CU
Ft. Chest
Freezer. 753-7528.
25" MAGNAVOX_ Con,
sore color TV.. excellent condition. 5 years
old. Not new 9arly
American bedrooms
suite with mattress and
box springs. good condition. Brand new couch
and chair, coffee table,
end table and brass
lamp. New kitchen
table and 4 chairs.
Leaving for Florida.
Must sell. Will sell as
group only. Call after
4p.m. 753-5683.
25" QUASAR Color
Console TV.. $8,/weeic.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.

MARTIN Houses.- 6 rm.
$22.99. 12 rm. $33.99, 18
rm. 334-99. 21.rm.._&59.99_,
Walrin Hardware.'
Paris, Tn.- '
NEW and used Air
Compressors. Dill
Electric. Call 753-9104.
POLES, all sixes utility
poles. See at Water
Valley or phone 502-3552665.
tATELLITr
SYSTEMS. 10 ft.
Fiberglass KLM5 Re.
ceivers: $1,550 installed.
436-2835.
SEASONED hickory,
oak, mixed hardwoods.
S30/rick delivered.
MM. order-2 ricks. Call
John Boyer at 753-0338.

15. Articles for Sale
230 AMP Ark Welder.
$100. 2 h.p. 70 (TM-HO.
PSI220 • volt air. compressor. $250. 4 h.p.
Trail Bike. $200.
Vegitable Planter. $15
Canis for all seeds.
Camper top for
Chevrolet long wheel
base. La ton. $200. Call
753-9740.
A YELLOW Dotted
Swiss Prom Dress.
Purchased at the
Showcase. Worn once.
Call 753-2867.
CRAFTSMAN 10"
Table Saw, $200. Also
Australian Shepherd,
German Shepherd
cross. Free to good
home. -Call after 5p.m.
492-8376.
LITTLE Girl's long
dress, urchtd and-white.
Size 4-5. worn once.
Bought at Showcase.
753;0298 after 5p.m
METAL Roofing 5-V.
standard lenghts. $25.95
per square. D -Rib
galvanized $31.50 per
square. D-Rib painted
$41.50 per square. Circle
"0" Farm Center Marion,- Ky. 502-965-3176
call -for quanity
discoun1s.
QUASAR Video Recorder with remote
control $8 'week
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595
16.. Home Furnishings
bed, king size,
complete with -firm
orthopedic mattress
set, never used, still in
cation. Cost $800. Must
sell. $350 cash.
Paducah, 898-7513.
CHROME Dinette set,
table, 6 chairs, like new.
$125. 753-2490.
FLORAL blue and gold
living room suite with
matching gold chair, 2
end table lamps. 7539357.

hRASS

't NINETEEN"!

OKEYDOKEY--

FOR Sale Hide-a-bed
sofa, 21,j yrs. old. 7591348 after 5p.m.
FRENCIT Provinciaicouch and chair, light
green 'print, matching
end tables and coffee
- table. $300. 759-1870.

CRYTS
USED OFFICE
FURNITURE
Wood or metal desks Executive or Secretarial'
Chairs. Tabies, files.
storage
cabinets,
bookcases, conference
tables, part cabinets and
much more. Used but nice
1016 Jefferson St.
Paducah, Ky.
502-442-4302
FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator with ice
-maker, $200. Plano,
5300. 753-3922.
GENERAL Electric
Heavy Duty Clothes
Dryer, white,- brand
new. 436-5659.
-- LITTON Meal in One
Microwave. Call 7531363.
MATCHING brown
couch, chair and recliner, good condition Call
759-1902.
r

19. Farm

Equipment

ANA!JON! IT
WAS YOU WHO
KIDNAP'PE
POOKY!

34M DAVIS

OBVIOUSLY,SE.N5INC,/ I WAS HOT
ON 1415 TRAIL ANC
,FEARING- MY

1 ROW Holland Tobacco
Setter. $200 or best
offer. Call 753-0298 after
5p.m.
.,300 MASSEY Ferguson
Ombine, both headers,
good condition. After
6p.m. 753-7485.
EARTHWAY Precision
Garden Seeder. Plants
28 different vegetable
seeds. $36.99. .Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
OE row Tobacco Setter. Gall 436-5498.
REAR Tine Tillers,
Briggs Station engine, 3•
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99, 8
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
Tiller, 5 h.p. chain
drive, $279.99. Wallin
ttardware7Pirts, Tn.
TRACTOR tires. New
and used. John Kough
Equipment. 382 2207.

WRATH,14.5 DECIDED TO RETURN
POOKY ANC)THROW HIMSELF ON
THE MERCY OF THE COURT

ONE AM/PM 8 track
stereo, $50. Also one
H&R nickle plated. 22
w,.-'case and .Magnum
Chamber extra $150.
Call 753-0834.
PIONEER stereo corn-.
ponent system with
glass case. $550. Digital
disc-Billy Joel, brand
new, $15. 753-5158. -SONY TC 377 Reel to
Reel recorder, excellent
condition, $200. A mandolin. 489-2704 after
6p.m.
SPINET piano, like
new. Best offer. Also
upright freezer, $250;
492-8994.

1 HAP YOUR TEDDY SEAR
CLEANED, GARFIELD

"1-7

)5,,,AY

24. Miscellapeous

PROPOSED
OFFICIAL
SLIMMER
LJNIFORAA

I.

4-1

I LOST MY PAYOR I TE
SWEATER IN A PLACE
WHERE I'LL
rt.)
NEVER FINO
IT!

WHERE10
YOU LOSE

IN MY
ROOM!

IT?

01#5/0E THe
PA4ACE

2
0

16x24 SHED cedar siding. Completed on 'Inside. Wired. 60 amp. fuse
box. 437-4963 after 3p.m.
3 TON mobile home
central air unit with
duct work. Like new.
$675. Call 489-2761.
AB Dick model 695 Copy.
Machine. $1.450. Call
489-2761. •
FLASHING Arrow
Sign. First Month Free
Rent. Rental Purchase
Plan. Portable Sign
$225. Call Bill Tuell
502-782-2922.
GLIDDEN Spred Velvet
Exterior Latex House
Paint; $9.99 gal. at
Bla,c4's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th Street,
Murray.
LAWN Mower battery,
12 volt. $24.99 exchange.
Wallin -Hardware,
Paris.
LAWN Mower and weed
eater. 1 year old, $100.
Call 753-2316.
MARINE Battery. 27
series, 105 amp. $49.99
exchange.-Wallin
Hardware. Paris

For Sale .51
acres fired
tobacco base.
Best offer.
436-2840

WHEN I REACH
1,000„THEN 2 Rif16
THE BELL.THEN",

TOBACCO Base. CallTRI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1.785 We service what)
we sell. 00i-642-0295, -315)
Tyson Ave.'Paris.
Tenn.

aen° 7741FP/124CE GA•01/4/1:25,..,.

3 1
She
ftts
wit!
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aft(

37. Livestock-Supplies
RIDGEWOOD Stables.
Horses boarded. Stalls
or pasture space
available. $20 per
month. 753-3010 after
6p.m.

frai
COr
SM
ma
SUi.
BM
yes
Mu
Rei
Ror

38. Pets-Supplies
1 YEAR old Grey and
white female registered
Great Dane. $100. 7530298 after 5p.m.

3i5ir

2B
gar
bac
you
RE

PET PEN
Easter Rabbits

25. Business Services

5% Discount on Fish
with the Purchase of
an Aquarium
1101 Story Axe. 71114322
Illow.-Set. 10-6
Sun, 1-5

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
7 years of experience
preparing individual,
business, partnership,
and corporate returns.
Low rates& hundreds of
satisfied clients. Now
preparing returns. Day
or night call 759-1425
for appointment.

ba
ROI
and
eat
air
ver
hoi
Inc(

AKC German Shepherd
puppy, also guard dogs
1-554-2153.
AK C Registered Great
Dane puppies. 247 4421..
ruLL blooded German
Shepherd puppies. 753
6321.

Richard W. Jones
Tax Service -

41. Public Siles

Confidential professional
service. OS in accounting
with 13 years •iperlence
In preparing personal,
busln•ss and farm
returns.
94 West and
Oaks Rd.
Call 753-3213 for appointment day or night.

GARAGE SALE

26

46.

OR Invest. Owner
financing. Low down. 5
BR, -2-bath-1 acre. -307
N. 7th. 436-5489 or
1-901-642-5244.•

1751

'

BR
mot
nati
Sepi
Loci
se I
loge
1291
3p
$1,8(
and

Sell Out Bargains
Now Thru Apr. 7 Anytime
Over 800 Items
436-2743

Esta
KO1
753hav(
for s

c.or

TV -Radio

BR
Spai
loca
145.0
SMA

SATEWTE TELEVISION
fnataXed, sales tax and
labor included. 9 ft.
spun dish $1549-12 ft.
Meth Star Dish $1995.
WOOD TV
Fulton. Ky. 472-3704

rent
trail,
$20,0

TRUCKLOAD wicker
sale. Special .purchase
Bea's Plastercraft and
Wicker_ 1 week only.
759-9673.

4 7.

1971
with
-shIel
celle
759-9
1977
1000
cont
A-1
after
Ask
1982
excused
753-0

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

22. Musical

fatk.i,e Synth...le InG

Houses for Rent

34:

g

20. Sports Equipment
RAM Men's Golf Clubs.
1, 2 and 4 Woods. 2-9
PW. Bag included. $130.
753-4994 after 4p.m.
C IOU

Miscellaneous

12x60 SHULTZ mobile
home. Call 753-1955.
12x65 WINCHESTER 2
BR. 14 baths, a fine
quality built home.
Total utility bills this
Jan. $110.. Set up and
skirted in Riviera Cts.
Call 753-9445 nights.
762-6287 days. Ask for
Dan.
SECLUDED 5 Acres.
12x56 mobile home,
12x24 block building.
wo-ods and pond.
Warranties trans.
ferrable. 474-2718.
28. Mobile Homes for Rent

MOVING
SALE
300 S. 5th
All day Sat. and
Sun. Afternoon.
Clothes, toys,
some furniture,
misc. Cancelled
if rains.
43. Real Estate

3 BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Keniana $150 a
tnenth. Call 436-5364.
---F5Preffrr
n
arntrin country. Furnished.
Phone 759-1029.
NICE 2 BR mobile
horrie, near Murray. No
pets. 489-2611.
SMALL 2 BR trailer, ,
$165. No utilties included. Call 436-2332.

FOR

Real service in
Estate. Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY.
111-Maht We---worir
your convenience.
Phone 753-1222,
RENTAL Investment
Property. Must sell
$24,000. Rental Income
$4,50. 753-5842 or
436-2411.

Real

30. 'Business Rentals
COMMERICAL building, -901 Coldwater
.Road. Ideal location for
doctors office or other
type of buMness. For
more information. call
502-236-2158 nights.
Days 502-236-3158.
•

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
733-1492
31. Want to Rent
ic MA T manager
wishes to rent 3 or 4 BR
house with garage'. Call
Mr. Baugher, 753-6095.
MATURE couple needs
clean reasonable home by
May 15. Evelyn, 921
Whitney Blvd. Belvideres, Ill. 61008.1-815..
547-8662
WANT to rent. 2 BR apt.
or house. 753-3710.
32. Apts for

01
QI
LI,
EF

Rent

1 BR duplex, partially
furnished, near hospital
and downtown. Mature
adults. Deposit required. 436.5356 or 4365617.
1 BR furnished apt. in
quiet established. residential neighborhood.
No pets. $200 month.
Phone 753-1222. Bill
Kopperud.
1 nh furnished apt. for
rent. 753-8730 or
753-6965:
EMBASSY and Olive
Street Apts. Call 753-3530
after 4p.m.
NICE • 1 BR apt. near
downtown Murray. 753,
4109. 762-6650. 436-2844..

TII
IN
TI
C(

STROUT
REALTY
Lou Ann Phipot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coidwater Road
Murray. Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

INI=U1

sh

st.1
to

WANTED to Buy: Approximately 20 A. farm
with modest house,
barn, and outbuildings.
Will pay cash. Send
detailed description and
location to 117 Beach St.
So.. Kewanee, IL 61443.

va
tic
sh

44. Lots for Sale
AURORA- one to 10
acres wooded Kentucky
Lake area, from $3,995.
nothing down, from $39
month, for home,
mobile home, free information phone Mr.
Shell 1-800-521-4996.
kENTUCKY .Lake lots
at Panorama - Shores.
Lots 4 and 5 on Skyline
Drive facing lake. $2700
each. Cash only. Call
314-471-4142.

CO

tir
jol
to
of
10(

op
at

45. Farms for Sale

block
from University. Private entrance. Furnished. 753-1812 or 7599580.

177 ACRES tillable land
with tobacco- barn.
Financing available.
436-2197.
_
535 ACRES NOrthwest of'
Kirksey on CallowayMarshall County line. 32
acres fescue 325 tendable
balance in timber. Call
489-2597 or 489-2704.
NICE 4 BR brick Ranch
home. Large rooms.
Cathedral ceiling with
fireplace and heatalor
In 24x20 living room.
Double carport. With
livestock facilities. All
on 119 acres with 30 acre
watershed on back of
property. Located in
Kirksey area. Owner
financing available.
Phone 436-2197..

34. Houses for

16..

33. Rooms for Rent

ROOMS for rent. 1

Rent

NICE
-SR brick
range, refrigerator,
den, 8 miles S.E. of
Marrieds only.
References. Deposit.
492-8594 after ttp.m.
AIR Conditioned 2 BR
house rear downtown
Stove and refrigerator,
5200. Call 753-6429.
HOUSE for rent In
Hardin. 759-1417.
4

co
ex
ty
sk
IBI
de
co
wi
ca
fin
mi
im

Homes for Sale

Owner: 4 - BR, 24
baths, living, lining.
room,' family room
wifireplace. large eatin kitchen, newly-painted and papered.- Low
utilities. 2 ear garage
with work bench and
opener. $79,000. As.
aumable fixed rate 12
percent loan. 1704
Plainview. 753-4503.
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46. Homes for Sale
47. Motorcycles
3 BR at Lakeway 1982
YAMAHA YZ80,
Shares. partia.11y Sur,.
new.- never be
-fished. Home comes
. $575. Phone 753with 3 lots. Selling to 1364 after
5p.m.
settle estate. 753-3525
YAMAHA 125 Tri-Moto,
after 330p.m. 753-6563
excellent condition.
after 5p.m.
$700. Call 753-0834 after
406 NORTH 5th St. 2 BB 4p.m.
frame home nicely decorated near downtown.
48. Mite Services
Small lot for easy
maintenance. TVA in- DATSUN. iroyoia, VW,
sulation. Suitiible for Fiat, .etc. parts and
small family or in- repair. Call 474-2325.
vestment property. Call GOOD Reconditioned
Murray-Calloway Co. Auto Batteries.
Realty at 753-8146 or guaranteed! $15 exRon Talent at 753-9804.
change. Call 753-3711.
300 NORTH 6th is a neat.
49.
Used Cars
2 BR house with a double
garage- and- shop- in- the 1863 THUNDERVIRD.
back yard. Let us show mint condition, 300 enyou this one. ROBERTS gine, 4 barrel carbureREALTY, 753-1651.
tor, p.w.. p.b., p.s., tilt.
BRICK Ranch 3 BR. 141 cruise-a-matic transbath, large Great mission. black interior,
Room, formal living white top, blue gray
and dining room. Also car; radio, air. 48,xxx
eat-in kitchen, central miles. 492-8348 after
air and heat. Utilities 5 .m.
very reasonable.-- Nice iFS_OLDS 4 Dr.
home with possible Sedan, p.b., p.s.. excelincome. - 1626 HamillOn. lent-- condition. 753-7394
- 436.5479 or -753'-1342.01--C2131 be seen at 1522
DOUBLE lot 200x300, .3 Kirkwood.
.
BR house and 1 BR 1074 IMPZR,IAL.
mobile home furnished automatic. a.c..
stereo.
natural gas or electric. all options, plush interSeparate water meters. ior. 753-9240.
Located: Puryear. Will 1974
VW Super Beetle.
sell separ-ate -or
excellent body, engine
together. Call 901-642and transaxle needs
1291 between 10a.m. and
repair. $650. 489-2436.
3p.m. Mobile home
106
BLACK Cutlass
$1,800. $6,000 for house
Supreme. t-top, 350
and lot. $7,000 for both.
engine, air. .p.b., P.S.
FOR Full Time Reef
753-6157.
Estate Service, Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY. 1076 CADILLAC Coupe
753-1222. We currently Deville, 2 dr.. fully
have over 160 properties loaded, $1,750. 436-5869.
1976"CHELET
for sale.
FOR Sale by owner. 4 Monza. 2 Dr,-.4 cylinBR, 2 bath - haUse. der, autOmatio,-58.xxx Spacious yard. Great miles, excellent condilocation: 1013 Payne. tion. $1,500 or best offer.
Call 762-2556.
$45,000. Call 753-5750.
MATLL -house. garage, 1077 PLYMOUTH Fury
rental trailer, extra Brougham, 2 dr., want
trailer hookup on 1 acre. same tender care
current owner provides.
$20,000. 759-1044.
Dependable. Spotless
inside and out. 82.300.
47. Motorcycles
Adopt this jewel. Call
1975 HONDA CB-500 759-4497 after 5p.m.. with bags and wind-shield, 1700 miles, ex- 1978 BUICK Regal 1
cellent condition, $875. tone blue, excellent
759-9832.
condition, good 'gas
1977 HONDA Goldwing mileage. Price reduced.
1000 dressed, cruise 436-2682 or 759-4139.
control. FM cassette. 1978 CAMARO, autoA-1 condition. 753-0519 matic, ac, AM-FM stereo
after 5 or 753-5142 days. cassette, rally sports.
Ask for Dick.
- .1500 Canterbury. 7531982 YAMAHA IT 175, 9710.
excellent condition, 1983 TOYOTA Supra.
used only 3 months. Call Must sell, leaving town.
753-0220 or 436-5377.
Call 753-6303 after 4p.m.

THE, HOUSING AUTHORITY
OF MURRAY, KY., IS REQUESTING BIDS FOR GENERAL
LIABILITY INSURANCE TO BE
EFFECTIVE FROM MAY 1, 1984
TO MAY 1, 19-87.
BIDS WILL BE ACCEPTED UNTIL APRIL 20, 1984\ FOR BID
INSTRUCTIONS, SPECIFICATIONS, AND PROPOSALS,
CONTACT:
HOUSING AUTHORITY
OF MURRAY
716 NASH DRIVE
MURRAY, KY. 42071
Six reasons why high school seniors
should graduate to Guarding.
You can give your seniors a good
start into the future by steering them
'to the Army National Guard.
The Guard offers, in addition to
long-term benefits, six immediate
values: a paycheck every month; tuition assistance; training in leadership and technical skills which can
contribute to civilian careers; parttime service compatible with other
job or school requirements; a closeto-home location; and the satisfaction
of being "on guard" to help in any
local or national emergency.
For more information on career
opportunities available in the Army
Guard, please call
(502) 753-4042

49. Used Cars

• 53. Services Offered

FENCE sales at Sears
1 9lLCV
Call- Sears -153-2810
Hove, -4-dr7,76- cylinder,
automatit, p.s., P.13-• for free estim4te for
air, new vinyl top, your needs.
ENERAL HOME
$1,995. Call 489-2595.,
1979 BLACK and saver 'REPAIR. 15 years exTrans Am, automatic, perience. Carpentry,
I top, AM-FM cassette, concrete, plumbing.
cruise control, 46,xxx roofing, siding.. NO
actual 'miles. 753 6244 JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7,13after 5p.m.
6973, nights 474-11276.
1979 PONTIAC Bon
neville 2 dr, extra
sharp. Call 759-4664
Akiminum Service Co.
after 5:30p.m.
Aluminum and vitril
1981 FORD Fairmont, 2
decor Coupe, 6 cylinder. siting. Custom triin work.
automatic, p.s., p.b.,
Referent. Call Will Ed
air, 50,xxx miles, ex
Bailey, 753-0689.
cellenf condition. 753.
8124.
50. Used

Trucks

1976 FORD Courier
Pickup, 4 speed with
air-. 753-8124.
1976 FORD F100, blue,
p.s., p.b., standard
shift, spoke wheels.
sharp. 474-2.12b•
19/7 DODGE 4 Wheel
Drive, long wheel base
Pickup, a.c.. low mileage. Phone 753-4545 or
753-6763

INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753.2310 for free
estimates.

\
1 61111
11
:
• HY-C Chimney
- Covers lid
- - 10% DIseaunt
On Any _

mama
frn

,

VOW,SW11.01141
.During Apri.

Short
5-Spettd. Radial
Tires. Tint Glass,
°riveting. Side Vent
Windows, much more.
2 yr. 2400 mile drive,
train warranty. lowest
priced new truck in
America.

Carroll-Mazda
753-8850
MOVING must sell. 19i,
Chevrolet Silvered° 4
Wheel Drive, low mileage. $4,100 or best offer
753-6963.
5

1 .

53. Services, Offered

JQE-

52. Boats-Motors
_12 FT. John Boat motor
and trailer,- $275:- - Also
Boat Trailer. $125. 4374446.
14 FT. Aluminum Jon
Boat with 10 h.p.
Evinrude motor, $375.
Phone 753-1364 after
5p.m.
1? FT. Mark Twain with
tandem trailer. 188 h.p.
needs upholstery work.
$2.200. After 3p.m. 7539452.
1982 PROCRAFT Fishing
boat. 50 hp Mercury
trolling motor, depth finder and Miller. $4000.
Call 759-1903.
1983 MADZA RK-7,
Limited' Edition. $11,000.
Call 759-1903.
JON Boat, 14' wide
bottom, low line, heavy
duty, Holschiw.. trailer,
25 h.p. Evinrude motor.
Call 437-4825.
•
UN-A-BOUT;
85
h.p.. Merc. 0/B, Skis.
Vest, Cony. Top, all
eqUipted. trailer, new
prop., excellent condition. $3,900. 7534824.
AAILBOAT for sale, 17
ft. 0-Day Day Sailer.
'excellent condition
w/trailer. 1666 Ryan
Ave.
SUNFISH Sailboat,
$800. 753-5150

ney-- -Appliance -SerVief.- - Hole
and septic tank
- All makes and models. worim.,354
-8161 after
(Authorized Service on 8p:m. or
35444138 or
Montgomery Ward Ai). 437-4533.
pliancesi. Located at
George Hodge and Son
WILL. haat white rock,
Used' Furniture Store.
sand, lime, rip- rap and
753-8505.
rna-sonary sand, coal.
LEE'S CARPET Call Roger Hudson
CLEANING. Murray's 753-4545 or 75341763
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
INTERIOR
cleaning system .made.
EXTERIOR
Hundreds of satisfied
PAINTING
repeat customers
Licerfseli - and-Insured.
a
We move the furniture
WALLPAPERING
free. Free estimates. 24
hour service. 753-5k27

PAIN ING

Executive Secretary
MSU Foundation
Immediate opening. 2 years
college preferred with'4 years
experience. Excellent shorthand,
typing and office management
skills required. Bookkeeping and
IBM Display Writer experience
desired. Must possess effective
communcation skills for dealing
with the public and must be
capable of maintaining accurate
financial reports and D Board
minutes. ACctiiity is very
impOrtailt.
•

Personnel Services,
Murray State University
EOE/MF

.-•
ap,......kokaakrakriaala.
-s

-ra•-•s•-•••••

kripstIon-Bellesetlel
CANIPIELL WELL
DRILLING
8550
Cie
Collect
,
501,352-3611
Of
901 352-5704
Frog EstIroistm

'UTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Calf
Bears 753-2310 - ter free
estimate
' ,
., •

‘.!
T.

4..t
'

.
•

•

%VIM 7. Pat. l'tf:F.

II

Sault
Pail
bawd!
Myaill
153-0481
753-9382
*Residential&
Cooninerciel.
*Fret Estimates.

PRE-SEASON SALE Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County-Swimming Pool may
be purchased prior to pool opening and
save $15.00:
Family Passes - $60.00
Single Passes - $30.00
.
-Passes-may-be pirchased -ar the
Park office, 10th & Payne Sts., phone
753-7640

Services Offered

14EED work on your'
trees'__? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
• removal and more. Call
BOVE13"S--TREE
SERVICE for erofessional tree care.
753-41335

.1

•

Aluminum ind* Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses It
stops pointing

Jack Glover
753-1873

With A Fresh Load of
lorida Produce. Come
y And Check Out
•ur:
*Tomatoes
*Broccoli
*Cucumbers
*Cauliflower
*Peppers
*Lettuce
*Nuts
*Much More!
You Want It,
We've Got It!

Jones Produce
.4) S. 12th St., Murray

1976 El Camino
60,xxx miles, Power
Steering, Power
Brakes, Air Conditioning,
Tilt,
AM/FM.
$3,150

759-4964
after 5 p.m.
ATTENTION FARMERS!
r

We're right on the river and right
the price
Blended Barge Fertilizer is now avaNable at the
River Port Paducah, Ky.
Prices are blended and delivered to your farm
or less $10 per to
uling allowance loaded in
your truck or Fert
r Buggy. If you have no
spreading equipme t, Check with us! We have
arrangements with Custom Spreaders in some
areas.
We have 46% Urea 18-46-0 and Domestic
Potash in storage at the River Port.
Naturally, the concept of Barge to Farm Fer
tNizer combined with cash transactions substan
baby reduce fertilizer prices and help you survive
We hope you help this concept survive.
We recOgnize the inconvenience in paying
when weighed but we believe the price advantages are greater. 'Flexibfe loading, hours . in
-seas,
2ta

River Ag Sales, Inc.
'Paducah,,Ky. at the River Port
Office Phone: 502-444.-0235
Night Phone: Rodger/502-527-3398
Bill Harrison 759=4531 ,

53

Services Offered
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CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING

-

•

OVER
20 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

•

SOLID WOOD CABINETS & •
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bach • Oak • Walnut • Chorry
GUNCASES .MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
•
• CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHING
▪
COMPETITIVE PRICES Drop •y a Sods Our Display

WET BASEMENT- We,
makewet basements
•
dry. Work completely
•
guaranteed. Call
753-5940•
write Morgan Cori-- • 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
struction Co. Rt. 2. Box •
•••••5555••••••••••••
409A, Paducah. Ky.
42001 or call 1-442-702€

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

Gold'
Closed
Yesterday 381.00
Opened
Today
381.50
Up
.50

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's & T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
VVcorlIci cof Scnapricl
222 S. 12th St.
753-5663

'PRESCRIPTIONS 'FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS a
•HOLLISTER OSTONTT PRODUCTS

GOINMUT OF BUSINESS

Down
of:

19

Compliments

WALLIS DRUG
Frets Delivery on Prescriptions in City Limits

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
9 34
Opened
Today
9.15

GOLD it SILVEP CUSTOM
JEWELERS-OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold, Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Oaily, 12-5 Sunday
41

-{

40% OFF EVERYTHING

WE'RE NOW
OPEN!!

53 .Services Offered

iTter6710W-fliiVe--all your cleaning! We Fabrication, Lawn referenc_e
s• and own
throughly clean homes, Mower. Tiller Repair
mower_ 753-4732.
offices and businesses. and Sharpening. OrVery reasonable-Our namental Iron 75-5M8
WORK Needed. Han
pricep can't be beat! We
dyMan Home Repair.
service Marshall and
Service. In and around
We have special
Calloway counties. Call
the Murray Benton
packages for Tiny
DeAnn 437-4734 Cheryl
Aurora and Lake Reg
Tots
.759-1064.
on Individual with
CARTER STUDIO
LICENSED Electrician
many_ skills. Remodel
io MAIN /53 8198
for residential and
ing, interior, esterior,
coinmercial. Heating
painting etc., carpet
and air condition, gas TftEE Work, complete in.stallations and repair
removal topping or
installation and repair.
trimming, experienced, a'speciality. For futher
Phone 7531203.
reasonable rites 753- information, call 474
'MALONE'S fternotel- - °211.
8861
ing from grouncrto roof
top. Phone 492-8183.
Evenings 436-2107.

*FREE ESTIMATES*

LAWN mowing and
maintenance. We are
looking for new residential, commercial
rental and cemetery
properties. Go with the
LAWN Mower and tiller professionals. Excellent
-- repair. 3 miles south on references. Countryside
121. 752-5086.
-Nuttery. 753-M88.-

"."-**4•01w00641411114111"1"1411•40•
. 010•MOIMPHS~
•
1:f

53

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE SERVICE:Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years experience. Parts and service. Bobby Hopper.
Bob's.Appliance Service.
202 S. 5th St. 753-4872.
753-8886 (home I.
APPLIANCE repair
work all brands.
Specialize in Tappen.
Call 753-5341 or 354-6956.
Earl Lovett.
BLOCK BuiThng-,
basements, garages.
footing, floors. driveways. Also brick work.
-large or small jobs. 24
years experience. 7535476. -

53. .Services Offered
f•

Campers

1972 COBRA Mini Motor
Home, 21 ft., double air,
rear bath, sleeps 6,
awning, CR., AM-FM,
tape, and lots more.
High mileage but goad,
$6,950. Phone 753-3234
days, 753-0114 after
5p.m.
1073 FIFTH Wheel
trailer. Sycamore. 7599358.
22 FT. Golden Falcon
Travel trailer, sleeps 6.
extra clean. 1500 Cardinal. 753-5422.
21--FT. -5th -Wheet TravelTrailer, self contained,
air conditioned, awning,
full size bed, sleeps 6.
good condition. Call
753-4802 or 753-5265 after
5p.m.
FOR Sale: 22' completely self contained
camper. Call 753-1966.

111

z

Chim Chim
753-3445
762-4792

'5529"

"11•11-.N.

STARKS HARDWARE
12th & Poplar

0PIONEER'
CAR STEREO
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

1116--Tck's Custork
V

Wood Design,

All Types* of Custom Woodworking & Cabinetry
•Kitchen and Bath Cabinets •Counter Tops
•Furniture & Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
Commercial and Residential

4

0
1

. Quality Work

gal

., at
Reasonable'Prices

RICK WEST
435-4125
753-9317 "Illt

OPEN MONDAY, APRIL 9THI
_

MR. FARMER
WE HAVE A PLACE JUST FOR YOU
Oak Framing
Oak and Poplar Boxing
Kiln Dried Yellow Pine Framing
Barn Strips
Fencing Lumber
Treated 6x6 Building Post up to 30'
Creosote Fence PoshPenta Fence Posts
Creosote 1x6's
NAILS -- FARM HARDWARE
"Everything For Your Farm LumberSeeds"

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY

s

CORNER INNSTRIAL DRIVE
AND CHESTNUT
Phone 759-1099

Murray, Ky.
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New process for electric bills established
. Budget billing, which
enables customers to
pay their electric bills in
12 e,qual amounts
throughout the year, is.
now available to West
Kentucky Rural Electric's 27.000 members in
Graves, -Marshall,
Calloway. - Carlisle and
Hickman counties, according_ to John Edd
Walker, general
manager of the electric
co-op.
This tyoe of billing
enables customers to
know in advance the
amount of their electric
bills, and to better
budget for timely
payments.
"The budget billing
plan is available to all
residential customers in
our system," Walker
said. •'and anyone desiring to participate merely should come into one
of our offices and sign
an agreement."

-

_a

Budget billing plan visable, the review will
_agreements can be sign- be conducted on a more
ed and completed at frequent basis."
either the home office in
.The 12-month stanMayfield, or at West dard budget billing
Kentucky RECC offices period begins in May
in Benton or Murray.
and ends in April, and
Walker said that all those desiring to parcustomers must have a ticipate this year are
12-month usage history urged to sign an agreeat their present address ment before May 1.
to participate in the proFor customers begingram. The monthly ning participation in the
budget bill, he said, will budget billing plan after
normally be based on May 1, the monthly bill
the average KWh use will-be based on the explus, an adjustment pected usage during the
amount to compensate 'remainder of th'e
for such factors as ex- 12-month period.
pected changes in conIn an effort to ensumption. wholesale courage conservation of
power -cost fluctuations power, the cooperative
and degree-day will also show on the
changes.
monthly budget bill the
"A review of all charges based on actual
budget bills will be KWh usage that would
made at least,once dur- otherwise have coning the 12-month budget stituted the bill.
billing period," Walker
Walker said the
said. "When cir- customer's account will
cumstances make it ad- be reconciled in the final

month of each standard
budget billing period.
"The final month's
bill will be the differenCe between the accumulated amount due
from the actual KWh
sales and the amount
paid from budget bills
during the same
period," Walker explains. "Any resulting
customer credit balance
will be applied to the
following month's bill,
unless the customer requests a refund of such
balance."
The budget billing
agreement may be terminated at the end of
any billing month by
either the customer of
the distributor. ,
Other amounts, for insulation loan payments
or for other monetary
obligation's of the
customer, may be added to budget bills,
Walker concluded.

Ti
PAGES - Lee memanum. son of NIr. and Mrs. Charles McManus, and Mark
Miller, sort of Mr. and
M.Cary Miller, have recently returned from seving as pages in
the state [louse of Representatives.
While in Frakfort the two young men stayed with Representative Joel Ellington,
pictured with the two
a hove.

HEALTH
Heart palpitations
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

-

DEAR DR. LAMB - I
hope vou can help me with a
problem I've had for more
than a year.
25-yearold woman in fairly good
physical shape.
It all started when I ,was
taking caffeine tablets and

ar

amphetamines to help me
stay awake when I worked
nights. I became hooked on
these and took them for several months„When I stopped
taking them I began having
palpitations and irregular
heartbeats.

My doctor put me on
Inderal, which . I'm still
taking. The first few months
the irregular Meats were
almost unbearable, but I've
improved and I've cut the
Inderel by half.
But sometimes my heart
beats funqy. I feel shaky
inside and when I'm .walking
or standing a long time BOBBY WOLFF
say an hour or so - and I
feel lightheaded and weak.
Recently I had little pains
•Q109
and aching in my left shoulder and back.
WEST
EAST
•KQJ
•10 9 5 4 2.
-Will I ever. get back -to
p.93
. •7
normal? Could I have a
*A 108 7 5
*4 3 2
heart attack?
*A62
•KJ83
• DEAR READER
I'm
SOUTH
glad you're seeing a doctor. I
+7
can't be sure your problem
INJ1086
is related to caffeine tablets
*KQ.J9
*754
or amphetamines, since the
problem began after you
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer: quit
taking these. But these
'West. The bidding:
medicines do increase the
West
North East
heart's irregular beats. In
South
10
Dbl
1•'
311
sensitive people they can
30
4,
All
cause dangerous irregulariPass
ties of the heart.
Your doctor should be
Opening lead: Spade king
able to tell you if he found
"Mr. Craft" has engineered anythiag in your - heart to
contribute to the problem.
himself an overtrick.
Some people have a floppy
heart valve (prolapse of the
Bid with The Aces
mitral valve.), associated.
South holds: 4-7-B
with heart irregularities.
•
If you don't have a heart
*KQJ
murmur or something simi93
lar, you're probably experi•A 10 8 7 5
encing a certain amount of
4. A 6 2
anxiety. The Inderal promotes those'anxious feelings
Not% South
and heart irregularities.
1,
2*
Eliminate coffee, tea, ciga2 NT
;
rettes and do some regular
ANSWER: Three no-trump. exercise.
Meanwhile,- I'm- sending
North's hand is limited there is not enough combined strength for slam.
Best to settle for a no-trump
game.

THE -ACES'
411

"We judge ourselves by
our motives and othen-by
their actions." -- Dwight
Morrow.

CALLOWAY sTUDENTS ON RET - Calloway County High School students have participated in
h Ers Series, t'i.otith ews," which gives students from 26 Kentucky schools the opportunity to report
new,
.and features frAm their schools and communities. The students shown (from left)include Tim
Black, son of E
Edward and Judy Black, R C I. Farmington: Wendy Parker, daughter of Samm and .Janie
Parker. 24112 College Farm Road. Murray; and Kelli Burkeen. daughter of Charlie and Ole,ta Burkeen,
Rt. Murray. The faculty advisor was Larry England. The series airs Fridays
10:44Tii.m.(ET),9:40
a.m. (CT ) on kl:T. The program is a KEA' production

OBITUARIES
Ulna Mum-a\ rites scheduled

•

Mrs. Alma _Murray,
sister' of Mrs. Edna
er-Oi i. tkirray -died Wednesday at Middlesboro Community
Hospital in
Middlesboro.
She was 89 years of
age and a reside
Of
Whittier Apa
ents.
'Paducah.
Survivors
re two
sons. Frank N
eard
of Paducah and. ROMs
McCleard - of Houston.
Texas; one sister. Mrs.

Workshop slated
for April at PCC

TUcker; three grandchildren; nine greatgran-dC h-ildren ; -one
A - Cwo-session
Otis H. Erwin, direcgreat-great-grandchild;
workshop titled -Start tor of the Murray State
Several nieces and
Your Own Small SBDC will 'conduct the
nephews.
Business" is scheduled workshop, which will inThe funeral will be at Paducah Community clude such topics as
Monday at 10 a.m. in the College on Thursday finacial factors, sources
chapel of Lindsey ,evening, April 19 and 26, of capital, marketing
Funeral Home,. to- assist individuals .and promotion, record
Paducah, The Rev. Joe through the decision- keeping, forms of
making process and business organizations.
Gardner will officiate.
planning stages of opennd taxes and inBurial will follow in ing a business.
urance. Publications
a. k. Grove - Sessions-On each date
- the SBA will be
Cemetery.
are scheduled from 7 to p ovided.
10 p.m. in Room .206 of
The cost of the
Rosenthal Hall at PCC. workshop is $15 per
Co-Sponsors of -the person.
workshop are PCC, the
Interested persons
sported the Christian Murray State Universi- may. pre-register of obYouth Crusade's re- ty Small Business tain additional informaDevelopment Center tion lay calling the Murquest were upset by the
(SBDC I and the U.S. ray State SBDC at (502)
decision. "We feel our Small
Business Ad- 762-2856 or PCC at (502)
children should have the ministration (SBA,.
442-9097.
opportunity to hear
what God has to say
about such items as
creation, abortion, trial
•SUPER SPECIAL
marriages and other
subjects," says Lee
Harrold.

The motives of a crafty
declarer never vary; he is
out to do you in. Of this you
can be certain, regardless of
what picture his actions
seem to paint.
Dummy's spade ace wins
and the 'defense is fairly
easy against some declar,th. They draw two rounds
of trumps for security but
it's the defenders who feel
secure. East signals With his
club eight and, when West
wins the diamond ace, the
club shift nets the defenders
four cinch tricks.
__The_ crafty. ...declarer
makes it easy for West to
doze. Instead of playing any
trumps, he leads dummy's
singleton diamond to his
nine and West's 10. West
finds it difficult to place
South with such strong diamonds and he continues
spades. South's ruff springs
the trap as he hilts, draws
trumps and pushes a diamond honor through West,
ruffing out the ace. Two of
dummy's clubs are discarded on South's good diamonds
and, instead of one down,
NORTH
4-7-A
•A 8 6 3
•A K 5 4 2
•6

'
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SPECIAL

For Liii your Tavel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

Bible %tuck before classes object
of Continued controversy at school
_. IRWIN, Pa. ( AP)- A
school board has reje c ted a religipps
group's request to conduct Bible study classes
before the start of each
high school day, saying
the voluntary sessions
would violate the Constitutional provision
against "establishment" of religion.
Parents who sup-

Sued tom* questloos to The Aces,
P0 Box 12313, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with sell-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply.

you the Health Letter 6-12,
Heart
Irregularities,
Skipped Beats and Tachycardias, for more details.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper. P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
lbo19.
DEAR DR.'LAMB - I'm
a woman, 5 feet 1 inch tall
and weigh 114 pounds.
I'd like, to know if .there
-are any special exercises I
can do to put some shape
into my legs. My knees are
bony and the calves are
shapeless. I'm embarrassed
to wear a dress, let alone be
seen in shorts in the
summertime. I can't afford
a health club, but I ride a
bike and walk a lot. '
DEAR READER - The
two muscles that make up
the calf muscle are used to
stand on your toes, lifting
the heels off the floor. You
may need more .than walking and bike riding. You
need to work those muscles
against resistance. Stand
flat-footed, -balance yourself
with your hand against the
wall or some_other _object_
and raise yourself up on
your toes. Contract your calf
muscle as much as you can.
then let yourself back down
to the floor. This works the
muscles's° they'll grow. Do
about 10 of these, rest, and
then do 10 more. Do these'
exercise's every other day,
three days a week.
Later you can raise up on _
one foot -at a time.*

•
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American and Internationat Trave!time

Large Hamburger
French Fries &
Med.-Soft Drink

'1"

Special Good April 6-12
Convenient Drive Through Window

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q sri` Burgers'
Chestnut St.

753-0045

Spring Break
Special
Week Of April 9-14

Draperies

MS—
Oro
Gamin GM Parts.

45c
55c
Couvro•
Dope, PS
P111
I.

V.C.R. &6
Movies For
Only '3695

Unlined
Per Pleat
Lined
Per Pleat

a
,
. offs.",
,
1
\i

111

.1 14

For The Week
•

1978 Caprice
4 Door, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Air, Automatic, Radio, One Owner,
Nice,

one HOUR
DRY

RENTAVSALES

eLeaneRs

CENTER

Control Shopping Cootete
Owe. 7 AM h.0 PM
V53-151125

200E Main
. _

Shirts
Laundered

69c, •

FREE!

C-Hrv`flOLET

Insured Summer
Storage

• ..

Each
5 FOR 52 79

Fo• your Winter
Clothing

EFIEVROLET

753-8201

In WKS,',VOW
Nanpr's

,

IIII1111111111h.

Murray's Only
Complete Rental
Store!
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With A BanK of Murray Low
CôstHottie4ffipiovement Loan

The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Marroy Ledger & Times

Why wait any longer? Those home improvement plans you have could increase'
the value -of your home and may even'reduce.fuel costs,
as well. And, whether you want to repair, add
on or redo, the place to begin is ri.ghtliere___
for the ready cash to get the job done right. .
Stop in and apply now-With our loan taker,•

7hi-"r
n Bank of, Murray
!LTA
"THE Hattii
r g
.
BANK"

FIRST IN 01.R HEARTS — .Barry Bostw
ick portrays the Father of Our Country
in "George
ashinglon." a CBS miniseries airing April 8.
10 and U. Jaclyn -Smith. l'APty _Duke AaRn
aiid David
.
_
.
Dukes are also featured.----
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158(07-Phir Harris,''Wendell
Corey, Forrest Tucker 1952...-

MONDAY

12:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'ClaudeIle •- MOVIE: 'The Clone
Inglish' The daughter of a
Master' A biochemist clones
5:00 A.M.
tenant farmer, jilted by her fi13 replicas of himself and
ED - Business Times on
ance, abandons herself to
then uses them in an attempt
ESPN
reckless romance, bringing
to thwart a mysterious plot
tragedy to everyone Diane
Art Hindle, Robyn Douglas,
5:30 A.M.
McBain, Arthur Kennedy,
Ralph Bellamy 1978
ED - Moon Madness An
Chad Everett 1961.'
,USFL
18th century explorer organFootball:
13E)
Birmingham at JacksonMOVIE:
izes an expedition to the
The
Personals' Stunned by his
ville
moon
wife's sudden request for di12:30 P.M.
6:00 A.M.
vorce, a young man adverEa - MOVIE: "Looker' A
0- Livewire Guests include •
tises in the personals column
plastic surgeon investigates
mime Bill Erwin and Jackie
in order to get back into the
the mysterious deaths of his
Torrance.
singles scene Bill Schoppert.
patients
Albert
Finney,
'Black Beauty'
Karen Landry Rated PG
_James Coburn, Susan Dey
Leo Waat,-Johnny Crawford
MOVIE: 'My Favorite
so
1981 Rated PG.
Mimi Gibson, Rated G.
Year'-_:104—alcoholic movie
El - MOVIE: 'Limelight' A
Business Times on
hero must be kept sober tong
comedian and a dancer build
ESPN
enough to appear on a live
each other's confidence until
comedy --- show
6:30 A.M.
Peter
fate delivers them a bitterO'Toole. Mark Linn-Baker,
Financial
0
D
sweet
surprise
Charles
Jessica
Harper
1982 Rated
Enterprise
Chaplin, Claire Bloom, SydPG
ney Chaplin 1952
7:00 A.M.
• Disney
Studio
0- Mr Wizard's World
1:00 P.M.
Showcase
ED - MOVIE: 'Hammett' A
- Today's Special
- 700 Club Today'
prostitution ring, a millionaire
ED- HBO Theatre: Barefoot
guest is computer genius
and a blackmail plot lure dein the Park A newly-wed
Larry Goshorn.
tective Dashiell Hammett
couple moves- -1440--41 -sixth9:3O AM:
back into the private eye bus.
floor walkup in New York
▪ - Skiing: Dtsal Downhill
iness Frederic Forrest, Mar- Christian Children's
Race Coverage of the 1984
ilu Henner. Peter Boyle
Fund
Michelob Light Cup Wom1982 Rated PG
2:00 P.M.
en's Dual Downhill Race is
- SportsCenter
•- What Will They Think?
presented from Durango, CO
7:30 A.M.
ED - MOVIE: 1 See a Dark
10:00 A.M.
G)- MOVIE: 'Rataplan' An
Stranger' An Irish girl meets
• - Five Mile Creek
inventor stumbles through a
a British officer who falls in
ED - PGA Golf: Greater
series of .gadget-fillPd mislove with her and stops her
Greensboro Open - Second
haps en route to happiness
from helping the Nazis DeRound from Greensboro,
Maurizef Nichetti
borah Kerr, Trevor Howard,
NC
ED - Mazda Sportslook
Raymond Huntley. 1947
10:30 A.M.
8:00 A.M.
•- —700-1Clab- 'Today's
ED - Hollywood Frenzy This
• _ MOVIE: 'The Egg and
guest is computer genius
special features a candid look
Larry Goshorn
I' When a city girl marries a
-at Oscar fever.
chicken farmer, she struggles
2:30 P.M.
ED - MOVIE: 'Enchantto cope with farm life and an
- Adventures Of Black
ment' A retired general
assortment
of
eccentric
Beauty When Beauty goes in
teaches his young grandniece
neighbors Claudette Colbert,
search of a lost pony, Dr
a lesson in love David Niven,
Fred MacMurray, Marjorie
Gordon has no way to make
Evelyn Keyes, Farley GranMain 1947
it to an urgent medical ag,-,
ger
1949
ED - Auto Racing '84:
pointment
Formula
One
11:00A.M.
Brazilian
ED
- Here's to Your
Grand Prix Coverage of this
ED - MOVIE: 'The Mieror
Health
racing event is presented
Crack'd' Hollywood stars
from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
3:00 P.M.
become involved in a murder
(90 min )
CI - You Can't Do That On
case in a tranquil English vilTV Moose is the model in this
lage Elizabeth Taylor, Kim
8:30 A.M.
look at fads and fashions
Novak,
Angela
Lanstia
ry
New!
Animal World
•
1980 Rated PG
ED - NBA Basketball:
• Masai Riddle " This episode
Phoenix at Denver
Ea - MOVIE: 'My Palikari'
shows the Masai tribe of East
A man and his son are deeply
Africa and their living habitt.
- 3:30P.M.
affected by the experience af(1) - Young Peoples
9:00 A.M.
ter they travel to the father's
Special
O _ Phil Donahue Donanative Greece Telly Savalas,
- The Third Eye
hue's guests are to be anO
Michael Constantine, Keith
nounced
- My Little Pony This
Gordon. 1978.----musical cartoon relates the
CE - Phil Donahue
CD
• MOVIE:. 'Wild Blue
adventures of a young girl
Donahue is joined by Knots
Yonder The history of
and her pony friends in a
Landing stars Donna Mills,
World.War II's greatest 'Bird
magic valley
Constance McCashin and
Voices of
of Battle is traced from its inSandy Duncan and Tony RanLisa Hartman
ception to its active camdall

0-

4/9/84

-

HERE'S OSCAR
Johnny Carson hosts the
56th Annual Academy
Awards. Presentation, which
ABC airs live on Monday,
"Ifeiril 9.

ED -MOVIE:

•

•

•

4

o

•

o

SPRING SAVItiGS.

AT COLORTYME ON RENT-TO:OWN
TELEVISIONS *. APPLIANCES'* FURN
ITURE
Si 140ANITI OFPSIR

18 MONTH
RENTAL
PLAN

WPM,I NAV= IIKLAPIIII

204 South 4th
Murray

-411101.101.100.

759-4487
Closed Wednesday

ED

-

school. Kurt Russell Cesar
Romero, Joe Flynn 1969
- TBN Today
- Livewire Today's
- SporteCenter
guests include representa- •
Go- Here Come the Brides
tives of the Midway Manufacturing Co and a look at video
• 6:30 P.M.
games
- Newscope
- MOVIE: 'Hammett' A
O
- Joker's Wild
prostitution ring, a millionaire
CID - Family Feud
and a blackmail plot lure de0
CU
- Still the American
tective Oashiell Hammett
Dream
back into the private eye bus0
- Jeffersons
iness Frederic Forrest, Mar0 011) - MacNeil/Lehrer
ilu Henner, Peter Boyle
Newshour
1982 Rated PG
- MOVIE:'My Favorite 0 12 - M•A•S*H
- The Third Eye
Year' An alcoholic movie
hero must be kept sober long
- Bob Newhart Show
enough to appear on a live
El)n- Educat. Computing
comedy
show
Profile
Peter
O'Toole, Mark Linn-Baker,
ED - Fraggle Rock The FragJessica Harper 1982 Rated
gles decide to move to the
PG
promised land
(211 Kids Praise the Lord
5:00 P.M,
- Inside Baseball
O - The Tomorrow People •
ED - Andy Griffith
7:00 P.M.
ED
- MacNeil/Lehrer
0(2)0(3)0-Barbara
Newshour
Walters Special Barbara inED - Gumby Show
terviews Joan Collins, Jane
• - New Treasure Hunt
Fonda and Christie Brinkley
(60 Min.)
5:30 P.M.
al a lat) - TV's Bloopers
O - Mr. Wizard's World
and Practical Jokes Dick
ED - Carol Burnett
Clark and Ed McMahon host
ED - MOVIE:'Rataplan' An
this look at scenes never ininventor stumbles through a
tended for viewing by an auseries of gadget-filled misdience. (60 min
haps en route to happiness
0 CU
- Scarecrow
Maurizio Nichetti
and Mrs.. King Dr Glaser
ED - EPCOT Magazine
seeks revenge by programED - Mazda Sportslook
ming Lee to kill his boss after
- Rifleman
the two stopped the doctor's
brain-control experiments
6:00 P.M.
(R)(60 min )
o
- ABC News
0- Solid Gold
- Entertainment
CI - Hank Williams - The
Tonight Tonight's program
Man and His Music
features Ted Denson of the
G) - Suntory Cup Tennis
series 'Cheers
Tonight's program features
00(3)0(3)0-News
the men's finals of this pro
- Business Report
tennis tournament (4 hrs.)
0- Barney Miller
0- Nanny The dramatic ad- Charlie's Angels
ventures of governess BarED (j2 - CBS News
bara Gray.. whose career
O - You Can't Do That On
takes her into the homes of
TV The kids look at interestthe wealthy and powerful,
ing facts and fantasy about
are highlighted in this series
body odors and cosmetics
•- Portrait of America:
ED - Sanford and Son
Connecticut
ED 121)
11/3 - Body and Soul
Paddin
ad gton
on Goes to
ED
- Frontline 'Bread.
Movies Paddington the bear
Butter and Politics Hunger, a
is starstruck
sensitive national issue,-is exMOVIE
amined in a human aspect
'The
Computer Wore Tennis
that most presidential comShoes' A college student,
missions never see (60 min )
who accidentally acquires a
(Closed Captioned(
computer's abilities, runs
- Not Necessarily The
afoul of the gangster who
News
donated the computer to the
(f/j) - MOVIE 'Enchant

TYME)
TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

Country

Jukebox

4:00 P.M.

12,

•

•

-

•

•

444 6666
Paducah
529 4311 .
Carbondale IL

s
Dern
Rated I
- tv
Miss I
typist
boss
Hayme
1947

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes I

_

115

G)
ances
Spade
WoldE
Opera
phia in
obsesi
hrs
gjl
_

Angel
€9 guest
Larry(

ment' A retired general
teaches his young grandniece
a lesson-in-love. David Niven
Evelyn Keyes, Farley ranger 1949
(It - Calling Dr. Whitaker
•- NASCAR Darlington
Dash Series - Spring 100
Coverage of this auto race is
presented from North Wilkesboro, NC (60 min )
- International Christian
Aid

-J

0
ances
Spade
Wolde
Opera
phia in
obses:

VD- 4
0-c

•

7:30 P.M.
0 (iD - Wild World of
Animals
•- Karen's Kitchen
•- Hollywood Frenzy This
special features a candid look
at Oscar fever
• Mousterpiece Theater
- Best Day of Your Life
8:00 P.M.
0(2)0(3)0 -56th
Annual Academy Awards
Presentation Johnny Carson
hosts the 56th Annual Academy Awards Presentation
from the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion, Los,Angeles, CA (3
hrs.)
frii 0 alp - MOVIE:
'Damnation Alley' Survivors
Of the nuclear destruction of
the U S. struggle to make a
new beginning Jan-Michael
Vincent, George Peppard,
Dominique Sanda 1977.
OXISCI- MOVIE:
'Still the Beaver' Theodora,
with things looking bleak due
to a series of problems, discovers that being 'Still the
Beaver' may not be so bad
after all Jerry Mathers, Tony
Dow, Barbara Elirlingsly
1982
0 cu - Frontline 'Bread,
Butter and Politics 'Hunger, a
sensitive national issue, is examined en a human aspect
that most presidential commissions never see.(60 min, )
Greatest American
Hero,
O - World War II Secret
Army This action series
deals with the wartime activities of the Belgian underground resistance fighters
3.-4ietional Cancer Quiz
Faets and fallacies about canal are.-disaissed by host
Bob Neal and a panel of experts (60 Min )
O - Black Showcase Tonight's show features Maxine
Weldon, Greg Poree, Freda
Payne and Jerome Richardson (60 min )

o

-

action
round
buildei
and hi
each c
the hi(
0-'
ED-Jailed
ing, a
gles ti
snake
Sheed

Beset
Los A

CEDED.
Ut
News
-'
0ED Oscai
win nil
anima
-Short!
cerpti
ED -

0-

a
0
0
00

C01
Harts
relate
black
.
0
•
-

Penn
wife'!
VOICE

tises
in orc
singlE
Karer

•

ma•••••••

TUE Mt UR %) LLIMiLlt

O - World

MONDAYGocoNT.

ED 4M.) - Great Performances 'The Queen
of
Spades.' Russian conductor
Woldemar Nelsson leads the
Opera Company of Philadelphia in Tchaikovsky's tale-of
obsession and intrigue (3
hrs.)
MOVIE: 'Black
Sunday',
deranged Vietn jF71
p•eran jo3ns7jn Ar...113
- torror.S1 1;roup in a .piot
to
..a0_000 •S'^a-,r Bowl

Hobert Shaw,- afkaGla
Dern, Marthe Keller. 1977.
Rated R.
0-MOVIE:'The Shocking
Miss Pilgrim' A suffragettetypist falls in love with her
boss. Betty Grable, Dick
HaymeS,
Anne
Revere..
1947.
Sonshine
USFL Football: Los
Angeles at Denver
700 Club Tpday's
guest is computer 'genius
Larry Goshorn.

a-

Go -

11

....
Jack Van Impe

o
ances

9:00P.M.

Great Perform'The Queen
of
Spades."? Russian -conductor
Woldemar Nelsson leads the
Opera Company of Philadelphia in Tchaikovsky's tale of
obsession and intrigue.
▪ - All in the Family
O - °neap Line.Romance,
action aMbr suspense surround 19th-century shipbuilder Capt. James Onedirt
and his sister a& they battle
each other for supremacy of
the high seas.
- TBS Evening News
O - Video Soul
- MOVIE: 'Bad Boys'
Jailed for an accidental killing, a young criminal struggles to the top of the prison
snake pit. Sean Penn, Ally
Sheedy Rated R.
- Praise the Lord
1:1) -

9:30P.M.

o
Baseball

Major
League
: Chicago Cubs m
Los Angeles
0- Benny Hill Show
0- Pecos Bill
Shirley & Pat Boone
10:00 P.M.
130 OD0 CIO OM News
▪ - Honeymooners
O - Gr- Painters
0- All In the Family
0- Body and Soul
• - MOVIE: 'Disney's
Oscar Winners' Oscarwinning Disney feature films,
animated featurettes and
'Shorts are szituted with excerpts from- the winners
- Another Life

0-

10:30 P.M.
O - Three's Company
a.

0 )- Hart to Hart
- Tonight Show
• - Tonight Show
Hart to Hart The
Harts enact a troubled marital
relationship to Hugh out a
blackmailer (R)(60 mm.)..
O - InterioiDesign
Cadens
- Karen's.Kitchen
MOVIE: 'The
Personals' Stunned by his
wife's sudden request for divorce, -a young MOR advertises in the personals column
in order to get back into the.
singles scene Bill Schoppert.
Karen Landry Rated PG.

0

0-

••

.t

--

Best of Groucho
11:00 P.M.
News
O - Barney Miller
0-Nanny The dramatic ad- ventures of governess Barbara . Gray, whose career
takes her into the homes of
the -wealthy and powerful,

eczema-

Vr-ghttght-pri in thjs. songs,
62:3 - High .Chaparrid
•
0 Black Showcase- Tonight's show features Maxine
Weldon, Greg Poree, Freda
Payne and Jerome Richardson. (60 min.)
- SportsCenter
0- Bums & Allen

11:15P.M.'
- MOVIE: 'The World
According to Garp' A talenteld wnter and devoted
father is confused by life's
ironies.
Robin
Williams,
Glenn Close, Ji:khn Lithgow.
1982. Rated R.
Mazda SportsLook )".` .

0-

.(30

-

MOVIE:- 'Where
Were You When the Ughts
Went Out?' 'A Broadway
star finds her husband with
another girl during a •power
failur.e. Doris Day, Robert
Morse, Telry Thomas. 1966
- Nightfine
O0 - Late Night with
David Letterman
C3)-Columbo
O - Hawaii Five-0
- MOVIE: 'Delicate
Delinquent' A rookie has a
difficuh time proving himself
on the police force. Jam
Lewis, Martha Hyer, Darren
McGavin. 1957.
Columbo 'A Friend
in Deed.' Columbo investigates a murder where one of
his chief suspects is the Deputy Police Commissioner
(Ft)(90 min.)
- Ankal
- Jack Benny Show

o

002-

-

11:45P.M.

Auto: Racing '84:
Formula
One
Brazilian
Grand Prix Coverage of this
racing event is presented from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
(90 min.) •

•

12:00A.M.

a au- Music Magazine

War II: Secret
Army This action series
deals with the wartime activities of the Belgian underground resistance fighters.
National Cancer Quiz
Facts and fallacies about cancer are discussed by host
Bob Neal and a panel of experts. (60 min.)
O - Video Soul
ED- MOVIE:'Some Kind of
Hero' -An cx GI _finds life at
home. more difficult than his
-six- years-as a-POW -Richard
Pryor, Margot Kidder, Ray
Sharkey. 1982. Rated R.
V)- TBN Today
- I Married Joan

O-

1230A.M.
a (3)- News
a - CNN Headline News
- Nightline
- Twilight Zone
0- Foot Locker Track and
Field Meet
Up on Melody
Mountain
6)7 Love That Bob

o

-

100A.M
O MI- Jimmy Swaggart
O (I)- Three Stooges
- Music Magazine
News/Sign Off
O - Rawhide
O
- CBS News
Nightwatch
▪ - Onedin Line Romance,
action and suspense surround 19th-century shipbuilder Capt. James Onedin
and his sister as they battle
each other for supremacy.of
the high seas.
10 - MOVIE: 'Coast of
Skeletons' A former British
—officer is hired to investigate
the African operations of a ,
diamond dredger who carries
heavy insurance coverage.
RiChard Todd, Dale Robertson, Heinz` Drache. 1965.
Praise the Lord
thichelor Father

a-

0- Inside Baseball
0- Life of Riley
1:45 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Hammett'
2:00A.M.
a- INN News
O - Gr. Painters
USFL Football:
Washington at Houston or
Los Angeles at Denver
790 Club Today s
99ec. is cittnirytier_--T.,:rus

Go -

Larry Goshorn..

--•
0- Laugh-In -0- Interior Design
3:00A.M.

a_piutevtors 0- Rat Patrol

0-

_blows

--41 I l

%PHIL 7. 1981.

Ont..

Sure Thing. It's c o CTV Television Netw'ork,-42 Charles
St. E., Toronto M4Y ITS.

FILL. N THE MISSING LETTERS
Ti-IE .‘‘ TV WORDS" BELOW.

"41

T

_

Beauty'
Leo Waat, Johnny Crawford,
Mimi Gibson Rated G
0- Ross Bagley .

ft.6456, 564d
,,[4.
-r
eago Al
Lfrv
,
d
50Me7"1"-foice-S

4:30A.M.
0- Jimmy Swaggart

1400-) IZEARRAIGE THE
ceTTERs You Ft/A.0 11,..)
''10 SPELL_ THE 'JAME cf- A

- Heritage Singers
61)- Another Life

roP/RocK BAND:

- TBN Today

'

1E-

0-MOVIE:'Black

4:00A.M.
0- Catholic Mass

%C.F. 3

11 .THE KNOW ABOUT JOE — Please provide me with
some information on ,Michael Hennessy, who plays
Joe
Novak on "Ryan's Hope." I would like to know where
he
comet from, his birthday, how tall he is and how he got
started as an actor.-0,B.J., Lethbridge, Alt.
Michael Hennessy was born in Orange County. Calif.. on
May 16, but he wori't say how many yeas ago. His eyes are
blue and he is 6 feet 1 inch tall. He'd never been to New York
until last summer, when he was cast in "Ryan's Hope."
Before that, he was strictly a stage performer with California repertory theaters, acting in such plays as "Oklahoma.-A Streetcar' Named- Desire- and "The Path of July.THRILLER
l'‘e got A super idea „tor "Thrill of a..
..__,I...itrtime".and_wiudii like tie -write--iiiiti-ieli-them about it Can
Oa ple2soe give-me its mailing address?
L.M., Cache Bo.,.

go- Album Flash
3:30A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Docks

of
New York' The Kids of the
sidewalks take over the
town Leo Gorcey, Huntz
Hall, East Side Kids 1945
World/Large
- Not Necessarily The

1.1

• PArdno rres0:1

• al3f1151*/

51"40ei3z

"Airinwi 'reiwo roalrinns ag :_scratal /U-

••

atGo-

1:15A.M.
sportsCenter
1:30 AM.
€11.Z- News

Cash Rebates During
Spring Value Dayi Sale

0
- CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
0 - MOVIE: 'Looker A
plastic surgeon investigates
the mysterious deaths of his
patients.
Albert
Finney,
James Coburn, Susan Dey.

02-Sneed washer 0 Permanent Press
and KnitsiDelicates cycles 1 Regular
Soak cycles 0 3 Water-leyeltions-1", Bleach dispenser II:1 Matching
dryer w.tti 3 drying selections It Porcelain enamel finish drum r Up-Iron
lint toe,

Jane Curtin
"Kate and Allie"
CBS — Monday
-4-4-

PENNE

I

WHAT OUR SERVICE OFFERS YOU:
•We Bill Medicare Direct
•24 Hour Phone Service

Washer
Less Rebate

'No Payment In Advance
•Reinbufsement Specialist

$369
$20

Dryer
Less Rebate

$349

$269
$20

$249

COMPLETE HOME HEALTH SUPPLIES:
*Oxygen
•Hospital Equipment

ANGEL

•Artifical Limbs
•Ostomy Supplies

j a•
CI

JuallzY DortaCie-with Econo 120
, tem to help SaVe water energy
Light Wash Cycle Si FOrlse
:-_-__Deciatatca_wood wtrkton
permer
Arcicii,
r'^-weIts to a

_

"Serving Murray Over 10 Years"

,YYORK MEDICAL

Just

$419

Less Rebate . $20 .
•- -

$399

Sales•Service•Rentals

iCCEPTIlisIG MEDICARE
4th & Sycamore St. • 759-1821
"We Bring The Hospital Home To You"

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray

WEST KENTUCKY
APPLIANCE 51:4471
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DAYTIME

WEEKDAYS

5:00 A.M.
0.
-.NBC News at Sunrise
CBS Early
(1)
Morning News
- Chico and the Man
▪ - TBS-Morning News
-61F-T—
th-Day Movies
0,-.Good..Morning Mickey!
- Religious Program mind
•.
111 - Business Time; on
••
ESPN
- Romper Room
5:30 A.M.
O CE) - Cartoons
113 - Ralph Emery Show
(I)
- Ag-Day,
Faith 20
•
ea- Mickey Mouse Club
- Joy in the Morning
A Study in the Word
545 A.M.
.
aa- Weather_
Sign On/News
6:00 A.M.
- ABC News This
Morning
0
-ABC News
CBS Morning
O
News
0 CC - NBC, News at
Sunrise
Jim Bakker
- Top/Morning
▪ - Carl Tipton Show
Show
C
- Livevvire
O SuperStation Funtime
C Good Mornina Mickey!
- Business Times on
ESPN
•
,
_
- Fit for Life '

() -

o

o

-

o

-

da--

a-

o

'-'Breakfast

_

6:30 A.M.
0 ...6 - News
- Business Report
0
0- Muppet Show
▪ - Jimmy Swaggart
I Dream of Jeannie
• - Mousercise
.21) - Religious Programming
Alive
: 7:00 A.M.
O CE 0 0 Good
Morning America
Today
- Yoga
- Bozo Show
0- Great Space Coaster
0
- CBS Morning
News
- Varied Programs
O
- Bewitched
€41 21 - Weather
• - Donald Duck Presents
27 - Lester Sumrall
• Blondie

_

•-

_

o

7:1 AM
Weather
ED
- Trillfuetiorrar
Programs
7:30 A.M.
(I) - Instructional
Programs •
CI - Tom & Jerry
• - Today's Special
▪ - I Love Lucy
- Welcome to Pooh
Corner
27 - Religious Programming
EID - My Little Margie
8:00 A.M.
- Tattletales
- Sesame Street
0
[Closed Captioned!
- Scooby Doo

o

o

ming
- Superfnends
- Donald Duck Presents
Eili) - Varied Programs
- Woody and Friends
- Praise the Lord
1:30 P.M.
10 1Z - Tattletales
- Tic Tac Dough
015-_;
A2) - Capitol
- Varied Programs
4:30 P.M.
- Another World
8:30 A.M.
Munsters
- Tic Tac Dough
13 - Andy Griffith
- Match Game
0
- Sesame Street
ED
--Wheel of Fortune
- Dusty's Treehouse •
[Closed Captioned!
0- Beverly Hillbillies
0
- People's Court
- I Married Joan
ED - Welcome to Pooh 0 X ED
Woody Woodpecker
Electric
Corner
2:00 P.M.
- New! Animal World
Company
- Another Life
CU 151 -.General'
- Joy in the Morning
0- Leave It to Beaver
Hospital
3:30 P.M.
- I Married Joan
- He-Man & Masters/
Match
Game/
Universe
(I)0- Scooby Doo
3:00 A.M.
Hollywood Squares Hour
- Livewire
(I)- waitons
O CE - Little House on the 0
a)0
- Guiding
Rin-Tin-Tin
Prairie
10 - Andy Griffith
Light
3-2-1, Contact
- ,Let's Make a Deal
fi(4)- Morning Stretch
- I Dream of Jeannie
[Closed Captioned]
O Phil Donahue
=Super Heroes
- Tom & Jerry
12 - New
5:00P.M.
2----11111=-Varied Programs
525.000 Pyramid
- Alice
(:2) - IVI*AWH
Flintstones
ID
113 (1)- Donahue
- Varied Programs
O CE0(1)- News
- 700 Club
O 7 I Love Lucy
0- Tic Tac Dough
O - Leave It to Beaver
2:30 P.M.
Instructional
- Mickey Mouse Club
O CL
Sanford and
0
- Match Game/
Programs
Son
- Lester Sumrall
Hollywood Squares Hour
CD
- Movie
- Bull'c; Eye
Sesame Street
- Bugs Bunny
- Facts of Life
[Closed Captionedl
4:00 P M.
•
Flintstones
One Day at a Time
ED - All-Day Movies
12(I)- Barnaby Jones
- Black Beauty
700 Club
ID Bewitched
- Hogan's Heroes
(I)
Battle of the Planets
0
- Three's Company •
9:30 A.M.
0- People's Court
- Varied
21)
/31)
- Varied Programs
0(I) - Hogan's Heroes
CHiPs
Programs
The
Tomorrow People
ID
- Talk ot-slia.Tavan--O
Little
House
Joy Iri-ttie
Andy Griffith
on the Prairie
O - Dick Van INite
3:00P.M.
ED 21.1 - 3-2-1; Contact
10 - Brady Bunch
- Mr Rogers'
0CC ED
Family
'Closed Captioned[
Neighborhood
Press
12
Your
Luck
C
Edge of Night
- All-Day Movies
- Laverne and Shirley
'27 - Get In Shape '
- Days of Our Lives
€13 - New! Animal World
10 - Scooby Doo
, /0:00 A.M.
Waltons
- New Treasure Hunt
C - Livewire
0
- Love Connection
- Benson
0I)
Wheel of
Fortune
Price Is
Right
Andy Griffith
- Catlins
27) - Praise the Lord
10:30A.M.
0
Loving
WK RN Nashville, TN
00
- Dteam House
Residents already receiving service
WTVF
Nashville, TN
- Welcome Back Kotter
WSIL
Harrisburg, IL
from the new cablevision system
▪ - Texas
WTBS
Atlanta. GA
should refer to those channels
WSMV Nashville, TN
(1) - Varied Programs
listed below while subscribers on
Home Box Office
HBO
•- Another Life
-the old system should consult chanWPSD Paducah, KY
11:00 A.M.
nel listings to the left. TV WEEK is
Jackson, TN
WBBJ
0 GID 0(3)0- Family
published each Saturday in the
WDCN Nashville, TN
Feud
Murray Ledger & Times and offers,,
WK MU Murray, KY
- Channel 4 Magazine
WZTV
Nashville, TN
the most iccurate and complete
0(I) - News
USA
USA Network
listing of television programs in the
0
Cp Girardeau, MO
KFVS
- Hot Potato
area.
WO DO Marion, IL
- Family
0- Hot Potato
(E)
- Young and the
Restless
Perry Mason
- Movie
C
20. EWTV/AVN Religious
- Varied Programs
ABCNashville, 2 WKRN
11:30 A.M.
21—WKIPAU—nTit
.
,=:74
4Hasytki
3 INSTI _ABC Harrisburg
.
O 2, Cy - Ryan's
22
Nashville
Hope
Network
Nashville
4 INSMV NBC
- Young and the
,23 Lifetime
Restless
5 ViTVF • CBS Nashville
13
- Search For
24. Home Box Office
NBC'Pactucat
6 WPSD
Tomorrow
25 Cinemax
- INN Midday Edition
7 WBBJ
ABC Jackson
12:00 P.M.
26* Disney Channel
.
8 INDC14, _PBS Nashvilre
- All My
0 2. 0 "3
27 MTV Music Television
Children
IND thleagO 9 INGN
_ News
O T,0
28 Local Education
10 ,WZTV IND Nashville
_
Movie
29 Cable News Network
27' - TBN Today
11 ,WKMS Murray State
12:30 P.M.
30 Learning ChannelSale of the Century
(_,,ape
CBS
12 KPVS
31 SEWN Entertainment
- As the
0 CU fffi
Girardeau
World Turns
13 Murray Ledger & Times
32 Local Religious.Programs
0CL - Days of Our Lives
14
Government
Affairs
Varied Programs
33 CEIN-- Christian firoadedsting
, -M1 Jimmy Swagger?
15 USA Netiv
-ork
34 Local Programs
1:00 P.M.
---aftrideft815
,
816371
0CE
One Life
Weather Char
—ATto Live
- 17 INTBS IND Atlanta %341
Calloway
Co. Libranj
- Another World
lit Black Entorlainrnont
- Rhoda
•
3
.7 Modern Satellite NetWork
Today's Special
- 19 - C-SPAN GoNvt
rnmelll
T
itanal
,• •••311 Local Programs
- Movie
•
• - Religioui Program
(15) ••

Pinwheel
Movie
You and Me, Kid
Dobie Gillis
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NOW
PIZZA HUT
DELIVERS!
Now the great taste of Pizza Hut° pizza comes
to itiu!So the next time you get a craving for
delicious Pizza Hut' pizza, but don't really
want.to go out, tall Special Delivery. Because
now Pizza.Hut delivers..,fresh! hot!fast!
12th &
Murray. Ky. '

7S90_464Sa-,
---tortotetrPrtralitIr-1,hecrata-Delivery Save this number and- po
keep it handy
01' Dolivitry Charge
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TUESDAY

its

4/10/84

sic

O - MOVIE:

- MOVIE: 'Anna to the
Infinite' Power' A secret
cloning experiment threatens
the lives of a young girl and
her brother Dina Merrill, Jack
Gifford
- MOVIE: 'Honkytonk
Man' In hopes of performing
on the Grand Ole Opry,an aging country singer travels across the backroads of
America with his nephew
Clint Eastwood, Kyle Eastwood. Rated PG.
13iii1iess Times or

•

-

ESPN
6:00 A.M.
- Livewire Today's
guests include Howard Hessman and June Foray, the
voice of Natasha on Bullwink le '
- Business Times on
ESPN

O

•

13

CU

6:30 A.M.
Business Report

7:00 A.M.
O What Will They Think?
- MOVIE: 'Max Dugan
Returns' A struggling widow's long lost father appears with a seemingly
endless supply of money to
buy his grandkid's love Jason Robards, Marsha Mason,
Donald Sutherland
1983
Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'Jesus' The
life of Christ is retold according to the Gospel of Luke
Brian Deacon Rated G
0- SportsCenter
7:15 A.M.
ED - Inside Baseball
-

7:45 A.M.
ED - SportsCenter
8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Ghost in the
Invisible Bikini' A man in his
coffin is offered a chance to
enter heaven if he performs
one good deed Deborah
Walley, Tommy Kirk, Basil
-Rathbone. 19t6
ESPN's SportsWoman
8:30 A.M.
PD - New! Animal World
'Great Spotted Cat This episode pictures a Jaguar family
and wharhappens when its
two cubs stray away from
home.
ED -1 ---1(icka of'113: PKA
Karate Anthology
9:00 A.M._
Phil Donahue -Donaguests are to be announced
Phil Donahue
Donahue is Joined by Kareem
Abdul Jabbar who discusses
both his public and private
lives
_

o
hue's

-

o

CU

-

DAYTIME
CONT.
.30 P.M.
5:
O GO0(g)- News
0cu 0- ABC News
C
`4)6410II•C News
CBS News
6)- Alice
▪ - Varied Programs
111 - Carol Burnett
ED 21' - Business Report
EPCOT Magazine
€E) Rifleman

o CL -

'Love and
Kisses' A high school graduate marries before he begins
college Rick Nelson, Jack
Kelly, Jerry Van Dyke 1965
(g) - MOVIE: 'Second
Thoughts' A married professional woman must make the
choice of whether or not to
have a baby Lucie Arnaz,
Craig Wasson, Ken Howard,
a) 3w
_ Rated
homs PG
G
'Dream
House'
A
light-hearted
drama chronicling the traumas and triumphs of a young
man
attempts to build
his
house in a New
York City ghetto. John
Schneider, Manlu Henner, Michael Gross 1981
• - MOVIE:'Old Yeller' A
mongrel dog strays—Onto a
Texas ranch and proves his
worth to the owners Dorothy McGuire, Fess Parker,
Tommy Kirk 1958
- 700 Club Today's
guest is football professional
Willie Gault
10:00
ED - PGA Golf: Greater
Greensboro Open - Third
Round from Greensboro.
NC

PD

10:30 A.M.
- Featurettes

1 1:00 A.M.
g) - MOVIE: 'Bill Cosby
'Himself” Funnyman Cosby
looks at the humor in everyday faults, foibles and successes. Bill Cosby Rated PG
eiD - Maxtrax #2
ED-MOVIE:'Kidnapped' In
order to steal his inheritance,
a boy's uncle has him kidnapped and sold into slavery
James MacArthur, Peter
Finch, Peter O'Toole 1960
- MOVIE:'The Hot Line'
•
A mix-up in trunks at Barce
lona airport involves a handsome young man in an
espionage plot with a wily European double-agent. Charles
Boyer, Robert Taylor, Marie
BuBois 1969
,
11:30 A.M.
- MOVIE:'The Hanging
Tree' A frontier doctor, with
a secret past, nurses a blind
girl back to health Gary
Cooper, Maria Schell, Karl
Malden. 1959.
12:000.M.
- MOVIE: 'Body and
Soul' A boxing champ gets
mixed up with crooks John
Garfield, Lillu Palmer, William
Conrad. 1947.
ED - Auto Racing '84:
Formula' One
Brazilian
Grand Prix Coverage of this
racing event is presented
from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
(90 min )
•

•

12:30 P.M.
(E1 - Jungle Cat of the
Amazon
1:00 P.M.
- MOVIE: '
- Super Fuzz'
A man exposed to radiation
develops superhuman powers Terrence Hill, Ernest
Borgntne, Joanne Dru Rated
PG.
PD - lifilider4keterix the
Gaut__
- tewing. Etc.
1:30P.M.
MOVIE: 'Dot and the
Bunny' Dot and her compa
mon journey to Kangaroo
Valley in this animated fee-

•

O-

!ATI HI)

lure
ED - Inside Baseball
2:00 P.M.
O - What Will They Think?
PD - Little Shepherd Dog of
Catalina •
ED
USFL
Football:
Washington at Houston or
Los Angeles at Denver
PD - 700 Club Today's
guest is football professional
Willie Gault

•

•,

T TIME
BA (Mr T) prepares to
battle a Chinese crime syndicate chief on 'The A-Team.'
airing Tuesda, April 10 on
NBC

2:30 P.M.
- Adventures Of Black
Beauty When he is injured
Dr Gordon is forced to take
on an unpopular assistant
ED
- American Gov't
Survey
3:00PIA:
Great
- MOVIE: 'Anna to the
Infinite Power' A secret
cloning'experiment threatens
the lives of a young girl and
her brother Dina Merrill, Jack
Gifford.
€11 - MOVIE: 'Jesus' The
life of Christ is retold according to the Gospel of 'Luke
Brian Deacon Rated G
3:30 P.M.
O Against the Odds
4:00 P.M.
- NBC Special Treat
One More Hurdle Today's
program looks at the story of
Donna Marie Cheek, a teenager who wants to be the first
black member of the U S
Olympic Equestrian team (60
min )
O - Livewire -Tofiay s
guests include Howard Hessman and June Foray, the
voice of Natasha on Bullwin
kl6

X1.1111. 7. 1'981f P1f;f: 5

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes 1

O - Going

•

-

O - Going

Great
- Sanford and Son
elp
Enough to Do
Time Tonight's program examines new legislation which
makes it easier to transfer Juveniles to the adult criminal
justice system (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]
ED - Steve Allen's Music
Room
V - TBN Today
PD - SportsCenter
- Here Come the Brides

a --Old

•

6:30 P.M.
Newscope
Joker's Wild
Family Feud
e0- Jeffersons
0 (1D - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
MASH
NHL Stanley Cup
Playoffs
0- Against the Odds
Major
League
Baseball New York Mets
at Atlanta
X

-

.0-4:3)-

o

(I)

/Rift-

-

27 - One Way Game
g)- Inside the PGA Tour
7:00 P.M.
Di. OCLO - Foulups.Bleeps/Blunders
0113X-ATeam The A
Team comes to the aid of a
Chinatown restaurant owner
who is under siege by a syndicate (R)(60 min )
ei ID PD(4 American
Parade Charles Kuralt an- ,.
chors this program which.'
features views of the people

-

5:00 P.M.
- The Tomorrow People
- Andy Griffith
ED 21 1 - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
PD - Strange Death of
Desert Fox The,bizarre story
of Field Marshal Erwin Rom
mel's death is presented
PD 'Dream
House'
A
light-hearted
drama chronicling the traumas and triumphs of a young
man who attempts to build
his dream house in a New
York City ghetto
John
Schneider, Manlu Henner. Michael Gross 1981
€11) - New! Animal World
'Great Spotted Cat Thus episode pictures a Jaguar family
and what happens when its
two cubs stray away from
home
ED - Mazda SportsLook
PD - New Treasure Hunt
•

MOVIE:

asa

5:30 P.M.
O - What Will They Think?
Carol Burnett
Erj - MOVIE: 'Dead Men
Don't Wear Plaid' A private
eye investigates the disappearance of a noted scientist
Steve -Martin, Rachel Ward
Carl Reiner 1982 Rated PG
PD EPCOT Magazine
0—This Week in the NBA
Rifleman

a-

-

ED.

6:00 P.M.
0
- ABC News
€11
- Entertainment
Tent.V
.
..ft-Aemight's program
features a behind the scenes
-Academy-..
Awards.
News
CIE) - Business Report
O - Barney Miller
- Charlie's Angels
O -it - CBS News
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TUESDAY CONt
of this country, the personal
impact of important news
stories and profiles of • famous Americans (60 min
fl-MOVIE:'Claudine' The
story of a love affair between
a garbage collector and a
poverty-stricken mother of
six Diahann Carroll, James
Earl Jones, Lawrence Hilton
Jacobs 1974
MOVIE! 'Hour of the
Gun Wyatt Earp must decide whether to bring his
brother's murderer in for a
. trial or take his own vengeance James Garner, Jason
- —:-Robards. Robert Ryan 1967
„0- Bloodlines: Penmarric
Three generations of Penmars struggle for control of
the family estate in Cornwall
0- MOVIE: 'The Monkey
Hustle' This story is about a
nickel and dime street hustler
in the black ghetto of Chicago Yaphet Kotto. Rosalind
Cash, Rudy Ray Moore,
1976
O
- Nova 1.ocustsA1ar__
Without End 'Some of man's
attempts to rid himself of his
longtime enemy, the locust,
are examined (R) (60 mmn )
(Closed Captioned]
- MOVIE: 'Bill Cosby
'Himself- -Ftinnyman Cosby
looks at the humor in everyday faults, foibles and successes Bill Cosby Rated PG
fga - MOVIE: 'Honkytonk
Man' In hopes of performing
on the Grand Ole Opry, an aging country singer travels ac
ross the backroads of
America with his nephew
Clint Eastwood, Kyle Eastwood Rated PG.
- Five Mile Creek
• - Dottie Rambo's
Magazine
• - Amateur Boxing USA
vs Cuba from Reno, NV
(gi) - I Spy

-

=

Texas in search of a better
life
(2t - I Choose Life
0P
0
8:Ox
ar
'Three's
Company Jack dresses as a
grandmother to claim prize
money in a cookie contest
(R) !Closed Captioned]
00 M - Riptide Nick,
Cody and Boz receive a surprise visit from a woman who
has learned that her husband
plans a killing (R)(60 min )
George
Washington Part 2
- Different Dixie:
Portraits of Change Journalist Tom Wicker introduces
four stories of change in four
different parts of the American South (60 min
(I3 - Arts Playhouse
(1)
American
Playhouse
'The
Killing
Floor' A black man, who
emigrated from the South to
find work in Chicago's stockyards, rises to a leadership
position in i-formerly allwhite union -(2 hrs ) !Closed
Captioned]
CD- MOVIE:'The Girl Next
Door' A Broadway star falls
in love with her next door
neighbor, but trouble brews
when his son objects June
Haver Dan Dailey, Dennis
Day 1953
- In the Land of the Bible
700 Club Today 5
guest is football professional
Willie Gault

O (21)

amecl-

- and Remington for help wlie-n.
he finds himself marked for
murder' (R) 460 min )
0 X - Cofistitution That
Delicate Balance
- News
All In the Family
C)- Video Soul
(1) - MOVIE: 'Max Dugan
Returns' A struggling widow's long lost father appears with a seemingly
endless supply of money to
buy his grandkid's love Jason Robards, Marsha Mason,
Donald Surxrland
1983
Rated PG
0- SCTV #11 The comical
chronicles of mythical Melonvilleoelevision channel SCINL
cOntinue in all riew editions
of the Emmy-winning satirical
series Starring Joe Flaherty,
Eugene Levy. Andrea Martin
and Martin Short
- Praise the Lord
9:30 P.M.
•- Benny Hill Show
- TBS Evening News
ED - Anka!
(a) - Blondie
•
10:00P.M.
CI C2) CI CD 0 CI CS)
01)00 ctz - News
(:) M - New Tech Times
0- Soap
(r) - Honeymooners
(13 - Going ..(11ri This documentary about director Joseph Chaiken features a
history of the Open Theater
▪ - MOVIE: 'The Monkey
Hustle' This story is about a
nickel and dime street hustler
in the black ghetto of Chicago
l 976.Yaphet Kotto, Rosalind
Cash, Rudy Ray Moore

o

_

7:30 P.M.
11)0- a.k.a.
'Pablo When a battle of the
sexes erupts, Paul is drafted
to defend the Rivera 'machismo' by 'conquering' an attractive businesswoman
Murray and Arlene
A working-class Brooklyn
couple migrate to west

o

CU

-

00EL - Decision '84
EL_ Campaign
'84
I1 - Hawaii Five-0
O X - Latenight America
- Love Boat
• - To Be Announced
- Catlins
of Groucho

o

ED:13est

• 10:45 P.M.
0- Three's Company
0
- Tonight Show
O - Tonight Show
- MOVIE: 'Second
Thoughts' A married professional woman must make the
choice of whether of not to
have a baby Lucie Arnaz,
Craig Wasson. Ken Howard
1983 Rated PG
USFL
Football
Washington at Houston or
Los Angeles at Denver

12:30 A.M.(3)- Three Stooges
113 - Hogan's Heroes
- MOVIE: 'Three Sailors
and a Girl'
€11) - MOVIE: 'Silent Rage'
- We Shall Serve Him
- Love That Bob

o

12:45 A.M.
- CNN Headline News

1:00 A.M.
0
- Jimmy Swaggart
- News/Sign Off

Prmaaxiste the Lord
- Bachelor Father
1 30 A.M.

am-News
-

0
- Music Magazine
(5 liZ
CBS News
Nightwatch
of Riley
1:45 A.M.
- MOVIE:'The Hanging
Tree'
C-1-ife
- SportsCenter

2:15A.M.
-- MOVIE' 'Dead Men
Don't Wear Plaid'
2:30 A.M.
0- Laugh-In
ID - MOVIE- 'Blondie's
Hero'
- _Auto Racing '84:
TrOtIntlilk -One
Brazilian
Grand Prix -Coverage of this
racing event is presented
from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
(90 mmn ) •
•

3:00 A.M.
CO - MOVIE: 'The Ride
Back' A law officer brings
back a prisoner from Mexico
through Apache territory,
running into a massacre Anthony Quinn, William Conrad,
Lita Milan 1957
3:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Dot and the
Bunny'

- Ross Bagley
1 1:00 P.M.
3:45 A.M.
C21) - MOVIE: 'An
American in Paris' A soldier
(%) - MOVIE: 'Super Fuzz'
2:00 A.M.
stays in Paris after the war to
ONightZitch-JIPCI'S News
pursue his career as an artist
4:00 A.M.
Gene Kelly, Leslie Caron, Os- World/Large
ID
0- INN News
car Levant 1951
- TBN Today
0 - Going On This docuEye on Hollywood
- Rough and Tumble
mentary
about
director
Jo0EL - Magnum, P.I.
World of Australian Rules
seph Chaiken features a
- Magnum P.I. MagFootball Down Under
history of the Open Theater
num tries to figure out why a
4:30 A.M.
This
Week
in
the
NBA
gangster wants to get ahold
(11 - Jimmy Swaggart
700 Club Today's
of the 'ugliest dog in Hawaii '
- I Choose Life
guest is football professional
(R)(60 min )
(EID - Another Life
Willie Gault.
- NHL Stanley Cup
Playoffs
- Bloodlines: Penmarric
Three generations of Penmars struggle for control of
the family estate in Cornwall
8:30 P.M. _
ID - MOVIE: 'Divorce His'
Matrimonial
breakup
Ell
ell(3)0- Shaping
throught the eyes of the husUp Ben has problems An
- MOVIE: 'The Lady In
band. _Richard Burton Elizatrying to replace the tiles in
Red' This crime drama folbeth Taylor, Carrie Nye.
the men's shower and Mellows the life and crimes of the
issa spends the night aboard
1973.
woman who loved John Dila playboy's yacht
linger Pamela Sue Martin, • Burns & Allen
- Answer
Robert
Conrad,
11:15 P.M.
Louise
Fletcher 1979 Rated R
9:00 P.M.
Barney Miller
I E: 'Donavan's
AO Cf)0af)0- Hart to
11:30 P.M.
Kid' A con man's daughter
,Hart Jonathan and Jennifer
Music Magazine
plans a jail break to free him
try to save Hart Industries
Nightline
and -his partner
from an European business
MOVIE: 'David
magnate who tries to kill
€1) - SportsCenter
Copperfield' A film adaptathem in a cross-country car
- Another Life
tion of Charles Dickens' clasrally (RI (60 min4 Closed
sic novel about a poor orphan
10:15P.M.
Captioned]
boy who must make his way
ED Mazda SportsLook
Remington
through life in the streets of
Steele A man who has multi
10:30 P.M.
England Robin Phillips, Riple identities turns to Laura
- WKRP in
chard Attenborough, Laurence Olivier. 1970
- MOVIE:'The Prowler'
After 35 years of deceptive
calm, a psychopathic killer
reappears to embark upon
another murderous spree
Farley Granger Rated R
How to Play Baseball
- Jack Benny Show
•
By Teresa Byrne-Dodge
11:45 P.M.
00M - Late Night with
Dan Blocker portrayed Hoss Cartwright on
David Letterman
NBC's "Bonanza" -from 1959 to 1972. It was the first western
to be tele- MOVIE: 'The Family
vised in color
Jewels' A 9-year old must
Cigarette/
eeeat
decide which of her father's
Merchandise Mort
I) Who co-starred with Blocker as patriarch
Ben Cartsix brothers she wants to live
wright and Ross's brothers, Adam and Little
Coffee/Hot Choc./
Joe?
with in order to collect her in2)
What
was
the
name of the Cartwrights' huge ranch and
Soup-Juice/
heritance
Jerry
Lewis,
Where was it located?
••L
Donna Butterworth, Sebas
Soda/
3)"floss" was a nickname for Eric Cartwright.
What were
tian Cabot 1965
Popcorn-Sandwich /
,the fall names of these other series characters
: Kookie ("77
12:00 A.M.
Dollar Changor
'Sunset Strip"), Bub ("My Three Sons") and the
Skipper
gm EL ("Gliligan's Island")?
•
•EL- McCloud
.1`allIktidPitYwood •
McCloud 'Man from
.Aquinio SRUOC
'14eClood-frnds-hernseitf
tiosioox piton pivJa9(E
target
the
hired
of
a
killer (R)
III•• er Dooms RINPSS• et 7534477
imenaN
(90 min )
'AO WittallA Jeau Xipasoddns web, esoiapuod
(Z
gopun petTatpi
O - Arts Playhouse
'auaaio au_Kri(T
Video Soul
fees
11) - TBN Today
Lla4111111pt
•
Married Joan
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WEDNESDAY

en

4/1 1 /84
i's

5:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Princess and

an
l's
ed
zil

de
gs

•

the Cabbie' A strong relationship develops between a
dyslexic young woman and a
feisty, self-taught cabbie
who helps to educate her
Valerie Bertinelli, Robert Desideno. Cynthia Harris 1981
13) - Business Times on
ESPN

CO

ry,
in-

2
'

0141

DS

IMP

5:30 A.M.
•- MOVIE: 'Fawn Story'
Two children become determined to help change the
way the world treats its wildlife Knsty McNichol

•

MOVIE: 'Firefox' A
Vietnam war flying ace is
sent to Russia to steal a hightech let which holds the balance of power in the Cold
War Clint Eastwood, 1982,
Rated PG
•
- PGA Golf: Greater
Greensboro Open - Final
Round from Greensboro,
NC

11:00 A.M.

Livewire Today
guests include Valane Harper
and Teresa de Rose and Andrew Needhammer of the
American Ballet Theater
Business Times on
ESPN
-

r S

•-

(g) - MOVIE: 'Torpedo
Alley' A grounded flier joins
the. submarine service for
duty in Korea and becomes a
hero Mark Stevens, DorOthy
Malone, Charles Winnmger,
1953.
•R•

6:30 A.M.

0

- Business Report

ED - Fraggle Rock The Fraggles decide to move to the
promised land

7:00 A.M.
(13 - Mr. Wizard's World
•- MOVIE: 'Harry Tracy'
A U S marshal is determined
to capture a member of Butch
Cassidy's Wild Bunch Bruce
Dern, Gordon Lightfoot, Helen Shaver Rated PG 1982
a) - MOVIE: 'The Last
Chase' All cars are ordered
off the roads when America
runs out of oil Lee Majors,
Chris Makepeace, Burgess
Meredith Rated PG
•- SportsCenter

7:15 A.M.
ED - This Week in the NBA
7:45 A.M.
GI - SportsCenter
'Any
Wednesday' Six days a
week a model husband stays
home but on Wednesday visits his mistress in his taxexempt executive suite Jane
Fonda, Jason Robards, Dean
Jones 1966
Numero Uno

•-

8:30 A.M.
•-

New! Animal World
—Shark ' This episode highlights the capture of a blue
shark in California's coastal
waters
- Australian Rules
Football: Match *1

9:00 A.M.
0-

Phil Donahue Dona hue's guests are to be announced
Phil Donahue
Donahue recreates the ex citemerit of the Mr U S
Men's Pageant, the nation's
first beauty pageant for men
0 - MOVIE: 'Man in the
Gray Flannel Suit' P91
CID - HBO Theatre. Barefoot
in the Park A newly wed
couple moves into a sixth floor walkup in New York
as. ._„vsyseviE: 'Summer
Solstice' Married for more
-than half a century, a couple.
returns to the shore where
they first met Henry Fonda
Myrna Loy 1981
• - MOVIE. The Big
Fisherman' Simon Peter, a
fisherman, becomes Jesus'
disciple and the first head of
CC

-

MOVIE:

'The
Kingfisher' A middle-aged
bachelor decides to pop the
question to the woman he
has always loved Rex Harrison, Wendy Hiller

•-

101%1. %I'M' ;.

I

1t.i 7

You Can't Do That On
TV When Moose goes on vacation the gang tracks her
down and tries to make her
work
eD - Fraggle Rock The Frag
gles decide to move to the
promised land
- Track and Field
Colgate Women's Games
Coverage of this event is presented from New York, NY
(60 min )

11:45 A.M.
Father Noah's Ark

12:00 P.M.

▪ _ MOVIE: 'A Minute to
Pray, a Second to Die' A notorious gunman, wanted
dead or alive, is offered amnesty
Alex Cord, Ahhur
Kennedy,
Robert
Ryan
1968
•- MOVIE: 'Megaforce'
Super soldierS, armed with
high-tech weaponry, fight for
truth, justice and the American way, Barry Bostwick,
Persis Khambatta, Michael
Beck 1982 Rated PG
• - The Explorers
7th Annual Rolex
Invitational Junior Tennis
Championships from Port
Washington, NY

ANKA-PANKY
Colt (Lee Majors. I comes
to the aid of a singer (Paul
-Anka), who is being harassed

3:30 P.M.

O

CD

by an evil attorney on "The
--fall Guy, • airing Wednesday.
"April 11 on ABC -

ABC
0
Afterschool Special The
Hero Who Couldn't Read • A
teacher forces a student who
is good in basketball to see
that odds for a pro career are
against him (60 min )
[Closed Captioned]
- The Third Eye
- Split Cherry Tree A
poor farmer learns the value
of his son's education
-

Stations reserve the right
to make last-mMute changes

4:00 P.M.

•GD -

ABC Afterschool
Special 'The Hero Who
Couldn't Read' A teacher
forces a student who is good
in basketball to see that odds
for a pro career are against
him (60 min ) [Closed Captioned)
O - Livewire Today's
guests include Valane Harper
and Teresa de Rose and Andrew Needhammer of the
American Ballet Theater
• - Andy Griffith
g)
Misunderstood
Monsters A young boy escapes into a fantasy world
MOVIE: 'The Last
Chase' All cars are ordered
off the roads when America
runs out of oil Lee Majors,
Chris Makepeace, Burgess
Meredith Rated PG

ga -

- ESN.:11 sortsW_ omen__ Attark-a-Califorbta:s„„coastat_.
waters
4:30 P.M.
•
- Fishin' Hole
- Andy Griffith

- Major League
Baseball: New York Mets
at Chicago Cubs
0- Play Your Best Tennis
'Basics of the Groundstroke
5:00 P.M.
- The Tomorrow People
ED 2- - MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- MOVIE: 'Harry Tracy'
A U S marshal is determined
to capture a member of Butch
Cassidy's Wild Bunch Bruce
Dern, Gordon Lightfoot, Helen Shaver Rated PG 1982
€10 - New! Animal World
'Shark • This episode highlights the capture of a blue

(E9 - New Treasure Hunt

5:30 P.M.
0-

Mr. Wizard's World
- EPCOT Magazine
0- Mazda SportsLook
(RE) - Rifleman

6:00 P.M.

o(1)- ABC News

0 TJ -

Entertarnment
Tonight Tonight s program
features Marie Osmond discussing her role as a mother

- You Can't Do That On
TV
gi1 - To Be Announced
- MOVIE. 'Summer
Solstice' Married for meire
than half a century, a couple
returns to the shore where
they first met Henry Fonda
Myrna Loy 1981
0- MOVIE:'The Whiz Kid
and the Carnival Caper'
27 - TBN Today

•

•- SportsCenter

ED -

Here Come the Brides

6:30 P.M. .
Newscope

CHOCE)Mtn- News
0 ci - Business Report

0(ID - Joker's Wild

o - Barney Miller

0Or
0X -

Family Feud

O0- Jeffersons

- Charlie's Angels
- CBS News

o

- MacNeil Lehrer
Newshour

•-

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:

o

GI

I

3:00 P.M.

Gj -

6:00 A.M.
O

1.1.1)44.li

-

the Christian church John
Saxon, Herbert Lom, Howard
Keel 1959
EID - 700 Club Today s
guests are Lenny Moore, Hall
of Fame member and folk singer Noel Paul Stookey

10:00 AM,

RN

-

1:00 P.M.
• -

MOVIE: 'The Black
Stallion Returns' A young
boy sets out for North Africa
in search of his stolen horse
Teri Garr, Kelly Reno, Vinceilt
Spano Rated PG
• - MOVIE: 'The Secrets
of the Pirate's Inn' An old
Irish sea captain and three
neighborhood kids search for
the legendary treasure of pirate Jean Lafitte Ed Begley.
Paul Fix, Charles Adman
1974
(11) Make it Microwave

I

2:00 P.M.
0- What Will They Think/

• - MOVIE: 'Princess and

the 'Cabbie' A strong rela
tionship develops between a
dyslexic young woman and a
feisty, self-taught cabbie
who helps to educate her
Valerie Bertinelli, Robert De,
sideno. dyrtihia Harris 1981
€11) - ESPN's Wide World of
Championship Skiing ^
• - 700 Club Today's
gu.ct
_sow Moore, HaILof Fame member and folk singer Noel Pat* Stookey

0-

.

.

•

_

a
7_1
- •

_

C 1 4, I 0.4

2:30 P.M.

Adventures Of Black
Beauty A quack doctor provides trouble for Dr Gordon
GI 21' - Here's to Your
Health
• - Edison Twins

Bel Air
Shopping
Center
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WEDNESDAY CONT.

e) 12. _

MASH
- The Third Eye
- On Campus
.C -" Auto Racing '84.
NASCAR
Northwestern
Bank 400 from North
Wilkesboro, NC

7:00 P.M.
Oa)a(1)0- Fall Guy
Colt gets involved in extortion when a lady bail Jumper's
boyfriend is blackmailed into
laundering dirty money (R)

•

•

".•-•••Alr, •
•••c•••• •••••

CI CI
- Real People Tonight s program features an
all-woman sky diving group,
a socialite who is an auto racer and a deaf lady who uses
a hearing-dog to help her (RI
160 rntri )
CC C
- George
Washington Part 3
O - MOVIE: 'John
Goldfarb, Please Come
n
Home' An American pilot
and a reporter, who are
trapped in a desert kingdom,
conspire to help an Arabian
chief's football team beat
—Noire - Dame Shirley Mc
Lame, Peter Ustinov. Richard
Crenna 1964
- MOVIE:,'Never Love a
Stranger' A young man who
was raised in a orphanage,
becomes the head of a racket
syndicate John Barrymore
Jr .,
Lila
Milan
Steve
McQueen 1958
• - NBA Basketball New
York at Boston
- Victorian Days
- Nipsey Russell
C 21 - Smithsonian World
Designs for Living
Tonight's program features a
took at man's accommodations to life on earth, the deson
of
the
American
skyscraper and the evolution
of the space suit (60 min )
,fClosed Captioned)
0- MOVIE:'Touched' Determined to make something
Of himself, a mental patient
escapes and assumes a new
identity Robert Hays, Kathleen Beller, Ned Beatty
1983 Rated R
- MOVIE: 'First Deadly
Sin' A detective discovers a
pattern in a string of ax murders Frank Sinatra, Faye

Dunaway Rated R
27' - Up on Melody
Mountain
- Ministry Special

7:30 P.M.
Play Bridge
- MOVIE: "Coogan's
Bluff An Arizona deputy
sheriff applies the rough tactics of the frontier when he
arrives in New York .to extradite an escaped murderer
Clint Eastwood, Lee J Cobb,
Susan Clark. 1968.
- Bill Cosby Show
0- Mousterpiece Theater
-_Murray Arnold Show
_ _ - 8:00 P.M.
0(1)0CU
- Dynasty
00
- Facts of Life After recommending Mrs Garrett be hired to cater her
sorority's party, Blair fires her
in a moment of anger (R)
0X- Smithsonian World
'Designs for .Living
Tonight's program features a
look at man's accommodations to life on earth, the design
of
the
American
skyscraper and the evolution
of the space suit (60 min )
(Closed Captioned)
0- Avant Garde In Russia
- MOVIE: 'Souls of Sin'
A young actress leaves her
home in the South for the
bright lights of Harlem Savannah Churchill, William
Greaves 1949
€11
- Compleat Gilbert
and Sullivan 'The Gondoliers ' Two gondoliers are allowed to rule a
ngdom
Jointly until it is decided which
one is the rightful ruler -(2
hrs (Closed Captioned)
MOVIE:
'The
Computer Wore Tennis
Shoes' A cpllege student,
who accidentally acquires a
computer's abilities, runs
afoul of the gangster who
donated the computer to the
school Kurt Russell, Cesar
Romero, Joe Flynn 1969
- Faith That Lives
- 700 Club Today's
guests are Lenny Moore, Hall
of Fame member and folk singer Nod) Paul Stookey
CD

-

r

8:30 P.M.
Double Trouble

0

-

DISCOUNT

-77198-1

- MOVIE: 'Silver Dream
Racer' A world-class American motorcyclist champion is
challenged by a tough corn
petitor at England's Silver stone Beau Bridges, David
Essex, Christina
Raines.
1983 Rated PG
Shock
27) Waves/
Armageddon
- PKA Full Contact
Karate (Season Premiere)
PK A Full Contact Karate presents a 9-round Heavyweight
bout featuring Brad Helton
vs Cedric Rodgers
9:00 P.M.
0X0C3D0-Arthur
Hailey's Hotel Peter faces
turmoil with the unexpected
return of his ex-wife and
Christine and Mark play
Cupid for a hotel guest (R)
(60 min )[Closed Captioned]
o - St. Elsewhere A
demanding man-is unable to
express his love for his wife
and a handsome new surgeon joins the staff (R) (60
min )
0
Compleat Gilbert
and Sullivan 'The Gondoliers Two gondoliers are allowed to rule a kingdom
jointly until it is decided which
one is the rightful ruler (2
hrs ((Closed Captioned)
News
- All In the Family
- Video Soul
Elb - MOVIE: 'Firefox' A
Vietnam war flying ace is
sent to Russia to steal a hightech jet which holds the balance of power in the Cold
War. Clint Eastwood. 1982.
Rated PG.
- Praise the Lord
r

o

-

9:30 P.M.-- Major League

0
Baseball: Chicago Cubs at
Los Angeles
- Benny Hill Show
- NBA Basketball:
Portland at Los Angeles
- MOVIE: 'Limelight' A
comedian and a dancer build
each other's confidence until
fate delivers them a bittersweet
surprise
Charles
Chaplin, Claire Bloom, Sydney Chaplin 1952
- Blondie

9:45 P.M.
0- Beethoven
- TBS Evening News

10:00P.M.
0 M 0IX-0 El T
occuain- News
- Honeymooners
- Nipsey Russell
- SportsCenter
EID - Another Life

10:15 P.M.
- ESPN's SportsWoman
10:30 P.M.
_ WKRP in
Cincinnati
- Nightline
O - Three's Company
- Police Story
Tonight Show
O - Hawaii Five-0
- Tonight Show
- Police' Story Narcotics officers find themselves in competition with
federal agents on the trail of a
big drug ring (R)(60 min )
- Catlins
- Bill Cosby Show
Country
Rock:,
Oakridge Boys This benefit
concert for the Bentonville
Community
Center
was
taped in Pine Bluff, Ark
€11) - Best of Groucho
(j)-

10:45 P.M.
- Vintage Football Film:
Great Years
11:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Night Of
The Iguana' A defrocked
minister, acting as a guide, inspires the lives of three of the
women on the tour. Richard
Burton, Deborah Kerr, Ave
Gardner, Sue Lyon 1964
0E3D - Eye on Hollywood
- Barney Miller
0CC - latenight America
(JIP)
41)- Victorian Days
- MOVIE:'Divorce Hers'
Matrimonial breakup through
the eyes of the wife Richard
Burton, Elizabeth Taylor
1972
- MOVIE: 'Souls of Sin'
A young actress leaves her
home in the South for the
bright lights of Harlem Savannah Churchill, William
Greaves 1949
- MOVIE:'Used Cars' In
order to get ahead in the used
car world, Rudy sells rattling
wrecks at fancy prices Kurt
Russell, Jack Warden 1979
Rated R.
- Burns & Allen

O - Eye on

Hollywood
413 - Avant Garde In Russia
- Video Soul
- TBN Tod'y
- I Married Joan

12:15 A.M.
- Inside the PGA Tour
12:30 A,M.
- Three Stooges

o - CNN Headline News
O - Hogan's Heroes

o - Twilight Zone
- MOVIE: 'impact. A
woman and her lover plan to
kill her husband in a car crash.
Brian Donlevy, Ella Raines,
Charles Coburn 1949
- Good News
- Love That Bob

12:45 A.M.
- Fishin' Hole

1:00 A.M.
-0 X - Music Magazine
O - News/Sign Off
CBS News
Nightwatch
- NBA Basketball: New
York at Boston
€13 - MOVIE: 'Last
American Virgin' Teenage
buddies tririo cure their
growing pains Steve Antin,
Lawrence Monoson, Diane
Franklin Rated R
- Praise the Lord

-

1:15 A.M.
- Jimmy Swaggart

11)(/) -

€1) - MOVIE: 'Harry Tracy'
A U S marshal is determined
to capture a member of Butch
Cassidy's Wild Bunch Bruce
Dern, Gordon Lightfoot, Helen Shaver Rated PG. 1982.
- SportsCenter

U.S
Open
Jumping
Championship from Charlotte, NC
- 700 Club Today's
guests are Lenny Moore, Hall
of Fame member and folk singer Noel Paul Stookey

2:30 A.M.
0- Laugh-In
- MOVIE. 'The French
Lieutenant's Woman' An
actress' on-screen tragedy is
juxtaposed with an offscreen romance with her
leading man Meryl Streep,
Jeremy Irons 1981'Rated R

3:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE: 'Big Country'
Pt.1
- MOVIE: 'Blondie-,
When
Dagwood's
boss
sends him chasing after an
important contract, Blondie
suspects he's chasing another woman Penny Singleton, Arthur Lake, Gene
Lockhart 1938.

3:15 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Touched' Determined to make something
of himself, a mental patient
escapes and assumes a new
identity Robert Hays, Kathleen Beller, Ned Beatty
1983. Rated R

-

Cup
Championship: An Inside
Look
ge - Ross Bagley
4:

1:45 A.M.
News
- Beethoven
-

2:00 A.M.
O - INN News
- Horseshow Jumping:

A.M.

- Prog jcontd
- Varid Programs
- TB11( Today

•- Inside the PGA Tour

1:30 A.M.
CE - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- ESPN's Horse Racing
Weekly
(a)- Life of Riley

3:30 A.M.
- Stanley

4:30 A.M.
- Jimmy Swaggart
- Destined for the
Throne
ESPN's SportsWoman
- Another Life
.
4:45 A.M.
610 - - MOVIE: 'Summer
Solstice' Married for more
than half a century, a couple
returns to the shore where
they first met Henry Fonda,
Myrna Loy. 1981.

THURSDAY

4/1 2/84

SportsCenter

7:15 A.M.

5:00 A.M.

- ESPN's Horse Racing
MOVIE 'A Challenge
Weekly
11:30P.M.
For Robin Hood'
O(1Y=-Music Magazine
7:45 A.M.
- Business limes ,on
Late Night with „- -ESPN
SportsCenter
David Letterman
8:00 A.M.
5:30A.M.
MOVIE: 'Without
O
- MOVIE: 'Something
- MOVIE:;My Favorite
Warning' Towering humaFor a Lonely Man'
Year'
noids threaten to turn Earth
- NCAA Division II
6:00
A.M.
into their private game presGymnastics
Champion0- Livewire Guests include
erve Jack Palance, Martin
ships. Individual CompetiMickey Rooney, Michael PeLandau
tion
ters and Lazoo Band
0- Nightline
- Business Times on
8:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Geisha
ESPN
- Country Jukebox
Boy' An unemployed, bun€16 - New! Animal World
gling magician Joins a U S 0
6:30 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Man in the
unit touring Japan and Korea
0 xi- Business Report
Gray Flannel Suit' Pt. 2
Jerry.Lewis, Marie MacDon7:00 A.M.
ald,
619 - MOVIE: 'Super Fuzz'
Sessue
Hayakawa
- What Will They Think?
A man exposed to radiation
1958
MOVIE: "Bugs
develops superhuman pow12) - MOVIE: 'Fedora'
Bunny's Third Movie: 1001
ers Terrence Hill, Ernest
Hollywood's most beautiful
Rabbit Tales' Bugs is 'coined
Borgnine, Joanne Dru
movie queen retires to comby Tweety Bird, Sylvester,
plete seclusion William Hol- MOVIE: 'Victor/
Daffy- Duck and his other
den, Marthe Keller, Michael
Victoria' A female entertSi
friends,
Animated
1982
.
y•
979
'
40r4s_fc_*-r`'!''9414/014// Posing
gr.-MOVIE 'The Bleck
as a man in drag Julie An
MOVIE:
'Streetca
r
Stallion Returns'
dreyvs, James Garner, Robert
Named Desire' A woman's
Preston 1982 Rated PG
El) - Jack Benny Show
repressed sexuality is awak- MOVIE:'The Shocking
11:45 P.M.
ened by tile brutality of her
Miss
Pilgrim'
animalistic
- Mazda Sportelook
brother-in law
Ann
-Margret,
700 Club Today's
Treat
Wil12:00 AM.
guest is ex -child abuse victim
liams, Beverly D'Angelo
- News
Fran Lance
1984
€10 -

cu.-
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0
0

At Whitnell & Glendale
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10:00 A.M.

ED

• _

Auto Racing '84:
NASCAR
Northwestern
Bank 400 from
North
Wilkesboro, NC

10:30 A.M.
- Anka!
1 1 :00 A.M.
ED - MOVIE:

ED

'The

Personals'
ED - MOVIE:'Trort'
- MOVIE: 'This Is My
Love'

1 1:30 A.M.
ED -

MOVIE: 'Sounder'

- New! Animal World
'Underwater Kingdom
A
visit to the Hawaiian tropics
to observe the underwater
safaris collection of Ken Taylor is the highlight of this episode
ED - IVfazda SportsLook
- New Treasure Hunt
—75:10 P.M.
0-What Will They Think/
- -Carol Burnett
(1)--EPCOT Magazine
ED - Numero Uno
ED - Rifleman

12:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.

MOVIE:'A Rumor of
War' Part 1

ABC News
- Entertainment
Tonight Tonight's program
features 'Hour Magazine'
host Gary Collins
GEOCEOCCO-News
Business Report
O Barney Miller
- Charlie's Angels
0 i - CBS News
0- Going Great
O - Sanford and Son
ED 2.11 - Kentucky General
Assembly
€13 - MOVIE: 'The Secrets
of the Pirate's Inn'

-

12:30 P.M.
ED -

MOVIE. 'The Mirror
Crack'd'

1:00 P.M.
ED - Wahoo Bobcat
ED - PKA Full Contact
Karate (Season Premiere)
ED - Fresh Ideas

.1:30 P.M.
ED -

MOVIE: 'The Bridge
On the River Kwai' A hardened resolute British officer, who is a captive of the
Japanese, drives his men to
build a bridge as therapy
William Holden, Alec Guinness, Jack Hawkins 1957

2:00 P.M.
0- What Will They Think?
ED - Coming On!
ED - 700 Club Today's

-

0

-

- TBN Today
ED - SportsCenter
ED - Here Come the Brides
6:30 P.M.
O CC - Newscope
ED

- Adventures Of Black
Beauty Jenny and Ned believe they've seen a ghost
€1:1
- American Gov't
Survey
- Country Jukebox
- FIS World Cup Skiing:
Women's Giant Slalom
from Waterville Valley, NH
3:00 P.M.
- Masters

Golf
Tournament Coverage of
the first round is presented
frcim Augusta, GA 12 -hrS )
CD - Going Great
191) - Moon Madness An
18th-century explorer organizes an expedition to the
moon

Cr

- Joker's Wild
Family Feud
-

- Jeffersons
- MacNeil/Lehrer
Newshour
- M•A•S•H
- Against the Odds
- Bob Newhart Show
ED - Video Jukebox
V - Bible Bowl
ED - ESPN's Speedweek

7:00 P.M.
O

CE

- That's

Incredible!

Gimme a Break
Nell fixes the Chief up with a
transsexual (R)
- MSgnum
0(I)
P.I. Robin's Nest may be lost
unless Magnum and a local
softball team can beat tycoon
Buzz Benoit's players. (R)(60
min )
- MOVIE: 'A Married
3:30 P.M.
Man' Part 1-0- Against the Odds
13 - MOVIE:'A High Wind
in Jamaica' Five children are
•- Uvewire Guests include
sent by their parents back to
Mickey Rooney, Michael PeEngland for proper schooling,
ters and Lazoo Band
but are attacked enroute by
Bianchi Cup Pistol
pirates. Anthony Ooinn, Lila
Tourn. Coverage of this inKedrova. James Colbum.
ternational tournament is
1965
presented from Columbia,
▪ _ Cousteau Amazon
MO
• _
Masters
Golf
4:30 P.M.
Tournament Coverage of
ED - Paddington Goes to
the first round is presented
from Augusta. GA (2 hrs
Movies Paddington the bear
is starstruck.
CD - Performer's Show- AF: Olivia Newtoncase
John
•- MOVIE: 'Rough Night
- Skiing: Dual Downhill
in Jericho' A town boss
finds his toughest opponent
Race Coverage of the 1984
Michelob Light Cup Worn
is a woman stagecoach
owner Dean Martin, George
en's Dual Downhill Race is
presented from Durango. CO
Peppard. Jean Simmons
1967
5:00 P.M.
arlojimBorly and Soul - The Tomorrow raki,;W'
1ED 21, - People's Business
iD - Andy Griffith
- MOVIE: 'The Unseen'
ED (;K - MacNeil/Lehrer
Three vacationing women
Newshour
room at an eerie boarding
ED - MOVIE: :Bugs
house Barbera Bach, SyeBuntiy's Tlikd Movie: 1001
phen Furst 1982 Rated R
Rabbit Tales'
.
- MOVIE:'Best Friends'
FE8 - MOVIE: 'The Toy'
Two
Vietnam
veterans.

o

-

•

7:30 P.M.
- Family

Ties
Steven is very tempted when
a woman.-offers him the Option of a no-strings affair (RI
- Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
• - Karen's Kitchen
ED - Mousterpiece Theater
▪ - Roger McDuff
a

a

8:00 P.M.

(I) -

guest is ex-child abuse victim
Fran Lance

2:30 P.M.

along with their wives, go
cross-country to recapture
the 'good old days ' Richard
Hatch, Douglas Chapin, Susanne Burton Rated R
elD - Anka!
- Lordship of Christ
ED - NFL's Greatest
Moments.
Best
Ever
Teams
(E) - National Cancer Quiz
Facts and fallacies about cancer are discussed by host
Bob Neal and a panel of experts 160 min)

Erj €)(1-

Two
Marriages Art becomes involved with a patient who reMinds him of his late father
ancrShelby discovers that her
new friend is trying to get
Scott (60 min)
O 0 CC - Cheers When
Carla's ex-husband comes to
town to show off his fiancee,
Sam helps Carla by posing
her boyfriend (R)
acuact- Simon &
Simon A disc jockey witnesses the disappearance of
a fellow D.J and hires Rick
and A.J. to fond him (R)(60
min.)
OID - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
what's happening at the
movies
0- Romantic Era
- National Cancer Quiz
Facts and fallacies about cancer are discussed by host
Bob Neal and a panel of experts (60 min )
ED
Scholastic
Challenge
ED - MOVIE: 'Disney's
Oscar
Winners' Oscarwinning Disney feature films,
animated featurettes and
shorts are saluted with excerpts from the winners
- Dwight Thompson
ED - Top Rank Boxing from
Las Vegas, NV Top Rank
Boxing presents a 10-round
Jr Welterweight bout featuring Andy Nance vs. Bird°
Jiminez
700 Club Today's
guest is ex -child abuse victim
Fran Lance

0 .Mystery!
o - News
_ Let the Children
- NHL Stanley

Live
Cup

Playoffs

- Major League
Baseball Atlanta at San
Diego
0- Video Soul
ED 21; - Business Report
ED - MOVIE: 'Exposed' A
fashion model is caught in a
terrorist's web and used as
bait to snare a ruthless international killer Nastassia Kinski, Rudolf Nureyev Rated R
ED - MOVIE: 'Cujo' A
mother and her son are terrorded by a rabid St Bernard
dog Dee Wallace 1983.
Rated R. - .
(it - Praise the Lord
9:30 P.M.
ED 21. - Inside Story
ED - MOVIE: '79

Park

Avenue' Part 2
ED - Blondie

9:45 P.M.
-

La Belle Epoque

SATI H-1/A1

10:45P.M.
0 - Rockford Files
an-Trapper John, M.D.
Gonzo becomes the object of
a neurosurgeon's wife's romantic interest (R)(60 min
ED - Not Necessarily The
News
ED - Mazda SportsLook

11:00 P.M. .
_ MOVIE: 'Lady
(I) -

-

11:15P.M.
MOVIE: 'Frances'

- MOVIE: '10 to
Midnight'
ED - Top Rank Boxing from
Las Vegas, NV
• 11:30 P.M.
11) - Music Magazine
Late Night with
David Letterman
Nightline
0 - MOVIE: 'The D.I.'
101

10:00P.M.
-CD-181.13D 0-C_SD
_ News
0(5)el
- Making Most of the
Micro

(jj -

-

-

O - Soap
- Honeymooners
O - Body and Soul
ED - Disney Studio

ED -

MOVIE. 'Living It Up'
Jack Benny Show

11:45 P.M.
0CD - Kojak
_ MOVIE:'Detour to
Terror'

Shpwcase
- Another Life

10:30 P.M.
0
- WKRP in
Cincinnati
- Nightline
0- Three's Company
cfp_IB
_ Masters
ipolf
0(1)- Tonight Show
- Hawaii Five-0
0CC - Latenight America
O - Love Boat
- Tonight Show
O - Karen's Kitchen
- Bette Midler: No Frills
ED - SportsCenter
ED - Best of Groucho

12:00 A.M.
'0(33- News _.
- Eire on Hollywood
0- Romantic Era
O - TBS Evening News
- Video Soul
(271 - TBN Today
ED - I Married Joan
12:30 A.M.
Three Stooges
0- CNN Headline News
- Hogart:s Heroes
SD - NHL Stanley Cup
Playoffs
- MOVIE: 'Survive!'
-

Shock
Armageddon

- Love That Bob

12:45 A.M.
- Jimmy Swaggart
- Health Beat

O L"

1:00 A.M.
News/Sign Off
ED - MOVIE. 'MacArthur'
(V)- Praise the Lord
- Bachelor Father
-

Waves/

_

1:15A.M.
- News

L'

Eye on Hollywood
O
_At- Barney Miller
Performer's Showcase
- National Cancer Quiz
ED - Steve Allen's Music
Room
ED - Burns & Allen

ED -

II. 7. 1981. l'1(41 9

O ap.- Music
Nightwatch

Magazine

CBS

News

-

1:30 A.M.
ED -

MOVIE: 'The Cold
Room' '

ED - Life of Riley
1:45 A.M.
O 159 - CBS

News
Nightwatch JIP
- La Belle Epoque
ED - SportsCenter
2:00 A.M.
INN News
ED - Auto Racing '84
Northwestern
NASCAFI
Bank 400 from North
Wilkesboro, NC
- 700 Club

o

-

•

2:30 A.M.
0- laugh-In
O _ roovIE.

'Blondie's

Secret'

3:00 AM.
0-

MOVIE 'Big Country'

Pt 2

3:1 5 A.M.
ED -

MOVIE, 'Sounder'
as,

3:30 AM.
- Country Jukebox
ED - Ross Bagley
4:00 A.M.
O - All Amylase-Wrestling
Agriculture U.S.A.
MOVIE
-.
'The
Personals'
(21 - TBN Today

O-

,

4:30 A.M.
- Jimmy Swaggart
2171 - Climb That Mountain
ED _ Another Life

Time is runrping out
for your 1983 IRA deduction

ED -

8:30 P.M.
a a (I) - Duck Factory
(PREMIERE) An aspiring animator attempts to carve a
career for himself amidst the
wacky employees of a struggling animation house
0 5D - Portfolio
ED 21 - Rewiring Your
World

0

2

9:00 P.M.
0(I) - 20/20

Hill Street
Blues Capt Furmllo is caught
in the middle when,Chief Daniels tries to use Hill Street
cogs tnuta.stageAjOice operetiorii IYV at MTV&al can
didate (R)(60 Min
-

O(1)C a2 - Diana Singer
Diana Ross will be Kilned by
Michael Jackson
Quincy
Jones and Larry Hagman in
this musical special (R) (60
min )

See us today!
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4/13/84

5:00 A.M.
-

Business Times on

ESPN
5:30
- MOVIE. "Tarka the
Otter
This nature saga
;races the adventures of a
Mischievous otter from birth
to a fight with the leader of
otter-hunting hounds Voices
of Peter Ustinov_ Peter Bennett: Edward Underdown
Rated GeD - MOVIE:'Misty' An orphaned brother and sister try
to tame a wild pony for a big
race David Ladd, Arthur
O'Connell Pam Smith. 1961

•

6:00 A.M.
- Livewire Today's
guests Include 'Omni' magazine editor Gurney Williams II.
Novo Combo band and casting agent Joy Todd
• - Business Times on
ESPN
• 6:30 A.M.
Business Report
o
o - Medical Doctor
(1)-

Hong Kong' Two zany hoofers become involved in' international intrigue in Hong
Kong
Bing Crosby. Bob
Hope, Dorothy Lamour, Joan
Collins, 1962
€18 *- MOVIE: 'Dead Men
Don't Wear Plaid' A private
eye investigates the disappearance of a noted scientist
Steve Martin. Rachel Ward,
Carl Reiner 1982 Rated PG
- MOVIE: The Year of
Living Dangerously' A journalist, trying to scoop the potential political overthrow of
Indonesia, meets ancflalls in
love with the British attache
Mel
Gibson,
Sigourney
Weaver. - Linda Hunt 1983
Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'Donavan's
Kid' A con man's daughter
plans a jail break to free him
and his partner
Darr&
McGavon, Mickey Rooney,
Shelley Fabares 1980
611 - 700 Club In today's
show Dr 'David Smith discusses the high cost of being
a male. -

1:00 P.M.'
Man
• - MOVIE:'From Here to
Eternity' The passions and
violence of a group of soldiers stationed at Pearl Harbor just before World War II
are portrayed Burt Lancaster, Debordh Kerr, Frank Sinatra 1954
ED - MOVIE:'The Girl Next
Door' A Broadway star falls
in love with her next door
neighbor, but frouble brews
when his son objects June
Haver, Dan Dailey, Dennis
Day 1953
• - American Baby
1:15 P.M.
0 - Major League
Baseball. New York Mets
at Chicago Cubs

o - Lead-Off

1 :30 P.m
MOVIE: 'Hammett' A
prostitution ring, a millionaire
and a blackmail plot lure detective Dashiell Hammett
back into the private eye business Frederic Forrest, Marilu Henner, Peter Boyle
1982 Rated PG
- ESPN's Speedweek

10
.414.110-

FALCON CREST
Cole (William R. Moses) is
among the many Valley residents who turn out for the
opening of the Tuscany
Downs Race Track on "Falcon Crest- airing Friday;April 13 on CBS.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes

•_

2:00 P.M.
- What Will They Think?

0:00 A.M.

613 - New! Animal World
'Snow Monkeys of Japan
The Snow Monkeys of Japan
and their way of life are observed in this episode
a• - Inside the USFL
- New Treasure Hunt

- Top Rank Boxing from
- Professional Rodeo
7:00A.M.
Las Vegas, NV Top Rank
from
Mesquite,
TX
•- Mr. Wizard's World
Boxing presents a 10-round
5:30 P.M.
10:30 A.M.
▪ - MOVIE: 'Bill Cosby
Jr Welterweight bout featur- Mr. Wizard's World
eD - Strange Death of
ing Andy Nance vs Ricardo
'Himself" Funnyman Cosby
(1) - Carol Burnett
Desert Fox The bizarre story
•
looks at the humor in everyJiminez
of Field Marshal Erwin RomEPCOT Magazine
day faults, foibles and suc•
- 700 Club In today s
mel's death is presented
cesses Bill Cosby Rated PG
Q)- Mazda SportsLook'
show Dr David Smith disED - How to Play Baseball
- Rifleman
cusses the high cost of being
SD - MOVIE: The King of
Comedy' Television is no
a male
11:00 A.M.
ABCP.
NewsM.
laughing matter for Rupert.
ED - MOVIE: 'Oliver!' A
O
2:30
P.M.
Pupktn, who stops at nothing
young orphan, taken in by a
- Entertainment
(13 - Adventures Of Black 'for a shot at TX stardom._ wealthy benefactor, is kidTonight Tonight's program
Beauty Squire Armstrong
Robert De Niro, Jerry Lewis.
napped by his old gang MarK'
features gold medalist Bruce
threatens to shoot Beauty
Rated PG
Lester, Oliver Reed, Ron
Jenner talking about celebrity
•
New
Shapes
in
•- SportsCenter
Moody 1968 Rated G '
status after the Olympics
Education
.MOVIE:
7:15 A.M.
'The
•
0CD0CI)
- News
3:00 P.M.
Compleat Beatles' This
- ESPN's Speedweek
- Business Report
docu-musical tells the full
Masters
Golf
7:45 A.M.
0- Barney Miller
story of the Beatles from their
Tournament Coverage of
ED - SportsCenter
C)- Charlie's Angels
early Liverpool days to their
the second round is prefa C2 - CBS News
8:00 A.M.
London farewell performsented from Augusta, GA 12
- You Can't Do That On
(1)- MOVIE:'See How She
ance
hrs I
TV When the warranty on the
Runs' A 40-year-old di▪ _ You Can't Do That On
•
MOVIE:
The
studio runs out the gang finds
vorced woman starts jogging
TV When the warranty on the
Computer Wore Tennis
that anything can happen
and ends up entering the
studio runs out the gang finds
Shoes' A college student,
grueling 26-mile Boston Mar- Sanford and Son
that anything can happen
who accidentally acquires a
athon Joanne Woodward.
Ig)
computer's abilities, runs
- Enterprise 'The Dia- MOVIE: 'Firefox' A
John Considine, Lissy Newmond Game.' Eric Severed
afoul of the -gangster who
Vietnam war flying ace is
man 1978
hosts this rare glimpse of the
donated the computer to the
sent to Russia to steal a highintensely secretive diamond
- Horseshovv Jumping.
school Kurt Russell, Cesar
tech jet which holds the balJumping
market (R) (Closed CapU.S. "Open
Romero. Joe Flynn 1969
ance of power in the Cold
Championship from Chartioned]
War Clint Eastwood 1982
fiEl- MOVIE:'Catherine the
lotto. NC
SD- MOVIE:'Kidnapped' In
Rated PG.
Great' A timid young prin,
order to steal his inheritance,
•=zess arrives from Germany to
8:30 A.M. 3
_ Now! Animal wog_ wed the Grand Duke Peter
a boy"s uncle has him kid•
- The Third Eye
napped and sold into slavery
eventually assume the
'Snow Monkeys of Japan '
- Incredible Machine
James MacArthur, Peter
throne of Russia as Catherine
The Snow Monkeys of Japan
Sophistocated photographic
Finch, Peter O'Toole 1960
the Great Elizatteth Bergner.
and their way of life are obtechniques explore the huDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., Flora
- TBN Today
served in this episode
man body
Robson 1934
Here Come the Brides
eD
9:00 A.M.
4:00 P.M.
12:00 P.M.
6:15 P.M.
0cc —Phil Donahue DonaLivewire Today's
▪ - MOVIE 'A Rumor of
- NBA Tonight
hue is joined by Hollywood
include
guests
'Omni'
magaWar Part 2
hairsttlist Jose Eber and his
zine editor Gurney Williams II,
6:30 P.M.
- Australian Rules
client. Lisa Hartman for a deNovo Combo band and castNewscope
(1)
O
Football
Match #1
monstration of the basics of a
ing agent Joy Todd.• - Joker's Wild
great haircut
12:30 P.M.
(I)0liD - Family Feud
4:30 P.M. "
MOVIE 'Road To
o
Anka!
- Fraggle Rock The FragNewci
-reff
.
mer"n
cu
sho
-uj
o
ci
Nesii/Lehrer
gles decide to move to the
promised land
111%) 32 - MASH
- ESPN's Horse Racing
Every Sunday Is
Weekly
- The Third Eye
(fil - NBA Basketball:
5:00 P.M.
Atlanta at New Jersey
- The Tomorrow People
Comment on
- Andy Griffith
EDKentuackyED
Kidi`Praise the Lord
Newshour
NBA Basketball.
- MOVIE: 'BM Cosby
Boston at Detroit
N,Cip..I M. I ore
AN Din
Himself- Funnyrnan Cosby
looks at the humor in every7:00 P.M.
day faults, foibles and successes Bill Cosby Rated PG
A
on'; care helps
childct
Bensaj
in e
e
negotiations in ,a highway
- MOVIE: 'The King of
workers' strike (R)
Comedy'
•

•

•

-

•

CT)6:00

•fte

•

•

•

•

•

•

s

•

o

-

•

-

•
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SOFTSHELL
SUNDAY

271159

•

•

TACO JOHN'S.

•

—'
o - Youth for Ohriet

figoon- Bugs Bunny
Easter Special Bugs, with
aid from his friends, helps
Granny find a substitute for
the Easter Bunny who is sick
with a cold (R)(60 min.)
o EL - Master Max and the
Master try to rescue a detective's daughter from some
renegade soldiers-of-fortune
who want the map to a fortune (60 min )
- MOVIE: 'A Married
Man' Part 2
0- MOVIE: 'Bob & Carol
& Ted & Alice' A married
couple, enlightened by their.s
experience at a sensitivity institute, try to share everything with each other and
their best friends Natalie
Wood, Robert Culp, Elliott
Gould, Dyan Cannon 1969
- America Betrays Her
Children
Masters
Golf
Tournament Coverage of
the second round is presented from Augusta, GA (2
hrs )
- Two's Company Ealine
Snitch and Donald Sinden
star in this duel of wits between an American writer living in London and her elegant
butler
- Nipsey Russell
- Washington Week/
-Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journal
ists analyzing the week's
news
•

- MOVIE: 'Marathon
Man' A graduate student
finds himself at the mercy of
a fugitive Nazi war criminal
Dustin Hoffman, Lawrence
Olivier, Roy Schneider 1976
Rated R
- MOVIE:'Superman III'
The man of steel battles a
quirky computer wizard and
an evil billionaire who are
bent on world conquest
Christopher Reeve, Richard
Pryor, Annette
O'Toole.
1983 Rated PG [Closed
Captioned]
- LaHayes on Family Lite
- Timmy and Lassie

•

7:30 P.M.
- Webster
George reveals why his fate
father wanted nim to tie
Webster's godfather (R)
OCEIgat - Will Street
Week Louis Rukeyser ana
lyres the '80s with a weekly
review of economic and in

vestfnent matters
Major
CD
League
Baseball
Cincinnati
at
Houston
- Kelly Monteith The
American comedian attacks
such topics as the romantic
stereotype and other male
myths in stand-up routines
and on-location sketches
- Bill Cosby Show
- Mousterpiece Theater
- Joy of Music
eD - Super Book

•

8:00 P.M.
Masquerade
0
0
Knight Rider As
the result of an explosion, Michael Knight regains his
former identity and does not
recognize KITT when he sees
it (R)(60 min )
OCEIBC2- Dallas J R.'s
pleasure in sabotaging Cliffs
oil operation and having Peter
arrested is hampered by his
growing suspicions about
Jessica and Clayton (60
min )
0EL - Nova 'Locusts War
Without End -Some of man's
attempts to rid himself of his
longtime enemy, the locust,
are examined To (60 min )
(Closed Captioned]
- Adventures Of Black
Beauty Black Beauty must
save Vicky from a trap set to
catch poachers

O

013D

CE

-

-

•

- Poiia1tàin Bieck
Kentucky General
Assembly
(T) - MOVIE: 'The Magic
Statue' A young woman's
wish that she be able to exchange places with her husband
is
granted
John
Schuck, Sharon Gless 1979
- Ever Increasing Faith
go - 700 Club In today's
show Dr David Smith' dmcysses the high cost of being
a male.
•

is)

-

8:30P.M.
- Coming Together

•

8:45 P.M.
- Major League

Baseball: Atlanta at San
Diego

9:00 P.M.
C2)0 CID
-

Matt -Houston Matt's probe of an'
illegal alien pipeline leads him
on a search to save the life of
a boy who needs to receive
special medication (R) 160
min I (Closed Captioned]
cc - TV's Greatest
•

,

•

•

,

-

,

r,

.* •

h• •

—••
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- Adventures Of Black

FRIDAYCONT.
Censored

Commercials

Bloopers Dick Clark and Ed
McMahon hosts this look at
some of the funniest flubs
and goofs that occurred
when making television com-'
mercials. (R)(60-min.)

c$D0a- Falcon-Crest

The grand opening of the
Tuscany Race Track turns
into WI explosive affair when
the cartel carries out their
plans to make a public spectacle of Richard's execution_
(60 mm.)
0(f)- Washington Week/
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalists analyzing the week's
news.
- News
0- Video Soul
Business Report
- Praise the Lord
Inside the USFL
9:15 P.M.
MOVIE: Some Kind of
Hero' An ex-GI finds life at
home more difficult than his
six years as a POW. Richard
Pryor, Margot Kidder, Rai
Sharkey. 1982. Rated R.
0- MOVIE:'First Blood' A
Vietnam veteran uses his
Green Beret training when
chased by brutal sheriff's
men. Sylvester Stallone, Richard Crenna, Brian Dennehy.
Rated R.

o
O _
•_
•-

9:30 P.M.
(1) - Inside Story 'A
House Dnifbed Update ' Tonight's program takes you to
Nicaragua to find out what
has happened to censorship
in that country
International
Edition Journalist Ford Rowan hosts this look at important trends and news events
as they are reported by foreign journalists
€13 - Anka!
- Numero Uno
•- Blondie

o

•

0

-

10:00 P.M.
▪ CZ
CU 00 CU

oxemensoft -

News
0(I) - Lawmakers 'Lawmakers' reports on the
weekly activities of Congress
- Soap
Yes, Minister This satire deals with the betties
within a bureaucracy, paling
the Minister for Administrative Affairs against his undersecretary
O - Nipsey Russell
• MOVIE: 'Old Yeller' A
mongrel dog strays onto a
Texas ranch and proves his
worth to the owners Dorothy McGuire, Fess Parker,
Tommy Kirk 1958.
- SportsCenter
- Another Life
10:15 P.M.
(5) - PKA Full Contact
Karate (Season Premiere)
PK A Full Contact Karate presents a 9-round Heavyweight
bout featuring Brad Hefton
vs Cedric Rodgers

o
•-

-

10:30 P.M.
WKRP in
Cincinnati
Cl) - Nightline
- .Three's Company
O CE) C (It - Masters
Golf Tonight's program fea
tures highlights of Second
round action from he Au
Fl

113

o

gusta National Golf Club, Augusta, GA.
O CC - Tonight Show

- Dance Fever
0cij - Latertight America
(;) - Love Boat
- Tonight Show

O-

Lest Of the Summer
Wine This off-beat comedy
is about three senior citizens
determined to retain their independence
111) - Bill Cosby Show
- Best of Groucho
10:45P.M.
- Rockford Files
MOV I E:'The Tenth
Month' A pregnant, unmarried, middle-aged woman decides to keep and raise her
child Carol Bumett, Keith
Michell, Dina Merrill 1979
- MOVIE: 'Hot Touch'
•
Forgers set the fashionable
art world reeling when they
turn_nut convincing counterfeitPicassos. Wayne Rogers,
Marie-France Pisier, Samantha Eggar.

0(j-

1 1:00 P.M.
0(f)- MOVIE:'They Only
Kill Their Masters' When a
police chief flushes out a killer
the evidence points to a Doberman Pinscher James Garner, Katherine Ross, Hal
Holbrook 1973
O 3E) - Eye on Hollywood
- Barney Miller
- Star Search
- Two's Company Ealine
Stntch and Donald Sinden
star in this duel of wits between an American writer living in London and her elegant
butler.
- Portraits In Black
SCTV #11 The comical
chronicles of mythical Melonyule television channel SCTV
continue in all-new editions
of the Emmy-winning satirical
series Starring Joe Flaherty,
Eugene Levy, Andrea Martin
and Martin Short
- Bums & Allen
11:30 P.M.
,1) - Music Magazine
O(
O 0 CIO - Friday Night
Videos
MOVIE:
'The
Castilian' A young Castilian
nobleman leads his people in
daring raids and falls in love
with a young princess Cesar
Romero,- Frankie Avalon,
Broderick Crawford 1963
MOVIE:
'The
Disorderly Orderly' A bumbling hospital orderly creates
havoc while pursuing the girl
he loves Jerry Lewis, Glenda
Farrell, Susan Oliver 1964
O - Kelly Monteith The
American comedian attacks
such topics as the romantic
stereotype and other male
myths in stand-up routines
and on-location sketches

o

-

o

- Coming Together
€13 - Thoroughbred
- Jack Benny Show •
1 1:45.P.M.
(I)- Kojak
Ig) - MOVIE - 'Bed Boys'
Jailed for an accidental killing,- a young criminal struggles to the top of the pnson
snake pit Sean Penn Ally
Sheedy Rated R
- Mazda SportsLook
•
12:00 A.M,
- News
O - Solid Gold

lilt S.1 1.1

ing for the tomb of Princess
Ananka are warned of grave
consequences if they violate
it Peter Cushing, Christopher
Lee,
Yvonne
Furneaux
1959

Beauty Black Beauty must
save Vicky from a trap set to
catch poachers
O TBS Evening News
O - Video Soul
V - TBN Today
- MOVIE: 'Split Image'
•
I Married Joan
When a young man is lured
12:15 A.M.
into a religious cult, his parents hire a street-tough cult
- ESPN's Speedweek
12:30 A.M.
fE)
- Three Stooges
- Night Tracks
C- Great Pleasure Hunt III
This documentary focuses
By Frank Blodgett
on extravagant pleasures
There must be an old
- 'Dottie Rambo's
Magazine
0
.saying somewhere
- Love That Bob
about what old movie
•
and television bad guys
12:45 A.M.
should do when they
- At The Movies
near thikkend of their
C6j) - America's Top Ten
careers. After all,
€1) - Inside the USFL
there's an old saying
1:00 A.M.
about nearly everthing
- News/Sign Off
in, show business. If
CP
- Rock Palace
there isn't one, it should
V - Praise the Lord
be something like, old
IZE) - Bachelor Father

_

1.1111).:S. S11.1 1111)%1. 1111t II. 7. 1911-1.
deprogrammer to bring him
back Michael O'Keefe, Karen
Allen, Peter Fonda 1982
Rated R
€E) - Ross Bagley
3:45 AM.
MI- MOVIE 'Some Kind of
Hero' An ex-GI finds life at
home more difficult than his
six years as a POW Richard

II- -

Pryor, Margot Kidder, Ray
Sharkey 1982-RaTe-altf.
4:00 A.M.
- Night Tracks Cont'd
TBN Today
- Professional Rodeo
•
from Mesquite, TX
4:30 A.M.
- Mike Macintosh &
- Friends

_

`The Master is missing

Cleef.(Which
usedto beThe success of "The
fairly easy to do when
Master," in my opinion,
he was the bad guy.)
depends on the
This, and McAllister's
chemistry-between Van
quest for a daughter
Patten and Van Cleef,
he's never seen are the
since they are the only
thin premises for the
characters you see
show: If they didn't run
every week. I don't find
intd damsels in distress
this to be very good, cerand lots of TV bad guys
tainly not enough to
every week (what I call
overcome the weak.
adventure by coinpredicatable stories.
cidence) this wouldn't
The ratings have been
bad 'guys should just
be Much of a series. As a
1:15A.M.
relatively weak- too, so fade
away — but they
matter-of fact, it's not.
O CD- Jimmy Swaggart
we' may not have to
should remain bad guys
Just like'the machine
CE) Music Magazine
worry-about his series
while they do it. True,
dominated shows, orien- SportsCenter
much longer. Maybe-the
George Kennedy changtal Martial arts combat
constant failure of
1:30A.M:
ed roles, but I have a
dominates this program
shows like this to get an
- CNN Headline'News
hard time seeing him as
(I
don't know what you
audience will someday
- MOVIE: 'The Don Is
the good guy. James
call it when a ninja doess, send a message to
Dead'Nine of the nation's 24 _
proCoburn and Charles
It — karate, tai kwan do,
'families' meet to choose a
ducers, all of whom are
Bronson haVe also tried
kung to?) As with the
new Don after a death. Anlooking for another'A-•
to change their images,
thony Quinn, Angel Tompshows dominatO by
Team."
kins, Robert Forster. 1973
but somehow they still
helicopters and com• • •
•- MOVIE: 'Bill Cosby
come out mean even as
puters, the action
A sports program
Funnyman Cosby
the hero. However,
replaces plot and
even non-sports fans
looks at the humor in everywhen yon have a face
character development.
will enjoy..—
day faults,'foibles and sucand voice like Lee Van
We never get to' know
cesses. Bill Cosby. Rated PG.
'Hoofbeats.
Cleef
and
when
your acmuch about anyone in
0-Top Rank ooxing from
Thursdays at ft - and
ting ability is as limited
this sfilw and we really
Las Vegas. NV Top Rank
Fridays at 6:30 p.m. on
as his is, I think you are
don't even care.
Boxing presents a 10-round
MSU-TV 11.'
far better suited to beJr. Welterweight bout-featurI don't know about
s_ •
ing Andy Nance vs. Ricardo
ing the villirm than the
you, but I've about had
"Spotlight On MurJiminez.
hero. Van Cleef can do a
it with shows where the
ray" airs this Tuesday
.,
(a)- Life of Riley
Manacing grin with the
heros, wonder into
April 10, at 6 p.d.:-Cin
best of them. And he can
casino robberiesand ac1:45A.M.
MSU-TV 11.
devistate an ordinary
cidentally foil the bad
News
O
On this weeks show
man with just a few
fED - MOVIE: 'Let's Spend
guy's carefully laid plot.
Spotlight takes'a Wok inthe Night Together' The
mumbled monotone
This might happen once
to the history of Murray
Roiling Stones perform in
words. What he-can't do
in a while
but every
State University. Then
concert. The Rolling Stones.
Is act well enough to
week? I know it's not
we'll visit Ronnie's
1981. Rated PG.
convince anyone that
easy to come up with exPlace, a cou-ntry
2:06A.M.
he's a real person on the 'citing inventive plots
western dance hall
0-INN News
-screen.
that will hold a large auwhere people meet to
O - Yes. Mster This saOf course I'm talking
dience week after week,
have a good time.
tire deals with the battles
about the new series
but, as those "with it"
Also, Chief Deputy
within a bureaucracy, pitting
"The
Master,
" now seen
kids say, "give _me a
the Minister for AdministraLarry Nixon will give us
on Friday nights_ at 7_
_break!''7 _'
_
uve Affairs against his under-more tips on haw to
p.m. on NBC. The show
And another thing I'm
secretary.
".Crackdown On
also stars another actor_
getting tired of is ' Crime."
Club In today's
with limited acting
show Dr. David Smith dishelpless bad guys. They;
Then Don Stewart will
cusses the high cost of being
ability, Timothy Van
are set up as pratically
review a movie new
a male
Patten (who wants
invincible and then they
showing in Murray.
everyone to knoW he is
2:30 A.M.
take a dive when the
Join us on MSU-TV 11
Dick's
Laugh-In
brother, not his
good guy pushes them
at 6 p.m. this Tuesday
tast Of the Summer
soft). Van Patten has a hard.That sort of thing
for "Spotlight On
Wine This off-beat comedy
kind of urban charm in
was fun in old Zorro
Murray."
is about three senior citizens
his role as a student of a
movies, but I would
• • ••
determined to retain their inninja master named
hope we've progressed a
dependence
The new Miss Murray
McAlliste u*to travels
little'since then.
State for 1984,' Judy
?:00A.M.
•
around the country with
In--"The Mister" the
Russell, will be inter- MOVIE: 'Rocky
him (at his own exswitch to a stunt man
viewed on this weeks
Mountain' In a small canyon,
from -Van Cleef is even
pense) looking for
a Confederate patrol and
"On Campus" program.
adventure.
obvious. Ninjas, you
Union prisoners form 8 muA segment on commuter
_ Van Cleef is supposed
see,. wear an all black
tual bond to beat off attackstudents will also be
to be,the only,westerner
ing Indians
outfit including a mask
Errol Flynn,
featured. Tune .in MonPatrice Wymore, Slim Pickever trained in the anwhen, they get serious
day at 6 p.m. on MSUens 1950
cient -Iapanee.se art of
brivt"cloing someone
TV 11. ninja.
Th8—pietblem is he
3:15 A.M. to.
bodily'harm. When the
• • •
decided to leave the sftc.t._77 mask goes on. you can
- Strange Death .of
News, sports and
Desert Fox The bizarre story
(for an unexplained
be sure Van Cleef heads
weather for the Murray
of Field Marshal Erwin Ran- , reason) which, accor-back to his dressing
community on News
mel's death is presented
ding to tradition, just
room. For what it's,
Center 11, Monday —
3:30 A.M.
isn't done. Thus another
worth, Van Patten does
Thursday at 6:30 p.m.
11)- MOVIE:'The Mummy'
ninja has been dispatchappear to do his own
on MSU-TV 11.
Three archaeologists searched to take Care of Van
stunts.
• • •
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SATURDAY

4/14/84

5:00 A.M.
- Sgt Bilko
• - Movie Cont'd
ED - TBS Morning News
Stormy,
the
Throughbred
ED - Blatkwei* Brothers
5:30
- Dennis the Menace
ED MOVIE:'It Came From
Outer Space
Unknown
creatures invade the Arizona
desert after a meteor crash
Richard Carlson, Barbara
Rush,
1 953
Russell - Johnson

o

7

o

_

• - Men at Work in
Concert This Australian rock
group performs at the Greek
Theatre in San Francisco,
California
ED - MOVIE: 'My Favorite
Year' An alcoholic movie
hero must be kept sober long
enough to. appear on a live
comedy
show
Peter
O'Toole, Mark Linn-Baker,
Jessica Harper 1982 Rated
PG
- Joy in the Morning

6:45 A.M.
a X - Weather
0- Cartoons

6:00 A.M.
- Ag USA
- Captain Kangaroo
0-'Cartoons
- Perspective
O - Pinwheel
ED - Between the Lines
EE)- Good Morning Mickey!
ED - Mazda SportsLook
€11) - Weekend Gardener
6:15A.M.
- Farm Digest
- Buyer's Forum
6:30 A.M.
0
- Children's Gospel
Hour
- New Zoo Revue
O - Harold Ensley Fishing
O - News
a - IRS Advice
U.S. Farm Report
ED Baseball Bunch
- Fraggle Rock The Fraggles decide to move to the
promised land
ED - Mousercise
Ct_t - Public Report
- ESPN's Horse Racing
Weekly
ED - Athletes in Action

(9

o
o

ED

-

-

1981

7:00 A.M.
0 13 0 '3:: 0 Monchhichis/Little
Rascals/Richie Riàh
X - Flintstone
Funnies
- Kidsworld
Farm Report
ED - New Zoo Revue
0 (-2 - Charlie Brown &
Snoopy
Starcade
ED - MOVIE: -'The, Last
Unicorn' A unicorn encounters romance and peril while
searching for others of her
kind Animated 1982 Rated

Jetirlifer (Ann Allan) is in a
playful mood On "Jennifer
Slept Here." airing Saturday.
April 14 on NBC

11) -

ED - MOVIE 'I See a Dark
Stranger'
ED -Good Morning Mickey!
- Get In Shape
ED - SportsCenter
ED - Robert Schuller: The
Hour of Power [Closed Captioned]
7:15A.M.
ED - Instructional
7:30A.M.
O0 EE - Shirt Tales
(33 - Mornings on 5

THE NASHVILLE NETWORK

11*A*1114/E*T*Y
IF THEY'RE IN NASHVILLE
THEY'RE ON "NASHVILLE NOW"
'
4. Group W Satellite Communications 1984

•

JOLLY JENNIFER

0
.1
1 Si; F/

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes I

O - World Tomorrow
(1)- Lone Ranger
Saturday
Supercade
ED - MOVIE: 'Shark!' An
underwater search for sunken treasure leads to betrayal, murder and,a climactic
attack by a monster white
k Burt Reynolds, Arthur
s1h9a6r8
Kennedy, Barry Sullivan

•

ED - Welcome to Pooh
Corner
- Love Special
- Inside the USFL
8:00 A.M.
O a)
X
I
- New
Scooby/Scrappy Doo
1I30 ED - Smurfs
O - Rex Humbard
Hardy Boys/Nancy
ED
Drew Mysteries
ED - Gumby Show
• - ESPN's Speedweek
ED - James Robison
8:30 A.M.
0 CZ 0 C3D 0 - Pac
Man/Rubik Cube Hour
ID
Baseball Bunch
- Issues Unlimited
Dungeons and
Dragons
ED - MOVIE: 'Tender
Mercies' An ex-country'and-western singer tries to
start a new We but his past
'C'atcfies up with him Robert
Duvall, Tess Harper, Betty
Buckley Rated PG
€13 - Donald Duck Presents
r4t - Practice Makes
Perfect
ESPN's Wide World of
Championship Skiing
ED - Lesson

_

o

•

•

•
•

1
It's live. It's engaging. It's pure
entertainment. And you won't want to
' -.miss the fun-loving talk,
-humor and music frigri
- country's most exciting
cejebzitiês cin -"NashvilleNow" weeknights. "
/HE NAsHvaiE
on Channel 22.
.
WOCsM
Ask u_s about receiving "The Nashville. Network
in stereo.

Bel Air
Shopping Center

OAJBLE'
VLS1 N
MURRAYTEL EVISION NOCIT•4 WATCHING'

Coll
753-5005

cut -

_

•_

9:00 A.M.
0IT0
Tarzan Lord
of the Jungle
ria
EnDd ourse
-G
_ cha
0X
▪ - Switch
€11 - MOVIE. 'The Man
Who
Saw
Tomorrow'
Afichel de Nostradamos accurately predicted the rise of
Hitler and other historical figures Orson Welles narrates 1981 Rated PG
ED - You and Me. Kid
Joy Junction
ED - Cisco Kid
9:30 A.M.
(2)0Cr
- tittles
Alvin'& the
Chipmunks
s a 12
Bugs

27 -

o

Bunny/Road Runner Show
0CC - GED Course
O - In The Mix
ED MOVIE: 'Zulu' A true
story of the valor of a handfull
of British soldiers attacked by
thousands of Zulu warriors in
1879 Stanley Baker, Jack
Hawkins, Ulla Jacobson
1964

-

€13 - MOVIE: 'Disney's
Oscar Winners' Oscar-- winning Disney feature films,
animated featurettes and
shorts are saluted with excerpts from the winners
- NBA Basketball:
Boston at Detroit
ED - MOVIE: 'Lonesome
Trail' Robin'Hood of the
West fights his fight with the
landgrabbers with his bow
and arrow instead of a revolver John Agar, Wayne Morris 1955
10:00 A.M.
OCE0C3D0- Ninny/
Scooby Doo Show
O e)(10 - Mr. T
0 X - Understanding
Human Behav.
0- Wild Kingdom
ED - Wild, Wild West
• - Kids Writes
- Bits and Bytes
ED
MOVIE:
'The
Outsiders' The conflicts of
rival.--youth gangs explode
into tragedy when a 'greaser'
falls for a rich girl Matt Dillon,
Tom Cruise. Diane Lane
1983. Rated PG
- Kids Praise the Lord
10:30 A.M.
0 0
- Amazing
Spiderman/Incredible Hulk
- Understanding
Human Behav.
0- Kung Fu
- Adventures Of Black
Beauty When he is injured
Dr Gordon is forced to take
on an unPopularZtsistant
ED
Business
Management
ED - MOVIE. 'The Hanging
Tree' A frontier doctor, with
a secret past nurses a blind
girl back to health Gary
Cooper, Maria Schell, Karl
11:00 A.M.
SCE0(1)0- ABC
Weekend Special 'Bad Cat
Biskitts
O
- Focus ori Society
- Wrestling
O - You Can't Do That On

o

CE)

-

TV When Moose goes on vacation the gang tracks hr
down and tries to make her
work
Business
0
Management
ED - Featurettes
One Way Game
ED - Westerners
1 1:30 A.M.
0 IX
(I) 0 American Bandstand
X - Thundarr
Benji, Zax/
O (3)
Alien Prince
Cl) - Focus on Society
a - America's Top Ten
O - The Third Eye
ED
- Here's to Your
Health
ED - MOVIE: 'Max Dugan
Returns' A struggling widow's long lost father appears with a seemingly
endless supply of money to
buy his grandkid's love .1a'son Robards, Marsha Mason,
Donald Sutherland 1983
Rated PG
ED - New! Animal World
'Pink Treasures of Baharini.'
In this episode the flight of a
million flamingos is observed
from Lake Nakuru in Kenya,
Africa
- Bible Bowl
ED - Wild Bill Hickok
12:00P.M.
00 alp - Family Circle
Cup Tennis Coverage of the
women's semifinals is presented from Hilton Head, SC
(2 hrs
New Fat
Albert Show
- America: Second
Century
- Soul Train
Twilight Zone
O - Standby. Lights!
Camera! Action!
ED
- Here's to Your
Health
a- MOVIE:'The Shocking
Miss Pilgrim' A suffragette
typist falls in love with her
boss Betty Grable, Dick
Haymes,
Anne
Revere
1947
- Trinity Film Feature
- &J.-scam- Darlington
Dash Series - Spring 100
Coverage of this auto race is
presented from North Wilkesboro, NC (60 min )
- MOVIE: 'The Kansan'
A marshal' attempts to stop a
mad tyrant from taking control of Kansas

-
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idt-ttit-vrtittorrrtra—rnim-Farritrill7APRTE-71
School AU America Basketball
Game
from
Los
Angeles, CA

SATURDAYcon
12:30P.M.
- Championship
Wrestling
0
- Newscenter
Weekly
O
C2 - Children's
Film Festival
O - Dance Fever
•
America: Second
Century
0_ Cimarron Strip
(.21; - Focus on Society
- MOVIE: 'Death Trap"'
When a girl learns that her
sister withdrew a large sum
of money from the bank before she died, she tries to discover what happened to it
Alvert Lieven, Barbara Shelley, John Mellon 1962

cu 0

o

(1) -

1:00 P.M.
M - Championship
Wrestling

O

0CP00_2-

NCAA
Special Today's programfeatures the Women's Swimming and Diving ChampionShips and the Women's
Gymnastics Championships
(90 mmn
O News
Decorative
Painting
0 - Greatest Sports
Legends
• - MOVIE: 'Invasion'
O - Going Great
fi)
- Focus on Society
- Play Your Best Tennis
Variations of the Ground
stroke
-

o ceD _

1:30P.M.
0 CL - MOVIE: 'The
Liquidator A timid man who
loathes bloodshed and violence is hired through unusual
circumstances by British Intelligence as a liquidator He
emerges as a hero amidst
various amorous involve
ments Rod Taylor, Trevor
Howard, Jill St John 1966
P.S. Magazine
(;) (I) - Square Foot
Gardening
0- This Week In Baseball
O - Against the Odds
(1)
- American Gov't
Survey
IFE) - Men at Work in
Concert This Australian rock
group performs at the Greek
Theatre in San Francisco.
California
0- Edison Twins
-

• - Arrow and the Cross
▪ - PKA Full Contact
Karate (Season Premiere)
PK A Full Contact Karate pre
sents a 9-round Heavyweight
bout featuring Brad Hefton
vs Cedric Rodgers
Call of the West

•0

2:00 P.M.
- Sportsbeat

CD
Major
League
Baseball Chicago White
Sox at New York Yankees
Major League
, Baseball
Teams to be
Announced
O - Roland Martin
CIE) - Great Outdoors
- Lead-Off Man
O - Bob . Welch and
tneighttob Welch,formerly
of Fleetwood Mac, gets together with fnerrds Stevie
Nicks,
Mick
Fleetwood,
Christie Mc Vie and Ann Wilson in this musical extravaganza
0- High Chaparral
0 It - American Gov't
Survey
CI

o
o

-

- EPCOT Magazine
- Deaf World
- MOVIE: 'Daring
Danger' Tim McCoy 1932

crew set off for a special
Island- -TvTio young people
- Father Noah's Ark
cruise to the Greek Islands
want to find the right compaand Turkey (R) (2 hrs )
1 1:00 P.M.
ions and a fashion buyer
[Closed Captioned]
0•iD - Music City, U.S.A.
4:30 P.M.
wants the courage to enither
O
0 ceD - Magic of Oil
Diff'rent
- This Week in'
CL
love affair with a married
Strokes When Mr. DrumCountry Music
Painting
man (60 min ([Closed Capmood, Arnold and Willis cap-tionedi
O - Double Feature: Day of
- The Third Eye
ture a burglar, the arresting
the Triffids
Yellow Rose
Motorweek Illustrated
officer receives three .differ-The Explorers
Hollister reprimands Leriny- SRO: George Bums in
ent stOnes_of_what_hap----for4454)aft-Aft the drug smug-- Zola Levitt
Concert This nightclub actpened. (R)
gling operation and Quist°
- Amateur Boxing: USA
was taped at Hamilton Place
0 OD 0
- Dukes of
leads the police. into capturvs. Cuba from Reno, NV
in Hamilton, Ontario
Hazzard Daisy and Lulu are in
ing Lenny and Sanchez (R)
Christian Children's
V - Friedman and Friends
Jeopardy when Lulu mistak(60 min
Fund
5:00 P.M.
enly claims a bag containing a
0 (1) 48 C2) - Mickey
11:15P.M.
That Nashville Music
stolen necklace (R)(60 min )
Spillane's Mike Hammer
MOVIE: To Be
O
Hee Haw
Firing Line
0CU - Dr. Who
Announced
(10 - Montage
MOVIE: 'Titanic' The
0- News
1 1:30 P.M.
story of the Titanic that sailed
O M - Portfolio
Music City, U.S.A.
0
six_ Music Magazine
from England with 2200 pas- Bewitched
0
Mystery! 'Reilly
sengers in April 1912 Clifton
Star Search
•
News
Ace of Spies Despite his
Webb,
Barbara
Stanwyck,
13 M - Saturday Night
0- The Tomorrow People
death warrant by Cheka.
Robert Wagner 1953
all)
Live fa) - World Championship
Reilly is lured back to Russia
la) - On Stage America
- Twilight Zone
Wrestling
to test the credibility of an
gp
--0 - Double Feature: Day of
- Olympiad
anti-Bolshevik organization
Matinee at the
the Trithds After a freak aat(60 min I [Closed Captioned]
BijOu 'Dark Mountain
27
Answer
cident robs mos,of the world . - Si) MOVIE: The Hanging
- Five Mile Creek
Conversation w Fred
of its sight, the survivors batTree' A frontier doctor, with
• - Dottie Rambo's
Lewis
tie fot supremacy against a
a
secret
past,
nurses
a blind
Magazine
horde of man-eating plants.
qo 11:45 P.M.
girl, back to health Gary
- The Moffroes
-• MOVIE. 'Max Dugan
0_, NBA Basketball:— --Cooper, Marra - Schell, Kart
Detroit at Atlanta
5:30 P.M.
Returns'
Malden 1959.
acE- Newscope
- Basketball TBA
V - James Robison
12:00 A.M.
- Lawrence Welk
',21) - Nature 'Forest in
- I Spy
ABC News
the
Clouds
'
Tonight's
- This Week in Country
proMiscellania/ Music
O
9:15P
.M.
am
tours the inner world of
Music
CD - MOVIE: 'Crack in the
- Major League
tRe tropical rain forests in the
- NBC News
World'
Baseball: Atlanta at San
Costa
Rican
mountain
s
(R)
That Nashville Music
Night Tracks
Diego
(60 min )[Closed Captioned]
M - Tony Brown's
V - Mike Macintosh &
Not
Necessar
ily
The
€13 - MOVIE: 'The Verdict'
Journal
Friends
News
An alcoholic attorney tries to
Little House on the
- Lesson
reestabli
9:30,P
sh
.M.
his
career with a
Prairie
controversial malpractice suit
12:15A.M.
0Pop!
Goes
the
Country
CD - Andy Griffith
against a powerful hospital
-0
Club
- News
51) - CBS News
Paul
Newman. Charlotte
V - Our Jewish Roots
12:30
A.M.
'Tender
Rampling, James Mason
9:45P.M.
- News
Mercies' An. ex-country1982 Rated R
and-western singer tries to
Bobby Jones
O - Atomic Artist This do- MOVIE: 'Death Trap'
cumentary on Tony Price feaWorld. •
start a new life but his past
When a girl learns that her
'tures his art created from
catches up with him Robert
- Solid Gold
sister withdrew a large sum
scrap from the Los Alamos .04-t_ Happy Days Again
Duvall, Tess Harper, Betty
of money from the bank beNational Laboratory
Buckley Razed PG •
0- MOVIE: 'First Deadly
fore she died, she tries to dis•
- MOVIE: The Man
Sin'
10:00 P.M.
cover what happened to it
Who
Saw
Tomorrow'
Alvert Lieven, Barbara Shel- Best of 700 Club
0130
0330
03)
Michel de Nostradamus acley, John Mellon 1962
0ap 13
News
12:45 A.M.
curately predicted the rise of
Felicidad
O - ABC News
- Three Stooges
O
Hitler and other historical fiUSFL
- Twilight Zone
Football:
O
gures Orson _Welles nar1:00A.M.
Memphis at Los Angeles or
O-M0VIE:'Dr. Black and
rates 1981 Rated PG
- MOVIE 'Home of the
San Antonio at Jacksonville
Mr. Hyde' The Jeckyl/Hyde
Reporte Public°
Bray&
0 - MOVIE: 'Eternally
story
—fs presented with an un- Gavin/Lott Show
6:00P.M.
Yours' A magician causes
usual twist Bernie Casey,
ert) - Treasures Out of
his wife tb disappear and
Rosalind Cash 1976
M 00 CU 0'01)
- Darkness
News
then follows her around the
O - Basketball TBA
globe in . an effort to mend
C2 - Hee Haw
1:15A.M.
Kentucky General
O
their matrimonial rift Loretta
0
News/Sign Off
Wildlife
Assembly
CL
Young, David Myer), Billie
Woodcarvers
1:30 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Parity's' A
Burke 1939
•- Fame
group of lustful'high school
047: - News
Reggie Jackson's
7:30 P.M.
O
boys tries to crash the local
O INN News
World of Sports
00X - Jennifer Slept
bawdy house -- - Scott ColMOVIE
lge
The
Here When Joey's parents
0- MOVIE:'Tron' A video
omby, Kim Cattrall, Kaki HunOutsiders'
game inventor is zapped into
go away for the weekend, he
ter 1981 Rated R
- On Campus
loans the house out to a
an electronic world where he
Cgt - Love Special
1:45 A.M.
must fight for survival Jeff
friend of Jennifer's
- SportsCenter
Bridges,
David
(13 - Atomic Artist
Warner,
0- Mousterpiece Theater
To Be Announced
Bruce
Boxleitner
1982
.2r) - Today in 'Bible
2:00 A.M.
10:15P.M.
Rated PG'.
Prophecy
CP - Editor's Desk
O ap_ ABC News
- Gloria a Dios
27 0- Heritage Singers
8:00P.M.
0- Wrestling
0- SportsCenter
SportsCenter
CO 0 CL - People -Are
10:30 P.M.
- Alias Smith and Jones
Funny
2:30A.M.
- New York Hot
6:30 P.M. .
Airwolf
O
MOVIE: 'Thunder
Tracks
Ann Holt at Large
Over the Plains'
CL - Austin City Limits
Entertai
nment
This
'George Strait/The'Kendalls
O M - Too Close for
272 - Reason to Sing
Week This week s program
Comfort
021LAii Creatures Great
0
- Hi Doug
features
rtmr
Liberace and a look
and SMall .
Point to-Point
at celebrity publicity (60
3:00 A.M.
This is Your Life
- MOVIE: The Big
-'MOVIE. 'Six Weeks'
Fisherm
an'
Simon
Peter
Accent
a
27 - Hour of Power
Saturday Night Live
fisherman. becomes Jesus'
Tennessee
-PKA Tull Contact
Solid
Gold
disciple and the first head of
Outdoorsmen
0
Karats
0
- That Nashville
16
the
Christian
church
O - At The Movies
Music
- Westbrook Hospital
O - Mr. Wizard's World*71 - Hour of Power
0 - Lifestyles of -the Rich
s - Down to Earth
and Famous
- Ross
33
B
°
Ale M"
ED
agy
Previews
Dance Fever
Family
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
4:0CiA.M.
Ellen's night of triumph turns
Gr Writers
O
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
- Dr, James Kennedy
into trftesto when Mama de0- John Ankerberg
what's happening at , the.__. ,odes the whole
Religion
family should
10:45P.M.
movies
strand-.thebanquet (R)
4:30 A.M.
O MOVIE. *Nana' One of
7:00P.M.
Zane
Grey Theatre
Paris
s
most
celebrate
d sedfr 9:00P.M. •
Love
CU 0 ak)
a• _ Australian Rules
uctresses capttvates scime
Boat Capt. Stubingtnd his
.0(21)03)0 - Fantasy
Football . Match 01
new wealthy lovers
0

-

00 EL _

•_

o

-

Major
League
Baseball: New YOA—IVIiits
at Chicago.tubs

2:30P.M.
O (I) 0 - Professional
Bowlers Tour Coverage of
the $115,000 Greater Hart:
'ford Open is presented from
the Bradley Bowl,-Windsor
Locks. CT (90 min.)
03310C2- Masters
Golf Tournament Coverage
of the third round is pre
sented from the Augusta Na
tional Golf Club, Augusta,
GA (2 his 30 min )
CU - Everyday Cooking
0- You Can't Do That On
TV When Moose goes on vacation the gang tracks her
down and tries to make her
work.
al)- Another Page
0-MOVIE:'Six Weeks' A
politician befriends a widowed cosmetics tycoon
whose daughter dreams of
an ideal family
Dudley
Moore, Mary Tyler Moore
1983 Rated PG
- MOVIE: 'My Favorite
Year' An alcoholic movie
hero must be kept sober long
enough to appear on a live
comedy
show
Peter
O'Toole. Mark Linn-Baker,
Jessica Harper. 1982 Rated
PG
Ventunneeen's
World

o

0 MOVIE:
'Lady
Whirlwind'
C1- You Can't DoThat On
TV When Moose goes on vacation the gang tracks her
down and tries to make her
work
- Portrait of Affiance:
Connecticut
GED Series
- MOVIE:'The Whiz Kid
and the Carnival Caper' A
trio of grade school detectives, aided by wacky makeshift inventions and a carnival
magician, attempt to thwart a
bank robbery Jaclyn Smith,
Dick Bakalyan, Eric Shea
1978 .
Life of Christ
- Wyatt Earp
-

-

3:30 P.M.
O C2D - Sportsbeat
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Wide
World of Sports
Motorweek
Uvewire Today s show
former LA Dodger Lou Johnson and author Jane Norman
_ Fishin' w/Orlando
Wilson
- Firing Line
• - MOVIE: 'Looker' A
plastic surgeon investigates
the mysterious deaths of his
patterns ^ Alban
Finney;
James Coburn, Susan Dey.
1981 Rated PG
- Murray Arnold Show.
McDonald's High
go
ajD

•.•

-

o

-

_

co o

•

4:00 P.M.

O (1)0 CL 0

•

o

-

•

Last Chance
Garage [Closed Captioned]
- GED Series
0
V - Up on
Melody
Mountain
- Numero Uno
fin - Wagon Train

o

•

o

3:00P.M.
0 M - Victory Garden
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- bey of Discovery --up-- Leo

SUNDAY

Gorcey
Mickey
James Robison
Knox, Edward Ryan. 1949
O CU - Paducah Devotion
Jim Whittington
0 - Nashville Gospel
CD - Bobby Jones
Religion
4/1 5/84
Show'
Gospel Show
0- Adventures Of Black
5:00 A.M.
0- Heritage of Faith
Beauty A quack doctor provCL Jerry Falwell
fl Dennis the Menace
ides trouble for Or Gordon
- Ernest Angley
- Kingdorri Living
CNN Headline News
Today
C- Fraggle Rock The F ragO - Andy Griffith
flp - MOVIE: 'Stroker Ace'
gles decide to move to the
- To Be Announced
• - Donald Duck Presents
A race-car driver schemes to
promised land
0 X ED
- Sesame
9:00
A.
M.
even the score with a conniiiStreet !Closed Captioned(
- Jungle Cat of the
- Robert Schuller
,ng corporate kingpin Burt
Amazon
- Three Score
Oral
Robert
Reynolds. Loni Anderson
s
- Fishin' Hole
- Tony & Susan Alamo
IR- Rev. David Paul
1983 Rated PG
11:00 A.M.
Robert Schuller
CE- Mystery!'Shades of
C- Little Shepherd Dog of
- Cartoon Carnival
- SIvet1 Passover ToDarkness A woman wants
Catalina
day s prZgrarn marks the
ED- Good Morning Mickeyl
vengeance against a spirit
TBN Today
Passover season by taking a
that
is
bewitc
hing
her
husHeritage Singers
- Roger McDuff
loving look-at the world of the
band at night (60 min )
ED - SportsCenter
Shtetl'
30 A.M.
(Closed Captioned)
ED - Zola Levitt
- Groovy ,Goolies
(316111111moke
Tartan-- - 27 -Life-of Christ
O (}D U - First Baptist
7:1 5A.M.
- Good News
Church
- Lesson • •
- Calendar
ED
- Mr. Rogers'
Wild, Wild West
Neighborhood
6:00 A.M.
" 7:30 A.M.
Face the Nation
•
X - It's Your Business
MOVIE
:
'The Secret of
12_1: 0 16": - Amazing
All
American
NIMH' A mouse with four
0 X - Cartoons
Grace
Wrestling
children seeks the aid of the
0 X - Mornings on 5
- Day of Discovery
- You Can't Do That On
mysterious and intelligent
0- Silhouettes of The City
- Superman
TV Moose is the model in this
rats of NIMH to save heaaC) - America's Black
- James Robison
look at fads and fashions
mily Animated Voices of
F orum
07 Robert Schuller
Dom Deluise, Derek Jacobi,Working Women
12:4 - Perspective
- Lone Ranger '
Peter Strauss. Rated G
Paddington:
Goes to
-..P-iiii4114415=-1-- •
—Startade.
Movies Paddington the bear
"Kidnapped' In
(11 - World Tomorrow
€0 - MOVIE: 'Enchantorder to steal his inheritance, - IS starstruck
ID- MOVIE:'Black Beauty'
ment' A retired general
a boy's uncle has him kidDisney
Studio
Leo Waat, Johnny Crawford,
teaches his young grandniece
napped and sold into slavery.
Showcase
Mimi Gibson Rated G
a lesson in love David Niven,
James MacArthur, Peter
2t
- Dr. James
Evelyn Keyes, Farley Gran- Good Morning Mickey!
Finch, Peter O'Toole 1960
Kennedy Religion
ger 1949
27' - Ever Increasing Faith
V - James Robison
0- Nusnero Uno
- Welcome to Pooh
ED- ESPN's SportsWoman
- Uoyd Ogilvie
- 11:30A,M.
Corner
Newsight '84
9:15 A.M.
(2) - This Week with
27 - Lloyd Ogilvie
6:15 A.M.
O E)- Hamilton Bros
David Brinkley
Fellowship
of
- Farm Digest
Jerry Falwell
9:30 A.M.
Excitement
0 X - Weather
O - Meet the Press
Jimmy Swaggart
8:00 A.M.
6:30 A.M.
(1)- Sneak Previews
C)- World Tomorrow
(12309
Sunday
Rex Humbard
- Baseball Bunch
CL Herald of Truth
Morning
Community Worship
- The Third Eye
- Two Rivers Hour
0 X - James Robison
O
- Accent
ED
Oral Roberts and You
- Comment on
- At Home With the
- P.S Magazine
Kentucky
- Lone Ranger..
Bible
- Day of Discovery
- MOVIE: 'To Catch A
0
- Jerry Falwell
It Is Written
King' Two expatriate Ameri- Old Time Religion
0(ID - Young at Heart
O - MOVIE:'The Greatest
cans in neutral Portugal try to
iz - Living Hope
Show On Earth' A circus
Trinity Tabernacle
foil a German scheme to cap(1) - It Is Written
manage
r
and
his
girl,
an
aeri0 (1E) - Fall & Rise of R
ture the Duke and Duchess of
alist, are in competition with
ff,1 - Mousercise
Perrin
Windsor Robert Wagner,
a French star for the center
El) - Numero Uno
0- Mass for Shut-Ins
Ten Garr
ring Charlton Heston, Betty
Jewish Voice
- Grace United Church
ED
Hutton, James, Stewart
- . MOVIE:
'My
- Leave It to Beaver
6:45 A.M.
Bodyguard The new boy at
1952.
MOVIE: 'Annie' A
school enlists the aid of one
'0 (1) - Sesame Street
€11 21 - Electric Company
(Closed Captioned)
young
of the most feared students
orphan
struggles
- MOVIE: 'Honkytonk
through the dark Depression
to act as his bodyguard
Gumby Show Man' In hopes of performing
toward a sunny tomorrow
against a class bully Chris
V)- Crossroads Cathedral
on the Grand Ole Opry, an agAlbeit Finney, Aileen Quinn,
Makepeace, Matt Dillon,
ing country singer travels ac- NCAA Division II
Carol Burnett 1982 Rated
Adam Baldwin 1980
Gymnastics
ross the backroads of
ChampionPG
- SportsCenter Plus
ships - Individual CompetiAmerica with his nephew,
tion from Springfield, MA
Clint Eastwood, Kyle East7:00 A.M.
12:00 P.M.
wood Rated PG
(2) - Kenneth Copeland
Ct - World Tomorrow
O World Concern Crisis
- Father John Bertolucci
0
Alert
- Newscenter
8:30A.M.Weekly
MOVIE:'Queen of
1E)KtennetWeopelancr—At- Larry Jones Ministry
the Stardust Ballroom'
10:170A.M.
lonely widowed grandmother
Oral Roberts
and a married mailman meet
Jim Whittington
and fall in love at a local
Religion
dance hall Maureen StapleCL - Palm Sundayton, Charles Miming, Michael
Richmond
Brandon 1975
0 CC - Matinee at the
0
- Bill Dance
Bijou 'The Memphis Belle
Outdoors
Rawhide
- World'Tomorrow
Rat Patrol
- Washington Week/
0 Kids Writes
Review Paul Duke is joined
by top Washington journalED 21. - Sesame Street
1Closed Captioned)
ists analyzing the week's
2'71 - Morning Worship
news
0- Twilight Zone
Play Your Best Tennis
'Basics of-the Groundstroke
0- MOVIE: 'The Greatest
Story Ever Told' The life of
Jimmy Swaggart
Jesus is followed from the
0151.
1 0:30 A.M.
With Garlic Bread
manger through his years as
Baptist Church
Cl'
a teacher, ending at the cross
Salad 59' litre
0 CL - This Week with --of Calvary Max Von- Sydow,
David Brinkley
Dorothy McGuire, Charlton
.412 - CNN Headline News
Heston- 1965
Face the Nation
B
t - CBS Sports
•- Dr. b. James Kennedy
Sunday Today s program
- MOVIE 'Angels in
features boxing (2 hrs I
pisguise' The Bowery Boys
Wednesday 11AM- lOPM
- Standby... Lights!
turn detective when their real
•••
*Iifsew airPOevrr
Camera! Action!
estate friend is shot in a hold
(21)- Capitol Connection
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0- MOVIE: 'Old Yeller' A ..._100;
'Crocodile.roday
mongrel"dog strays onto a
in Bible
Texas ranch and proves his
ecy
worth to the owners Dorothy McGuire, Fess Parker,
4)2°
- Focus OWi
n Society
Tommy Kirk 1958
(E)- A Time To Be Brave -A
V - John Osteen
young girl must come to
ED - Auto Racing '84
terms with the differences
NASCAR TranSouth 500
between her Eskimo-Indian
from Darlington. SC
family and the ways of mod€E) - Flipper
ern society...
12:30P.M.
2.1) - Art Tatum:.Music
0- CL 0 CL - ikt The
Genius
Movies
MOV-FE :StiOker Ace',
13 CL - Popi Goes the - A race-car driver sOiemes to
Country Club
even the score with a connivSearch the Scriptures
ing corporate kingpin Burt
Reynolds, Loni Anderson
(I)- Wall Street Week
1983 Rated PG
Louis Rukeyser 'analyzes the
'80s with a weekly review of
61)- MOVIE: 'Limelight'A
economic and investment
comedian and a dancer build
matters
each other's confidence until
fate delivers them a bitter0- One Step Beyond
sweet
surprise
Charles
Your Children Our
Chaplin, Claire Bloom, SydChildren
ney Chaplin 1952
(V)- Kenny Foreman
- Dwight Thompson
• - Gentle Ben
3:00 P.M.
12:45 P.M.
CI) - Focus on Society
MOVIE: 'In Like -Flint'
- English Beat In
A conspiracy of women set
Concert „...Thip
to take over the govern__ •
wave band appear's in this
ment and control the world
special taped live in the UK.
James Coburn, Lee Cobb,
Jean Hale 1967.
Major
League
Baseball: Atlanta at San
1:00 P.M.
Diego
O CY 0 CE 0 Calligraphy w/Ken
American Sportsman
Brown
0- Bill Dance Fishing
- MOVIE: 'Princess and
0 CL - Fishing w/Roland
the Cabbie' A strong relaMartin
tionship develops between a
X - Legislative Report
'dyslexic young woman and a
- Lead-Off Man
feisty, self-taught cabbie
- Going Great
who helps to educate her,
ED
- Presents!
Bertinelli,.ftobertGesiderio, Cynthia Harris. 1981.
- MOVIE: 'Adam's Rib'
A husband and'Wifeteam of
- Wagon Train
lawyers have a courtroom
,battle involving a woman on
. 3:30 P.M.
trial for shooting her hus00 (1) - SportsWorld
band
Katharine Hepburn,
Today's program features a
Spencer Tracy. Judy Holli15-round IBF lightweight
day 1949
championship bout between
champion
Christ Church
Charlie 'Choo
Choo' Brown and Cornelius
MOVIE: 'The
Boza-Edwards (90 min )
Showdown' A young trailherd boss is determined to
11) - America: Second
avenge his brother's death,
Century
William 'Wild Bill' Elliott,
- Saga Saga, the master
Marie Windsor, Walter Brenof heavy metal, performs live
nan 1950
in this taped concert from the
UK.
1:15 P.M.
(21) - Magic of Oil
Major
League
Painting
Baseball: New York Mets
Shock
at Chicago Cubs
Waves/
Armageddon
1:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
X U - USFL
13
- America: Second
"FOotball: Teams to be
Century
Announced
- MOVIE: 'Moby Dick'
()- 12th Annual
The tyrannical Captain Ahab, •
Family Circle Cup Tennis
master of the whaler 'PeCoverage of the women's finquod,' becomes tragically
als is presented from Sea
caught in his own quest for
Pines Racket Club, Hilton
vengeance Gregory Peck, RiHead,:SC (2 hrs
chard
Baseheart,
Orson
0
- Understanding
Welles 1956
Human Behav
0- Road to L.A.
(13 - Against the Odds
- Livewire Today's
ED 21)- Focus on Society
guests include singers Buckfri - Donne-A Hot Summer
ner and Garcia and Stan JarNight
ocki
of
the
Midway
- Featurettes
Manufacturing Co
2:00 P.M.
€1)
- All New This Old
House (Closed Captioned]
Masters
C
Golf Tournament Coverage
V - Power Unlimited
of the final round is presented
MOVIE: 'Light of Old
from the Augusta ,National
Santa Fe' A cowboy rescues
Country Club, Augusta, GA
a beautiful rodeo owner frRrn
13 hrs. I •
bankruptcy
Roy Rogers,
O EL
Understanding
EVan.s- 1947 .
Human Behav
415P.M.
CI - School Daze Two hu
MOVIE: 'Annie' A
merous animated films dealyOung
orphan
struggles
ing with school make a point
throughAte dark Depression
that school may not be as
toward a sunny tomorrow
bad as it is supposed to be
Albert Finney, Aileen Quinn, •
(211- Focus on Society
Carol Burnett 1982 Rated
@, - New! Animal World
PG
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SUNDAY CONT.
4:30 P.M.
Great Chefs/San
Francisco
ea
Woodwright's
Shop
- Jimmy Swaggart
SportsCenter

0E) -

o

a -

al -

4:45 P.M.
- NBA Tonight
5:00 P.M.
13
- Little House on the
Prairie
icy U - ABC News
News
0 CID - Word on Words
- Wonder Woman
CBS News
- The Tomorrow People
(1)
Victory Garden
- MOVIE: 'Sink the
Bismarck' Air and sea forces
are combined to trap and sink
the Bismarck Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter, Carl Mohner
1960
0- MOVIE:'The Shocking
Miss Pilgrim' A suffragette
felts rn love with her
boss Betty Grable, Dick
Haymes,
Anne
Revere
1947
NBA Basketball:
Teams to be Announced
- MOVIE: 'Our Town'
Life, love and death in a small
New England town are the
subjects of this drama by
Thornton Wilder
Martha
Scott, William Holden, Thi5mas Mitchell 1940

o

cu o cu -

Ca-

-

5:30 P.M.
0(1)- Wild Kingdom
130
- NBC News
0(3)- CBS News
BM Dance Fishing
Working Women
News
O Mr. Wizard's World
61) (1) - Great Chefs/San
Francisco
- Serve The Lord

-

-

-

-

•

matization of the life and
teachings of Jesus Robert
Powell, Olivia Hussey, Anne
Bancroft, Laurence Olivier,
James Mason 1977
OCSDIDa- Suzanne
Pleshette The New York Examiner gets out-scooped and
it look like Maggie is responsible
(I) - Living Wild 'Voyage to the Vermillion Sea n
Krov and Ann Menuhin present this film about the giant
whales-and sharks in the waters off Baja, CA (60 min.)
[Closed Captioned]
O Watt St. Journal Rep.
- Ernest Angley
O - Interior Design
MOVIE:
The
Revengers' A
Colorado
rancher recruits a band of
Mexican prisoners to help
him find the gang that killed
his family William Holden,
Ernest Borgnibe, Susan Hayward 1972
0- Ever Increasing, Faith
Palliser*
ea - MOVIE:'High Road To
China' A flapper hires a
former World War I ace to
help find her menaced father
Tom Selleck, Bess Armstrong, Jack Weston 1983
Rated PG
MOVIE:
'My
Bodyguard' The new boy at
school enlists the aid of one
of the most feared students
to act as his bodyguard
against a class bully Chris
Makepeace, Matt
Dillon,
Adam Baldwin 1980
• - MOVIE: 'My Palikari'
A man and his son are deeply
affected by the experience after they travel to the father's
native Greece Telly Savalas,
Michael Constantine, Keith
Gordon 1978
V - Reason to Sing
- Yeshua
-

▪

_

-

6:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
13(2)0(10s- MOVIE:
(I)
Domestic
'The Ten Commandments'
Life Harold runs for student
This film presents the story
body president and is influof Moses and the exodus of
enced by a man claiming to
the Jews from Egypt Charlbe a key government inton Heston, Yul Brynner
former
1956
0- In Search of...
Father Murphy
V - Eagles' Nest
John sets out to find a runa- College Baseball':
way who has fallen in with an
elderly woman (R)(60 min 1 - Baylor at Texas (SEASON
PREMIERE)
--Minutes
Seeing Things
-8:00 P.M.
0- Hogan's Heroes
0 CIO in 12 - Jeffersons
Tom and Helen celebrate
- Dance Fever
their 30th wedding anniverO - Reggie Jackson's
sary by visiting their honeyWorld of Sports
moon hotel
Best of World
a Ma at- Masterpiece
Championship Wrestling
Theatre 'Nancy Astor After
- Living Wild 'Antarcbeing sent to New York to
tic Summer • Tonight's proenter a young ladies acagram follows the annual
demy, Nancy meets a bachereturn of the Adelie penguins
lor from Boston and marries
and the Hooker sea lions to
him (60 min) [Closed Cap
'their breeding grounds (60
honed]
min (Closed Captioned]
- Forgiven
'• at - Good News
• - Black Pulse
6:30 P.M.
- By Design:
- Taking Advantage
▪ - Bobby Jones Gospel
41) - To Be Announced
Show This program high- NHL Stanley Cup
lights the best gospel music
Playoffs
talent in the country
ED Fraggle Rock The Frag- Father Manning
gies decide to move to the
- In Touch
promised land
8:30 P.M.
- Ankle
33
Alice Vera s
- Our Jewish Roots
marriage hots a sour note
(19 - Flying House
when Elliott starts paying
7:00 P.M.
more attention to their new
piano
- MOVIE 'Jesus
of Nazareth Part 1 A Ira
0- People to People

is

O0 -

•

o

o

ag is 12-60
CC

-

_

•

o

o
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(I) - Bryant Productions
(j) - America's Black
Forum
- Album Flash
• - Man of Wheat
- Uoyd Ogilvie
9:00 P.M.
- Trapper
John, M.D. A pair of new arrivals at San Francisco Memorial have the whole staff in
a state of excitement (R)(60
min.)
American
Playhouse
'The
Killing
Floor ' A black man, who
emigrated from the South to
find work in Chicago's stockyards, rises to a leadership
position irr a forrnerty attwhite union (2 hrs )[Closed
Captioned)
0-News
• - Jerry Falwell
Sports Page
O - Video Soul
ED (VD - Bits & Bytes
- MOVIE: 'Sophie's
Choice' A Polish survivor of
a Nazi concentration camp is
haunted by a secret from her
past Meryl Streep, Kevin
Kline, Peter MacNicol. 1982
Rated R
- MOVIE: 'Just Tell Me
What You Want' A wealthy
business magnate grooms
one of the women in his secretarial pool to become his
mistress Ali MacGraw, Alan
King, Dina Merrill
1980
Rated R
- EPCOT Magazine
Believers Voice of
Victory
- Changed Lives
CU

-

9:30 Pike
- Oral Roberts
Gt) - New Tech Times
Rock
Church
Proclaims
10:00 P.M.
013 X 0 T:0:it News
- Twilight Zone
- Wrap Around
Jerry Falwell
- Ever Increasing Faith
- MOVIE: 'Jesse James
at Bay' Jesse James must
prove himself innocent when
his double causes trouble
Roy Rogers, Sally Payne,
Gale Storm 1941
- Praise the Lord. _
10:30 P.M.
O GD 0 c3D - News' •
- Teddy Bart's Nashville
0(I) - Rockford Files
13(ID - MOVIE: 'Nijinsky'
This biography of Nijinsky
concerns his triangular relationship with his wife and his
ballet master Serge Diaghilev George De La Pena,
Alan Bates, Leslie Browne
1980
- ABC News
0 - Lou Grant
C;) - Seven Last Words
.12 - CBS News
- SportsCenter
- Contact
CB

o

o

012 -

0

O

O - Cold Storage Two ter-

12 - Taking Advantage

1 1:00 P.M.
_ Barnaby Jones
- Greats of the Game
- Taking Advantage
Wild, Wild West
- 700 Club In today s
show Dr David Smith discusses the high cost of being
a malei

0

o
II

-

3:30 A.M.
0 - MOVIE: 'Angels in
Disguise'

_

2:30 A.M.
- Sgt. Bilko

•

4:00 A.M.
All
American
Wrestling
11) - It's Your Business
Ltt - TBN Today

3:00 A.M.
0- Dennis the Menace
- MOVIE. 'Sink the
Bismarck' Air and sea forces
are combined to trap and sink
the BismarCk. Kenneth More,
Dana Wynter, Carl Mohner
1960

11:15P.M.
Annual Top
Country Hita-_
_
11:30 P.M.
Here Come the
Brides
O - MOVIE: 'Royal
Wedding' A brother and sister dance team who travel to
England for the royal wedding find their own true loves
Fred Astaire, Jane Powell,
Peter Lawford 1951.
- Kojak
MOVIE: I • Arri- a
Fugitive From a Chain
Gang'
O - America's Black
Forum
- MOVIE: 'Stroker'Ace'
A race-car driver schemes to
even the score with a conniving corporate kingpin Burt
Reynolds, Loni Anderson,
1983 Rated PG
610 - MOVIE: 'Adam's
Woman' An American battles cruelty and injustice in an
Australian
penal, colony
Beau bridges, Jane Morrow,
James Booth 1970
•- John Osteen
(t)

-

▪ Gy) -

4:30 A.M.
Swaggart
2t
DarknesTreasure
s
s Out of'
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26

35
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22
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28
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25
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12:00 A.M.
X - Face to.Face
- News/Sign Off
MOVIE: '131ondie's
Reward' Dagwood is demoted to office boy becausethe Northside property he
went out to buy turns out to
be on the Southside Penny
Singleton, Arir Lake, Larry
Simms 1948
ID - Video Soul
- Love Special'
- Zola Levitt

53

Ellaillall

ACROSS
1 6 Shown. he's J R on
•
"Dallas- ,
12 Plqyed Sam Benedict
14 Kate Jackson role
- 16 "Perry Mason" star' •
intl
16 Arafat's org
17 Lucille. to L ucie
18 -Truth •
Consequences"
_19 "See It 21 "Bridget
L3ernie':
23 'This - House
•
-24 Aumont'ssuntmer

12:30 A.M.
151 EI2D - ABC News
- News
Comeback
- News/Sign Off
_ NHL Stanley Cup
Playoffs
Jewish Voice

-

- 26- -GI alittress'•
_gar! or_cppIgy.
30 She's Vera
•

32 All right
33 Payed Fish Intl
34 ._Fte was ltitt K
- otter
Mak)?
36 "L

3
49
0 Wl
ji ee
tY P•
43 " Vegas ady'
45 " 113altimore
46 He was Spbck
48 "I
- Camera
19 Monogram tor Rey
"The Night
Eye-4%
51 Singer Acuft
53 Mr ev-ant's10
54 Leslie
wo
56
--/".5
8
- r
D0-tho
tiv
1An
59 "

L anduip

-.+•••••••••*-.."--

-

12:45 A.M.

O cE - Three Stooges
:00 A.M.
el CE) - News
- Jerry Barnard
(K0 - Best of 700 Club
1:15 A.M.
- CBS News
Nightwatch JIP _ _ea a- MOVIE: To Catch it
King' Two expatriate Americans in neutral Portugal try to
foil a German scheme to capture the Duke and Duchess of
Windsor Robert Wagner.
Ten Garr
1:30 A.M.
- CNN Headline News
0 cip - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
At The Movies
g - MOVIE: 'Kisses For
My President' The story of
the first woman Presrdent of
the United States and the first
male 'First Lady of thiii.en5L.'
o

o -

.--r•-••••••-••••".

•

-

-

o

17)

3:15 A.M.
C- MOVIE:'The Secret of
NIMH' A mouse with four
children seeks the tid of the
mysterious and intelligent
rats of NIMH to save her family Animated

2:00 A.M.
0- INN News
.0- By Design:
- Praise the Lord
College Baseball:
Baylor at Texas (SEASON
PREMIERE)
Surgsat/Eyesat

-

-

10:45 P.M.
- ABC News
- Jim Bakker

- MOVIE - 'The Prowler'
- SportsCenter

minal cancer patients meet
on the roof of the hospital
where they are to spend their
last days
Open Up
- Bobby Jones Gospel
Show This program highlights the best gospel music
talent in the country
Richard
Belzer:Caught/Act
• - Fire Called Jeremiah
€1) - NBA Basketball.
Teams to be Announced
- Larry Jones Ministry

-

-
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•

1.56A Played-Ben
- Cartwright
2 Costello's partner'
_3_51ar_SA
_
init •
'
4 Actor Torn
5 Outcry .
6 She's Joyce
Davenport
7 James on "Good
Times"
8,Rita 9 Miss Natwick's
sign-&t
•
10 Actor Meniott
11 "Taxi" character
13 -High -"
20
Willie Winkie
22 Clock riurivertrts;---23 brain
28 A Reiner' •
29 DDE---30 "- Day gt-fitact,
Rock 1'
31 Rayed Miss Brooks
.
.
-34 Rpie for Hernsley
35 "An - of Lbve"

•

37
carte
38 Rote tor f_Vmoud
Wilson

_

-4
10
9 otctrS
CaeSI
4
SYt3a
-Lek
41 Felix'..s roommate 'no
42,44
y t1 _s
tenni
Soupy
46 " - Plat Tune
47 "Sergeant
••
50 Holbrook or L inden
.52 Hankering
.
55 Mr. Wilder's ID
57 Insigne for 12. Across .
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Jacqueline Courtney returns
By Connie Passalacqua
sensitivity there and certainly this point in her life. Then it
-•
the vulnerability. I haven't was right, but we are talking
"Another World" celebrates
its 20th anniversary on May 4 outgrown that. I would hope about two completely differwith a truly memorable,she wouldn't be so passive in ent times."
event.. Jacqueline Courtney.'
mPlib created the role of Alice
Matthews Frame at the
show's premiere, returns to
that role after an 11-year
REAL AGE — My friend and I disagree about the age of
absence.
,Jan-Michael Vincent, star of "Airwolf." 1 think he's still in
his twenties, but my- friend says he's' much alder Who's_
'right? —
- You're both probably -still confused by watching last
year's "The Winds of War," in which Ali MacGraw kept telling J-M over and over that he was '.'such a boy, Byron." But
"the boy" turns 40 this year.
ZSA ZSA OR EVA — On the old "Green Acres" show, who
plaYed the part of Eddie Albert's addled wife? Was it Zsa
Zsa Gabor or her sister.Eva? — D,G, — Scarborough, Ont.
It was Eva, the marginally less bubbleheaded of the two
Hungarian bombshells.
.
P eq.sc qd(kog que$ii(ut$ to Claaitian _Viewers' Voirees,-7744--Data Inc.. 6513 Missis.fauga Road, Suite 102.. Mississauga.
nr-L-51V 1,46. Because of the volume of mail received, per-sonal replies cannot be sent.)
Jacqueline Courtney
Miss Courtney became the
most popular actress in daytime televfSion during,the late
'60s and early.'70s when she
portrayed the show's heroine,
---in the classic soap opera love HOW'S HOWELL
Please ern, conmiunicated in sign
- triangle of Alice Stephen- 'tell me how - old -C.-Thomas language with his silent lndi- FrIme (George Reinholt) and Howell is and if his series, an partner. What was the
Rachel(Robin Strasser, Victo-- "Two Marriages," will be on Indian's name? — R.R.
ria Wyndham). next year? — P.M.
Pahoo-Ka-Ta-Wah. played
."The Steve Alice, Rachel
Howell, who played the 14- by X.- Brands, was Yancy's
story was unbelievable'" she year-old- Pony Boy Curtis in Indian sidekick.. .recalls. "If we had the.promo- Francis Coppola's ode to adoMUTINY REMAKE —
tion given soap operas today lescent -angst, "The Chasidit would be equal to the Luke Ors." is now 17. It's -too soon to Anthony Hopkins was recently
and Laura story on 'General - -predict Whether ABC will pick interviewed on TV and never
Hospital.' The whole story Op "Twc; Marriages," which mentioned the remake of
lasted seven Years — they had an earlier outing last "Mutiny on the Bounty" that
he has been making. What has
couldn't drop the story line.
year, for next season. But
"Everytime they tried to even if it's dropped, you can happened toil? J.C.
"The Bounty" finished prodrop it.and go onto something catch Howell in the current
duction several months ago
.else people Would write-in and film ''-Tank.' He'll want'more." she says.-"It was star again with Patrick and Hopkins will be seen in
possibly one of the longest sto- Swayze, who played the eldest the role of Captain Bligh when
the_ picture opens . this
ry lines in-the history of soap Curtis brother. in "Grand_ summer, at which
- operas.
view-. USA," due out in sure he'U•Mention time I'm
it. Mel GibThe triangle made "A,W" August.
son co-Stars as Christian.
the top-rated soap_ opera for
DIGS DOUG — I just-saw
many years. The soap opera
Doug McClure on "Simon &
world _gaspeCin _1975 when
Simon.- What TV series did he
rxecutive PrOducer Paul
star _in _and who. were-his-c..--- --Rauch-firat-fired-Reinholt
- then Miss,Courtney becaus-e
-A.F.
personal disagreements. Both
McClure worked steadily on
TV through most of the :60s
went on-to "One Lifet6 Live."
where they played opposite
and '70s. In chronological
each other again as loverk
order, his series were "The
Tony Lord and Pat Kendall.
Overland Trail:: co-starring
William Bendix (1960);
"Checkmate." co-starring
Reinholt left the show after
two years. but Miss Courtney
Anthony George and Sebas--reinartted- and---- 014-370
tian Cabot'(1960-'62); "The
- ---buT
Virginian," co-starring James
front-burner story lines until
late last year:She left recentDrury (1962-'71); "Search."
co-starring Tony Franciosa
ly for lack of further plot
lines.
and Hugh O'Brian (1972--'73)
and "Thelfarbary Coast," co- -"It's
- ironic thatft,making
Thomas Howell
starring William Shatner
my first appearance on
(1975-'76).
'Another World: in May." says
JAN FAN -- Please-tell me
Miss Courtney. "It's eerie! I
A mistake was recently
started on that show as a teen; and my 'friend whether Rich- -inade about John Travolta's
ager and grew up on it.- It's ard Hatch played Jan Berry in age. He turned 30, not 29, on'
really a homecoming for. me.". the. TV mode "Deadman's Feb. 18, although .most of us
Miss Courtney says she Curve"?
would like to hold A H.
Hatch did play Berry, the
thinks that the character of
(e)1911.1, rv Spotlight
membei of
Mice has -ehanged--sinee-she
left 'Alice was an extension the surfing-and,singing duo. (Send your letters to Pepper
of me at that point tri my life Jan and- Dean. Bruce Davison O'Brien, United Feature
She was very passive, very played Dean Torrence in the Syndicate. 200 Park - Ave..
gentle kind of lady I think she 1978 film
Room 602. New York, NY
might be different now only in
SIGN LANGUAGE
„lock 10166. Duc to the large volthe sense that she has grown Mahoney, the star of *I'ancy ume orMail. personal replies
up as I have. The& is still the Derringer." the 1960s West- cannot be given

"We're discontinuing all current Washer, Dryer and Dishwasher
models and that means BIG SAVINGS for you! Hurry
Sale prices good only while supply lasts!

TV DIALOGUE
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DON
MISS
OUT
MAYTAG

Maytag

Maytag Heavy Duty

Jetclean."

DISHWASHERS

WASHERS

• Nobody gets your
dishes cleaner!
• 3-level Jet wash
System
• Micro-Mesh'4 Fitter
cleans itself
continuously
• Unsurpassed capacity

No. I in;
•length of life
•fewest repairs
•lowest service costs
•nationwide preference
(Based on a national____
survey asking con.
sumers which brand of
washer they'd like to
own.)

Maytag Big Load

DRYERS
• Commercially proven
in self service laundries
• Gentle, energy
efficient drying
• Electronic, Auto-Dry
or Time Control
• Big Load drum
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